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ABSTRACT

It is common in educational circles to come across discussions concerning the 
educational wisdom of the Church Fathers generally, and without any specific proof. 
The initial aim of this research was to collect the educational ideas of two or three 
Church Fathers in order to have a complete picture of their opinions on some special 
educational matters. Starting with John Chrysostom it became clear that this research 
could be limited exclusively to his writings because they include thousands of 
quotations on the subject. However, no comparison of Chrysostom’s educational ideas 
could be made with other educationalists because Chrysostom saw everything from the 
perspective of the spiritual shepherd whose first concern was not so much to urge his 
contemporaries to send their children to school, but to make them understand their duty 
regarding their children’s salvation. This leads to the concept of Christian education. 
The research then showed that there were no serious contradictions between 
Chrysostom and authors of books and articles on moral and Christian education. 
However, the main difference that could be found between Chrysostom and other 
educationalists is that Chrysostom wanted education in general (and not only the 
religious or any kind of moral lessons) as well as every aspect of life to lead the 
individual to a state of personal holiness.

The background given in the beginning of this thesis refers to the different stages 
of Chrysostom’s life and the factors which influenced his personality, namely his family 
environment, his life as a monk, priest and bishop, the social atmosphere and the 
church status of his times in Antioch. The second chapter includes information about 
pagan and Christian education of Chrysostom’s times and is divided into three themes: 
Greco- Roman education, the Emperor Julian’s time and Christian education. Before 
the analysis of the main subject there are a few paragraphs on Chrysostom’s theological 
ideas regarding doctrine, Christology, original and general sin, ecclesiology, the purpose 
of life and philosophy. The classification of the main material referring to education 
according to Chrysostom is based on three topics: the teacher, the parents, and the 
human passions. The first topic with the title «The role of the teacher in the correct 
upbringing of children» is subdivided as follows: The teacher in Chrysostom’s treatises 
on education, the office of the teacher, the teacher’s relation with his disciples, the 
teacher’s character, the teaching method and the teacher’s payment. The subdivisions 
of the second topic with the title «The right way for parents to bring up their children» 
are: The significance of the parents’ role in the formation of the child’s character, 
parents must advise in a spirit of freedom, and who must participate in the children’s 
upbringing, the father’s role and the mother’s role. The last topic with the title 
«Protecting against children’s sexual desires» is subdivided as follows: Children and 
human passions, what can lead a child to immorality, protective forbidding and positive 
measures against immorality, spiritual medicine against desire, ideas on desire from 
Chrysostom’s whole work, the control of sexual desire and the right way to behave 
towards those who sinned.

The main conclusion of this work is that Chrysostom was totally committed to a 
Christian education based on high moral standards as presented in the Bible. The 

. ultimate aim is the salvation of soul.
The appendix refers to the authenticity of Chrysostom’s treatise On Vainglory and 

the Right Way for Parents to Bring up their Children Subsequently cited as treatise On 
Vainglory and Education.
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ABBREVIATIONS:

E.n.E. " EXAqveq norépeq Tf|q "EKKAqcriaq, 'lœawou toD Xpuaocnrojaou èpya,

(Original text with modem Greek translation, Greek Fathers of the 

Church, John Chrysostom’s writings; Thessaloniki; Patristic 

Publications Gregory Palamas, 1978-1990).

PG Patrologia Graeca of J. P. Migne {Palrologiae cursus completus,

Paris, 1857-1862) In volumes 47-64.



1. INTRO DUCTIO N

1.1 Chrysostom’s family and youth: The fourth century was a golden one for 

the Eastern Church. Many great Fathers lived and worked effectively in what was an 

already declining empire and at a time when Catholic Christianity was trying to achieve 

supremacy among the conflicts of paganism, Arianism, Judaism, and Gnosticism. 

Among these Fathers are the very well known Athanasius the Great, the three 

Cappadocians, Cyril of Alexandria, Diodor of Tarsus and of course John Chrysostom.

The purpose of this research is to study the latter’s work, describing his 

educational philosophy within the boundaries of pagan and Christian education of that 

time. Because the work of a historical person cannot be considered separately from his 

life, it is worthwhile to write an introductory chapter about his family and education. 

In this way one can form a comprehensive idea of the factors which affected his view 

of people, education and all aspects of life.

John Chrysostom has made his mark on the histories of both the Church and 

education with his brilliance. There are two reasons for this: the epoch in which he lived 

and his personality. His lifetime was a troubling period because of Arianism and the 

many other Christological controversies. Chrysostom tried to give answers to the 

dogmatic and moral problems of his congregation. As well as his homilies against the 

Anomeans,^ his writings are interspersed with references to heretical problems. His 

thirty years of preaching and writing gave him the facility to fight against the many 

obstacles to the spread of true Christianity. Nevertheless, one of his great concerns was 

to protect his congregation from the attraction of Judaism. He was forced to react

PG 48,701-746, 767-795.



against Jews in order to prevent Christians from participating in the Jewish practices 

of circumcision, fasting and the observance of days and months/ His endeavour was 

to reveal the mistakes and propaganda of Jews who were trying to impose on Christians 

the need for keeping the Mosaic law. Some contemporary scholars misunderstood his 

reaction as «anti-Semitic».  ̂Chrysostom took the same position towards the Greeks and 

pagans, clarifying the correct belief of the Christians.'^

Chrysostom was the right person at the right place and time to give answers to 

moral problems. The chief duty for him was to help Christians on practical subjects, and 

also because his congregation consisted mainly of simple people. There also was a need 

for an education system which would cultivate a Christian character able to concentrate 

on the salvation of the soul, and Chrysostom was prepared to develop the educational 

philosophy and praxis to satisfy this need.

His many gifts and abilities and also his endless zeal for the Church distinguished 

him as one of the greatest Church Fathers. Because of his rhetorical ability, he was 

honored with the title «Xpuoôatopoç» (Chrysostom) which means in English «Golden- 

mouthed».

The first part of this research proposes to give answers to the following questions: 

-What was the influence of his mother and of his own education? -What was the 

enviromnent (culturally, geographically, ecclesiastically) within which Chrysostom 

lived and acted? -What were his two treatises on education about? -What was the pagan 

and Christian education of his time like?

 ̂ cf., Chiysostom’s eight sermons against the Jews in PG 48, 843-942.

cf., Hall, S. G., Christian Anti-Semitism and Paul’s Theology (Minneapolis; Fortress Press, 1993), p. 39; 
Wilken, R. L., John Chrysostom and (he Jews: Rhetoric and Reality in the Ixite 4th Century, (Berkeley, 
London: Univereity of California Press, 1983), p. xv.

" cf., PG48, 813-843; 61, 38-40.



The most important source of John Chrysostom’s life is the «Dialogue about the 

life and the acts of the blessed John», which was written by his friend Palladius who was 

also bishop of EUenopolis. The main purpose of this dialogue is to inform future 

generations about his life but also to defend him against the detractions of his enemies 

who tried to stain his reputation. Other important sources are the relevant writings of 

three historians of the fifth century; Socrates, Sozomen and Theodoret.^

Chrysostom was bom in Antioch in about 347“̂ of rich parents. Of his childhood, 

we know that he lived with an older sister and his mother. His father Secundus, who was 

an officer in the Syrian army, died while Chrysostom was still a young child.’

His mother Anthousa, even though she became a widow in her twenties, never 

remamed.*  ̂ She devoted herself to the care of her children, her son Chrysostom and her 

older daughter, though the girl seems to have died early, because the little information 

we can find about her is from her childhood. As a woman of pure Greek descent, 

Anthousa gave to her son a Greek education and Chrysostom was never taught any 

other language.^ She also gave him a Christian education, making him familiar with the 

Holy Scriptures and also enabling him to choose the good elements of paganism which 

he was taught in the most celebrated schools of rhetoric.

 ̂ Palladius, Dialogus de vita S. Joam is Chrysostomi, PG 47, 5-82.
Socrates, Historia Ecclesiastica, 6, 2-23 PG 67, lib. 1-7, 29-842.
Sozomen, Historia Ecclesiastica, 8, 2-28 PG 67, lib. 1-9, 853-1630.
Theodoret, Historia Ecclesiastica. 5, 27-36 PG 82, lib. 1-5, 881-1280.

 ̂ The exact date is uncertain and is located between A. D. 344 and 354. cf., Quasten, I ,  Petrology v.3. The 
Golden Age o f  Greek Patristic Literature From the Cotmcil o f Nicaea to the Cot ’incil o f Chalcedon 
(London; Newman press, 1960), p.424.

Palladius, Dialogus de vita S. Joatmis Chrysostomi PG 47, 18; "EAAqveq flaTépeq Tf|q EKKXricriaq, 
Icoawou Tou XpuaooTopou epya, (Original text with modem Greek translation, Greek Fatliers o f the 

Church, John Chrysostom’s writings), Thessaloniki: Patristic Publications Gregory Palamas, 1978-1990) 
vol.], p.94. Subsequently cited as E.TI.E. 1. o.94.

« PG 48. 624-625.

Baur, C., John Chrysostom and His lime, v.J Antioch (London; Sands & Co, Newman Press 1959) 
pp.23-24.



His teachers were the famous philosopher Andragathious and the equally famous 

rhetor Libanius.*  ̂ There is a tradition about Libanius’s feelings for his pupil 

Chrysostom:

'H v i k q  yap épeXAe TsXeuTav, nuv6avopévü)v tc ù v  èniTpÔeicüv xiq àvr’ aÛToCi Èorai, 

XéyCTai lü)6wr|v elneTv, s i pf| Xpicrriavoi t o û t o v  èaûXriaav.

When he was dying and he was asked who was going to succeed him as the 

School’s head teacher, he said: It would have been John, if tlie Christians had not 

taken him from us. ̂  ̂

At the age of eighteen Chrysostom abandoned the sophists and turned to the 

Church because his soul was thirsty for holy wisdom. He found the school of Antioch 

named «Ascetirion» was able to give answers to all his questions on theological 

problems. Diodorus of Tarsus and Carterius were the founders and the directors of the 

school. The main subjects of the school were the study and interpretation of the Bible 

and the answering of dogmatic, ascetic, apologetic and moral questions. The school of 

Antioch managed to enrich the theological literature of the time with a large number of 

commentaries and treatises.

1.2 Chrysostom as a monk, priest and bishop: Meletius, the patriarch of 

Antioch, taught and guided Chrysostom in the Christian way of life. Chrysostom was 

baptized by Meletius in 369. He intended to go and join his friend Basil in the desert but 

he stayed at his house and followed an ascetic life there because that was his mother’s 

will. After his mother’s death, John retired to the mountains near Antioch, and he spent

Socrates 6,3; PG 67,665; A History o f  the Church in Seven Books (The Greek Ecclesiastical Historians 
of llie Six Centuries of the Christian Era, v.3; London Samuel Bagster and Sons, 1844), p.421.

“ Sozomen 8,2; PG 67,1513; A History o f  the Church in Seven Books (Tlie Greek Ecclesiastical Historians 
of the Six Centuries of the Christian Era, v.4; London Samuel Bagster and Sons, 1844), p.376,

Socrates 6,3; PG 67, 665-668.



four years there in a cave with three other monks. An illness made him return to 

Antioch.

In 381, he was ordained a deacon by Meletius, the same bishop who baptized him. 

Flavian ordained him a priest in 386 and trusted to him the duty of preaching at the 

main city church. In those twelve fruitful years between 386 and 397, he delivered his 

most famous homilies on the Bible and other practical subjects. In September of 397 

Nectarius, patriarch of Constantinople, died. The emperor Arcadius suggested 

Chrysostom as his successor. Chrysostom was persuaded to accept and went to the 

capital unwillingly.

Soon after his ordination to the bishopric of Constantinople he was found to be 

against the empress Eudoxia, especially after a speech he made against the luxury of 

women and their love of ornaments. The empress took this as a direct criticism of her 

and began to hate him more than before. She organised a synod aiming to depose 

Chrysostom. He did not appear before the synod and its 36 bishops deposed him from 

the See of Constantinople.

1.3 His exiles: The synod also decided to exile Chrysostom, While he was in 

Bethany waiting to be taken to the place of his exile, a great earthquake took place in 

the capital. Eudoxia was frightened, considering this event as God’s anger. She 

immediately asked the emperor to recall Chrysostom from exile. He found it necessary 

to call a larger synod for his reinstatement. That never happened because the people

PG 47,18; Palladius, Dialogus de vita S. Joannis Chrysostomi', E.tl.E, 28, pp. 56-58.

PG 47,18; Palladius, Dialogus dc vita S. Joatmis Chtysostomi', E.n.E. 1. p.96.

The synod was called«of the Oak» because took place in a suburb of Rufmon which had tlrat name. The 
minutes o f this synod are preserved by Photius in his Myriobibloti sive Bibliotheca, PG 103,105.

PG 47,23; Palladius, Dialogus de vita S. Joantus Chrysostomi', E.n.E. 1, pp. 126-128.
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demanded to have their spiritual father reinstated, without delay.

Two months later, in 403, another event led Chrysostom and the empress to a 

second collision. The given cause was a statue of the empress which was erected in the 

capital close to the cathedral. Chrysostom asked the palace to put the statue somewhere 

else because the frequent performances around it were disturbing the peaceful worship 

of the Christians in the church. Eudoxia was annoyed again by Chrysostom’s attitude 

and she asked for his punishment.

On the Holy Saturday of 403, Chrysostom went to the church and baptized the 

catechumens whom he had taught personally the year before. On that occasion some 

soldiers went into the church and violently abducted him.^* Two months later, the 

emperor ordered him to leave the country at once. The journey to his exile in Cucusus, 

in lesser Armenia, lasted seventy days.

After his exile the Johnites, the friends of John Chrysostom, suffered from 

persecution. They were accused of starting a fire which destroyed the cathedral. *̂ In the 

meantime, Johnites were causing disturbances in Constantinople because they did not 

recognize John’s successors, Arcadius and Atticus. Meanwhile, Eudoxia sickened and 

died a few months later while Chrysostom in Cucusus suffered from the cold in winter 

and from the heat in summer. Soon, he was exiled to a different place when Arcadius 

ordered him to leave Cucusus and go to Pityus near the Black Sea.^°

Nevertheless, he did not give up. He continued his missionary work under these 

adverse conditions, trying to bring the light of God to other nations, devoting himself

” PG 47,30; Palladius, Dialogus de vita S. Joannis Chrysostomi', E.n.E. 1, p. 132.

PG 47,37; Palladius, Dialogus de vka S. Joannis Chtysostomi', E.n.E. 1, p. 154.

Kelly, J. N. D., Golden Mouth: The Story o f John Chrysostom -Ascetic. Preacher. Bishop (London: 
Gerald Duckworth & Co, 1995), pp. 250-251.

PG 47,38; Palladius, Dialogus de vita S. Joannis Chrysostomi', E.n.E. 1, pp. 156-160.
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to writing letters to them/^

In June 407, on his way to Pityus, on September the fourteenth, Chrysostom died. 

Thirty-one years later, his remains were brought back to Constantinople and interred in 

the Church of the Holy Apostles with the consent of the emperor Theodosius the 

Second, a son of Eudoxia.’̂  The emperor went out to meet the funeral train and prayed 

that Chrysostom would intercede with God for his parents who had sinned through 

ignorance.

John produced many writings and homilies which can be considered as a 

comprehensive cross-section of old Greek literature. He wrote hundreds of homilies and 

commentaries on the texts of Old and New Testament, dogmatic-polemical discourses 

and epistles.

1.4 The city and people of Antioch: The site of Antioch was one of the most 

beautiful in the world. The city (now called Antakiya) was placed next to the river 

Orontes. It vied with Alexandria for the title of the third greatest city of the empire after 

Rome and Constantinople. It was linked with Cilicia and Asia Minor through a pass in 

the Taurus mountain range.

It was founded in 300 B.C. by Alexander’s general Seleukos. In the fourth century 

A.D. it was a major centre of industry and trade as well as of Greek culture. The city 

lies on level ground twenty miles from the sea. Its centie was an island in the river 

Orontes. On this island, Antiochus the Great (228-187 B.C.) built a new quarter of the

More details about Chrysostom’s mission, we find in the following sources: Theodoret in his Historia 
Ecclesiastica, 5,29-31, about his mission to Phiniki, Gothia and Skythia in PG 82,1257; Photius in his 
Myriobiblon Sive Bibliotheca 96. about another mission to Geltiki in PG 103,348; Chrysostom himself 
informed us about his mission to Persia in his letter 14,5 in PG 52,618.

PG 47,38; Palladius, Dialogus cle vita S. Joatmis Chtysostomi-, E.fT.E. 1, p. 158.

Browning, R., The Emperor Julian (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1975), p. 144,
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city, which he had settled and established by Greek colonists from Aetolia, Euboea and 

Crete. Five bridges connected it with the old city. In the fourth century, Diocletian built 

a huge imperial palace which occupied a great part of the island. The palace was 

designed for the needs of the emperor and his court when they visited Antioch.’'*

The entire city of Antioch covered about fourty-two square kilometres. Around 

it there was a city wall more than seventeen kilometres in length. Within the walls there 

were hills seven hundred feet high, deep valleys, waterfalls and caves in the rock. The 

mountain Casios rose steeply to a height of 5,000 feet to the south east.

According to Chrysostom, in the fourth century the population of the city was 

about 200,000 while another 300,000 were slaves, foreigners and children. According 

to some other statements again by Chrysostom, more than half of them were Christians :

Ka( ydp rfi tou ©ecû xdpixi sLq ôêko pupiaôeq dpiGpov olpai Touq èvxaüGa

auvayopévouq T s X e îv .

With God’s grace I drink that the residents are ten myriads.”

The information is given in his encomium to St. Ignatius Martyr. The greater part of the 

citizens’ wealth derived from the cultivation of land. At the head of Antiochene society 

stood an upper class of landlords and owners of estates. The rich did not work. 

Nevertheless, they demonstrated their knowledge of rhetoric and law. Antioch had two 

really dangerous enemies: the continual earthquakes and the threat of Persian 

invasion.’**

The writers Brown and Meier in their book Antioch and Rome add to the previous

Downey, G., Ancient Antioch (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1963), p. 117. 

^ Baur, John Chrysostom and His Time, v. I Antioch, pp. 35-36.

PG 50,591; Letter to St. Ignatium Martyrem, 4.

PG 58,762-763; E.n.E. 12, p.292. One myriad is ten thousand.

Baur, John Chrysostom and His Time, v>. / Antioch, p.37.
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information that at the period from Ignatius, the bishop in Antioch in the second 

century, to John Chrysostom, great theologians and bishops lived and worked there. The 

city’s bishops, were later recognized as patriarchs. An important school of exegesis 

found a home there, as well as a variety of heresies.”

1,5 Chrysostom’s view of the city: According to historians, Chrysostom’s 

sermons complete our knowledge of Antioch. He gave us a valuable picture of life 

there at his time. More is known about this ancient city «than any other city of the 

eastern part of the Graeco-Roman world at this time.»’** The details about the social, 

economic, cultural and administrative life of Antioch in the fourth century come from 

the writings of Libanius, John Chrysostom, emperor Julian and Ammianus 

Marcellinus.’* Another source of information is that of Malalas, a sixth- century 

chronicler.”

Chrysostom informs us about the situation of the Church of Antioch. The very 

first picture that he paints with words in his treatise On Vainglory and Education, 

presents the Church as a real body cut to the heart. The tragedy of a Church whose 

members are tom apart has, according to Chrysostom, only one cause; vanity. But why 

does Chrysostom speak in so bitter a style? The answer lies in Antioch and its situation 

during Chrysostom’s life: the church community was divided among the followers of 

Euzoius, Meletius and Paulinus. The situation was the same for many years and

Brown E. R., Meier P. J., Antioch and Rome, New Testament Cradles o f Catholic Christianity (London; 
Geoffrey Chapman, 1983), p. 12.

Downey, G .yl History o f  Antioch in Syria From Scleucus to the Arab Conquest (New Jersey: Princeton 
University Press, 1961), p. 9. p.9.

Downey, G., A History o f  Antioch in Syria, p. 9.

About the ancient Historians of Antioch, see Downey, A Histoty o f Antioch in Syria, pp. 35-40.
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Chrysostom as a priest could not simply watch and remain neutral. He blamed the 

hierarchy of the church for causing the schism because of their vanity. The schism was 

going on between the two orthodox groups, Meletians and Eustathians led by 

Paulinus.”

In the town lived very rich Christians. Their houses were like palaces, their 

furniture made of gold, silver and ivory. Christian women used to wear complicated 

hairstyles and put on silk dresses, gold and jewels. Very often those families gave 

dances and parties with music and expensive food. Chrysostom was angry because at 

the same time very poor people had no roof over their heads, no food and no clothes. 

The streets were full of homeless people even on cold winter nights.

People in Antioch had money to spend freely in the shops and also on their 

amusement. Life in Antioch was full of pleasure for such people. Theatres, the Thermae 

(public baths), a circus and many taverns provided daily entertainment. The Olympic 

Games eveiy four years and the Feasts of Lights every three years were celebrated with 

enthusiasm. Antioch was also rich in many other buildings such as the Senate house, the 

city libraiy, the palace of the governor and the Basilica of Rufinus.

The greatest entertainment site for the Antiochenes was Daphne, which was about 

eight kilometres from the city. This was a forest which was transformed into a park. It 

covered an area of about the same size as Antioch itself. There was the temple of the 

god Apollo, and a theatre. Tire rich landowners used to build their houses there. Daphne 

caused much sorrow to the great hierarch. His homilies include many examples where 

this sorrow is expressed;

T ivéq TÜJV èvratiGa auXX&YOgévwv cjfipepov ùnô pqGuglaq Tivôq kqî htpeXciaq rpv

aûpiov èyKaTaXipndvovrcq, npôq Aâcpvpv 6nonr|ô&oiv, ùnep ouveXé^apcv

Downey, A History o f Antioch in Syria, pp.411-412.
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ofjpepov, aùpiov èKxéovreq, kqi anep ÿKOôopfjaapev KaGaipoüvreq.

Some of you who are present here today, because of indolence and naivete will go 

tomorrow to Daphne and everything which we gatliered today tliey will spread them 

out tomorrow and those which we built they will abolish.”

Such was the city in which Chiysostom was called to serve God. A person who 

loved nothing but God and His truth and who believed in nothing but Christian effort 

for the salvation of the soul, lived in a city which he considered to be full of sin and 

immorality. Nevertheless, he did not give up. He was never too tired to preach and fight 

for his congregation’s spiritual progress. On the contrary, he continued to care for them 

until his last painful minute on the way to his exile.

PG 50,672 .
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2. CONTEMPORANEOUS PAGAN AND CHRISTIAN EDUCATION

2.1 Graeco-Roman education: Chrysostom spoke with passion about education 

and educators. However, his aim was not to help his contemporaries to make changes 

to either the level or the syllabus of the education of the time. What he really wanted, 

was to make them understand that education which was not Christian was no education 

at all. And here arises the question: what did education consist of in Chrysostom’s 

time? A brief review of the existing system will give us an idea of how Chrysostom was 

affected by it, and of his contributions to it - most importantly, the introduction of a 

Christian content.

Between the third centuiy B.C. and the first century A.D. the Roman empire was 

occupied in expanding its territory.”  After the occupation of Greece, the Romans started 

to find out about the greatness of the Greek civilization. They considered that it had 

reached perfection and that it was somehow ready to be adopted by them. The 

combination of the two civilizations, the Greek and the Roman, gave birth to the 

Graeco-Roman culture. In this new established order, most aspects of life were 

completely Greek. The most clear example is education which was basically Greek but 

with a Roman element. The Greeks were for the Romans the representatives and the 

creators of human knowledge. They regarded them so because «they established the 

first schools of philosophy in the world and became the intellectual masters of all 

civilizations, including the Cluistian; and even to this day pagans, Jews and Christians 

seeking culture and intellectual development, go to Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Lysias,

Shelton, J. A,, The Romans Did, A Sourcebook In Roman Social History (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1988), pp. 462-463.
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Demosthenes, Sophocles and Euripides rather than to Moses and the Prophets.» ” Greek 

influence continued to prevail in the Roman empire for a long time, that is from the 

second century A.D. to the sixth.”

The main reason for this great influence of Greece was the use of the Greek 

language in the countries which were occupied by Rome. The Roman empire was a 

bilingual state because it included many provinces where Greek was the language. The 

Greek language became, with time, internationally accepted, especially in the more 

formal aspects of life, as for example in diplomacy. The division of the empire after 

Constantine the Great promoted the difference in language and, in time, the division of 

the church.

Rome followed Athens and copied its educational and linguistic system. «From 

rhetoric and the literary education upon which it was based, Rome gradually went on 

to discover all the other aspects of Greek culture.»’  ̂The Greek spirit was diffused 

everywhere even in buildings, books and spectacles. Philosophy and science also 

remained Greek. Obviously, Greek culture and the Greek language were very much in 

fashion during the early centuries of the common era. For that reason, a large number 

of Greek teachers went to Rome as professors.

By the time of the Late empire (4th-5th centuries A.D.) the earlier unity of 

Graeco-Roman culture and language gave place to separate ones: Latin in the West and 

Greek in the East. By the fourth century, the change was almost complete, especially in 

the Christian Church. At first, every Christian Church used the Greek language for 

services and preaching but then, at the end of the second centuiy, the Churches of

”  Baur, John Chrysostom and His Time. v. 1 Antioch, pp. 8-9.

Marrou, H. I., AH istoty o f  Education in Antiquity: Translated from the Third French Edition by  George 
ÎMinb (London: Sheed and Ward, 1956), p.242.

Ibid, p.244.
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Africa and Italy started to prefer Latin instead of Greek in their liturgy. In aristocratic 

families education was still bilingual.

There were two systems of education in early Roman history: a child could be 

taught at home or at a proper school. Not everyone went to school because there was no 

law demanding education for all the children of a certain age. ’^Around the age of seven 

the child went to the litterator or magister, the role of whom was approximately that 

of the Greek grammatistas^^ The private tutors who were hired by the parents might 

be slaves or free men. Because of the great expenses of private tutors, some had to send 

their children to common schools. Chrysostom’s formal education probably began very 

early, at the age of five, but it is not determined whether he attended a school or was 

instructed by a private tutor.'**

The main knowledge a child could obtain at school or at home was reading, 

(w)riting and (a)rithmetic, often referred as «the three Rs». These three lessons would 

help children «to understand simple business transactions and to count, weigh and 

measure.»'” The teachers also wanted the pupils to memorize legends, laws, aphorisms 

and poetry.

At this first stage of education, the same situation prevailed for boys and girls. 

«From very early, boys and girls grew up together, sharing their activities and games... 

When primary education was finished, girls of aristocratic families continued their 

education privately under the guidance of praeceptores who grounded them in Greek

A big difference from Greece where the slaves had the responsibility o f the children’s up-bringing.

Robin, B., Greek and Roman Education (Basingstoke : Macmillan Education, 1976), p. 73.

Cliristian, A. R,, lùîucaüonal Philosophy o f  John Chrysostom (USA: Washington University, 1951), p. 16. 

Shelton, As The Romans Did. p. 104.
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and Latin, to play the lyre, to dance and sing.»'*’ Both the custom of marriage at a very 

young age and the fact that the empire forbade women to plead in court excluded 

women from great law schools or any other kind of higher education.”

It was also a father’s responsibility to instil in his children the virtues of hard 

work, obedience and self sacrifice for family and country. As the centuries passed, 

parents wanted a more formal education for their children and so they employed 

teachers to undertake this academic work. However, the child’s moral education was 

still in his parents’ hands. In Chrysostom’s treatise On Vainglory and Education, it is 

very obvious that he makes parents responsible for the formation of their children’s 

Christian character. He actually dedicated the treatise to the parents while he mentions 

teachers only occasionally.

At the age of ten or eleven some boys went on to study with a grammaticus who 

was similar to the kitharistes of Greece. The grammaticus refined the student’s style of 

writing and speaking. Also, he had to teach him Greek if he did not speak it already, and 

Latin, and how to analyse poetry.

The third stage was to send children to school to obtain academic skills. Very few 

boys at the age of fourteen or fifteen, went to study with a rhetor, who taught public 

speaking, law, politics and a variety of other subjects. As it had always been the case in 

Greece, a rhetor was in the centre of everything and had to defend the emperor and the 

empire’s interests, to influence people on taking important decisions, to promote the 

army and all these through the science of rhetoric.

These boys were destined to become statesmen, politicians, lawyers and public

Paoli, U.E., Rome: Its People Life and Customs (Translated from the Italian by R. D. Macnaghton; 
London: Longmans, 1963), p. 113,

Balsdon, J. P., Life and Leisure in Ancient Rome (London: The Bodiey Head, 1969), p. 101.
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speakers. They learned history, law, geometry, philosophy, mythology, literature, 

astronomy, and even music as a background, which would help them to be skilful 

orators. «Students learned how to choose the right word, how to use rhetorical figures, 

how to arrange words into the most effective form and with the best prose rhythm.»'*  ̂

After all these they were given topics upon which to compose speeches in order to get 

used to speaking and persuading at public assemblies. The schools of the rhetors were 

privately financed and varied widely in quality.

«After studying with a rhetor in Rome, some young men went abroad, to Greece 

or Asia Minor to study rhetoric, oratory, declamation, and philosophy with the Greek 

masters. Rich people had the opportunity to send their children to Athens, pay tuition 

fees, rent a spacious and comfortable apartment and maintain slaves.»'**̂  According to 

our sources, Chrysostom did not follow the custom of his times and he remained only 

in Antioch for his further education.

Higher education was developed in the Hellenistic period in Greece. These higher 

schools were of two types; the school of rhetoric and the school of philosophy. A young 

man could attend one or both of them and they could be considered as the equivalent 

of university studies. The school of rhetoric emphasized literary and linguistic study 

whilst the philosophical school had a tone of encyclopaedism and philosophy. The 

schools of both types had a very important place in Athenian life, and a very large 

number of students were in attendance at any one time. The schools of Athens were the 

top of the pyramid made up of the most famous schools of the day. Although Basil and 

Gregory, as well as Libanius and Julian, completed their studies there, Chrysostom did

Shelton, As The Romans Did. /;. 119.

Ibid, p. 125.
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not follow their example.'*  ̂He may have done that to show that pagan philosophy and 

pagan beliefs meant nothing to him. These schools, as the years passed, became the 

«University of Athens» with more Neo-Platonic than rhetorical characteristics. The 

University lasted till 529 A. D. when it was closed by Justinian; it had a great influence 

not only in Greece but also in many countries of the Greek East. From 529 A.D. the 

University was changed into «a centre of pagan influence in response to the demands 

of the leaders of the Christian Church.»'**

Since the Macedonian Conquest and the eastern expedition of Alexander the 

Great, the East was more and more hellenized. Greek culture and civilization became 

cosmopolitan. Many centres of learning arose in different parts of the empire as for 

example the University of Alexandria. «It was this Hellenistic education which the 

Romans came into contact with, and it was the developed higher curriculum of 

Hellenistic culture, which, as the Seven Liberal Arts, leapt over into the Middle Ages, 

and was wrought into the texture of the higher education of Modern Europe. It is indeed 

very difficult to point to any element in the education of Modern Europe, apart from 

those due directly to the influence of Christianity, which is not to be found, in germ at 

least, in the education of the Greeks.»'***

From the fifth century B.C. until the fifth century A.D. education was obtained, 

not by reading books or by following a course under the guidance of a professor, but by 

listening. «It was the influence of the living voice and the contact of mind with mind on 

which stress was laid.»̂ ** It was also very important for someone to be well-educated.

Baur, John Chrysostom and His Time, v. /  Antioch, p. 25.

Drever, J., Greek Education: Its Practice and Principles (Cambridge; Cambridge University Press, 1912), 
p. 39.

Ibid, p. 41.

■''' Walden, J., The Universities o f  Ancient Greece (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1909), p.343.
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That is why some students, such as Basil the Great and Hermogenes, took the 

opportunity to learn rhetoric, philosophy, poetiy, astronomy, geometry and medicine. 

That example is not of course the rule. Nevertheless, a complete education until the 

fourth and fifth century A.D. was intended to train a man morally, intellectually and 

aesthetically and help him use his powers in the interest of the state. Such a man was 

the orator, «of broad learning and general culture, trained to see the distinctions of right 

and wrong.

2.2 The emperor Julian’s time: After the persecutions of the early Christians 

ended with the conversion of Constantine the Great to Christianity in the fourth century, 

another troubled period came to the Roman empire. Pagan emperors and pagan 

education tried to prevail over Christianity. «At the same time the Christian population 

was well organized, and the first stages in the growth of the monastic movement were 

taking place. Both sides were fanatical, passionate, and ready to resort to violence».

At that time education was under the responsibility of professional groups or 

individuals. Men of letters of the Greek world, rhetoricians and philosophers were 

keeping the pagan culture alive. Neo-Platonic mysteries arose, coming from 

neoplatonic philosophy and the search for personal salvation. For further education a 

rich young man could then go to an educational centre like Athens, Alexandria, Antioch 

or Constantinople and be taught grammar and rhetoric, philosophy and medicine, law 

and mathematical analogies by famous teachers.

In the fourth century, Hellenic rather than Roman traditions were prevailing in 

society. During the second half of the century especially, higher education was neutral.

Ibid,p.35l.

Browning, The Emperor Julian, p.\6Q
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No one cared if the teachers were Christian or pagan. The only concern was their 

teaching ability. The new religion and the old culture were not incompatible as is 

evidenced from the fact that many faithful Christians studied in Athens side by side with 

pagans, and under the same pagan teachers. Among these were the great churchmen 

Basil the Great and Gregory of Nazianzus. Both these men believed that there was no 

real antagonism between pagan learning and Christian belief and thus it was not 

necessary for Christians to avoid having a pagan education. Moreover Basil, in a special 

discourse, endeavoured to show that pagan literature was full of knowledge for 

everyone who planned to become a priest or be involved in Christian teaching. This 

discourse was an address to his nephews and maybe to youth in general. The exact title 

is uncertain but the essay is known by the title; «npôg xouq véoug ônœc; àv 'EAAriviKwv 

i)cpe\oîvTO (Admonitions to young men on the profitable use of pagan

literature). «The chief propositions of the essay are as follows: in reading pagan 

literature one must select what is useful and avoid the rest. The idea that all pagan 

writings are harmful and to be avoided, a view taken by other Fathers of the Church at 

various times, is not discussed, and perhaps we should infer that Basil did not even think 

it worthy of mention».

The situation was changed suddenly by the emperor Julian(361-363). Julian was 

baptized and became a reader in the Church. On a trip to Nicomedia he became 

involved with paganism. He came in touch with pagan secret societies which were 

practising magic acts. In 361 A.D. when he became emperor, he was completely won 

over to pagan beliefs. He ordered the opening of all pagan temples and restored their

Walden, The Universities o f  Ancient Greece, p. 111.

^ Wilson, N. G., Saint Basil on the Value o f Greek Literature (London: Gerald Duckworth, 1975). 

Ibid., p.9.
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property. He took part in sacrifices and festivals. Because he apostatized from the 

Christian faith he was named the «A postate» .He tried to avoid the appointment of 

Christian teachers by an edict published in 362 saying that the appointment of a new 

teacher should be approved by the judgement of the city council. The surviving text of 

the edict said the following; «Schoolmasters and teachers should excel in morality in the 

first place, and next in eloquence. But since I cannot be present myself in each city, I 

order that whoever wishes to teach should not rush hastily or uncircumspectly into his 

profession, but should be approved by the judgement of the council and obtain a decree 

of the curials, by common agreement and consent of the best men. For this decree will 

be referred to me to deal with, so that they may take up their posts in the city schools 

with my approval as a kind of higher commendation.»

A second edict was published a short time after the first, saying that no one could 

teach anything he did not believe in. That was a real blow against the Christian teachers. 

In the Greek version , the only one which survives, we can read that; «If they (the 

teachers) think the classics wrong in this respect, then let them go and teach Matthew 

and Luke in the Church...»^^

The conflict between Christianity and paganism from the pagan point of view, 

was that the religion of the gods had existed for centuries. It was a part of the old 

established order of things. Christianity was the «strangen> who came «in an evil hour 

and burst in upon us like a drunken reveler» as Libanius said.^^

Meanwhile, nothing was prohibiting pupils, even if they were Christians, from

Bowder, D.J'he Age o f Constantine and Julian (London: Paul Eiek, 1978), p. 98.

Browning, The Emperor Julian, p. 169; cf.. Dill, S., Roman Society in the Last Century o f the Western 
Empire (London: MacMillan, 1899), p.3 86.

Browning, The Emperor Julian, p. 171.

Walden, The Universities o f  Ancient Greece, p. 112.
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attending any of the schools. That happened because the emperor thought that they 

could learn and follow the «truth». At the same time, many teachers were forced to give 

up their profession or their Christianity.

Many families were affected by this law, especially in the upper classes. That 

happened because classical literature and rhetotic were essential for everyone who 

wanted to have status in society. Now Christian parents would have to think of 

depriving their children of the higher education they could have in famous schools and 

under famous pagan teachers. That was a real problem because all the teachers had to 

support their teaching, even if it was non- Christian, in order to keep their jobs. It was 

on account of all these reasons that many Christian youths were studying pagan subjects 

under pagan teachers. Among them were the fourth century Church Fathers.

Actually, this was the first time that the Christians, being forced by the emperor’s 

educational persecution, tried to create a Christian type of school. The notion of an 

education based entirely on Christian texts was the idea of the Apollinarii. This was the 

name of two men, father and son, who were natives of Berytus. The father was a teacher 

of grammar. His thought was that if Christian material could be presented in traditional 

literary form, then the Christian teacher could educate his pupils in a way socially 

acceptable without laying himself open to the charge of dishonesty. ̂ ^The father and the 

son Apollinarii rewrote the Pentateuch in the style of Homer and some historical books 

of the Old Testament in the style of drama. They also rewrote the Gospels in dialogue 

form seeking in that way to replace Plato.

The situation created by Julian, which threatened to weaken Christianity 

especially among educated people, did not last for long, firstly because the effort of

“  Browning, The Emperor Julian, p. 173.

Wilson, Saint Basil on the Value o f Greek Literature, p. 9.
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creating a separate Christian education was not largely accepted and secondly because 

two years after the publication of the edict Julian died. After his death, education 

returned to the situation that prevailed before his reign. Christian teachers returned to 

their posts and the Church continued to accept classical education for her members. 

Many Christian men of letters were now appointed to the most important church posts. 

They used the rules of rhetoric, the Greek language, and the philosophical way of 

thinking and explaining the dogmatic issues of the Christian faith.

At that time the study of rhetoric began rapidly to decline. The most important 

Greek university centres were Athens, Constantinople, Nicomedia, Antioch, Berytus and 

Alexandria. Almost all of the cities had universities and each of them specialised in one 

subject. For example Athens, Antioch and Nicomedia were famous for their sophistry, 

Constantinople and Berytus for their schools of law, Constantinople again and 

Alexandria for their philosophy and Alexandria for its medicine. There were of course 

still sophists and other language teachers in Athens but they were not of as much 

importance as they used to be.

2.3 Christian education: The Christian boy who wished to or had to learn 

something, followed the same education as a pagan boy. He went first to the 

grammarian, the elementary teacher, who did his best to initiate him into the alphabet. 

The more ambitious pupils, after the elementary school, entered the middle school. The 

grammaiicus there taught Greek literature and Latin, history, prosody, poetry, geometry 

and geography. The third and highest degree of education extended over approximately 

four years and was completed generally between the fifteenth and twentieth year.

Walden, The Universities o f  Ancient Greece, pp. 115,116.
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A Christian family of course, wanted children to be brought up in a Christian 

atmosphere both at home and at school. At home the best way of teaching a child was 

by good example and this was followed by a specifically religious teaching. This 

religious teaching consisted of Old Testament stories and discussions on them. In the 

early years of the Christian Church no attempt was made to create purely Christian 

schools. As mentioned before, the only known experiment, made by Apollinarii, for the 

creation of an education which was based on purely Christian means, failed. 

Nevertheless, from the perspective of today we would have expected a Christian Church 

to create a system of education which was absolutely Christian. The Church, however, 

accepted from the early days a classical education for her members. The connection 

between classicism and Christianity was very strong and lasted until Byzantine 

education arose as a direct continuation of classical education a few decades later (in 

the middle of the fifth century).

As mentioned before, Christianity, generally speaking, adopted the classical 

system of education. It could see no harm in Christians being educated in schools of the 

traditional Hellenistic type. «The whole of cultural and educational concerns in the 

fourth century rested on a foundation of the ancient Greek culture, which had reached 

the zenith of its splendor six or seven hundred years earlier. Not only the nobility, the 

future rulers of the state, counsellors and others who considered themselves members 

of the higher and more cultural classes, but also the future theologians, priests and 

bishops, went to the Greek grammarians, rhetoricians and sophists to serve their 

apprenticeship in learning, in order to approach the yet unattainable sources of classical 

culture and knowledge».^ Moreover, from the third century A. D. a Christian could also

Marrou, H. I., A History o f  Education in Antic/uiy, pp. 314, 318, 340.

^  Baur, John Chrysostom and His Time, v. I Antioch, p.9.
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teach in higher education. «As the time went on such cases became more and more 

common, until in the fourth century Christians were to be found in all grades of 

teaching; there were Christians among the lowest school teachers and grammarians and 

Christians occupying the highest chairs of eloquence...>7’̂

The Church’s role in children’s Christian education was different from that of the 

schools and was particularly concerned with those who intended to be baptized.The 

homilies addressed to those preparing for baptism were given the name catecheses and 

those who were going to be baptised catechumens. Baptism took place every Good 

Saturday and the catecheses were delivered before and sometimes after baptism. 

Chrysostom seemed to deliver one set of catecheses every year. These sets are not all 

preserved because of their similar content. Only twelve catecheses of Chrysostom are 

preserved^^ which belong to three or four different sets of homilies.

Kelly, comparing Chrysostom’s catecheses with two other sets of catecheses by 

Cyril of Jerusalem'^  ̂and Theodore of MopsuestiaJ° observed that those delivered by 

Chrysostom are not mystagogical, that is they do not simply aim to explain the 

sacraments as Cyril’s and Theodore’s courses do.^̂

A Cliristian was meant to continue his religious training after baptism by reading 

the holy Scriptures, going to Church services and listening to preaching. Nevertheless,

Marrou, A History’ o f  Education in Antiquity?, p.323.

^ Marrou, A History o f  Edttcation in Antiquity, p.315.

In Migne’s Patrology (PG42.223-240) only the two first catecheses of Chrysostom are cited but 
contemporary researchers speak of more. Specifically A. Papadopoulos-Kerameus (E.n.E .30, pp.8-9) 
mentioned four, and W. Jehger other eight found in a manuscript of Athos mount.

E.n.E. 30, pp.8-9.

PG 33,331-1180.

Kelly, Golden Mouth, p.89.

Ibid, pp.88-89.
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even if pagan schools used the names of gods as the main material to learn how to read 

or some immoral and idolatrous poems as reading texts, Christians still believed that it 

was not necessary for their children to be educated away from these schools. The 

instructions given to them however were very clear. They should take care not to be 

affected by idolatry. For that reason it was better for a Christian to avoid all books of 

the heathen.

A good antidote to pagan knowledge was the religious training a child could 

receive from its parents and from the Church. On this subject, Basil the Great who 

studied in the best pagan schools of his times, wrote an essay about the reading of the 

pagan authors explaining the dangers of studying them and the way of avoiding them. 

Basil says in his address that although pagan literature is inferior to the Scriptures, it is 

not without value. A Christian could choose horn the thousands of pagan writings those 

which had something good to offer. This «method of the bee» which consisted of 

selection and assimilation, could protect the Christians during their studies. Basil also 

believed that some of the virtues of the pagans conformed to the precepts of the Gospels 

and some of their philosophers had rightly taught that the human soul is far more 

precious than the body. Thus the young Christian could derive profit from this non- 

Christian source, provided that he was ever on his guard against what is morally base, 

Laistner’s opinion on Basil’s address is that it «is really a very slight performance. It 

omits to point out that pagan culture alone at that date could train the mind and

An early example is that o f Tertullian and his book «De Idolatria» vdtich he wrote in 211 A.D. The book 
is based on the idea that children must know what they were doing and not let themselves be affected by 
idolatry . They must behave like someone who knows he is being given poison and takes good care not to 
drink it. Marrou, A History o f Education in Antiquity, p.321.

”  cf., Wilson, Saint Basil on the Value o f  Greek Literature.

The Greek text of Basil’s Address to Young Men on Reading the Classics, together with a commentary 
can be found in the appendix o f Wilson’s book Saint Basil on the Value o f Greek Uterature, pp. 19-70.
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inculcate breadth of view and depth of perception»/^

John Chrysostom also conceded the value of the pagan schools and writers, and 

he numbered many which were favourable. His main point is what the greatest of the 

pagan educators, from Plato and Isocrates to Quintilian, had stated emphatically long 

before, that the moral purpose of education is more important than anything else. Any 

syllabus which could serve this purpose was accepted. Nevertheless, the most 

acceptable for him was of course the direct word of God, the Holy Scripture. J. N, D. 

Kelly, writer of the most recent book on John Chrysostom’s life and work, says that 

Chrysostom insisted on the need for a completely Christian education based on the 

Scriptures and that he believed it is better for children to receive their education at 

home.^^ In the treatise On Vainglory and Education Chrysostom says that children 

should be taught religious history -all the excellent stories about Cain and Abel, and 

Jacob and Esau^  ̂for instance -in such a way that their interest is aroused.

Augustine, the greatest of the Western Fathers, who lived about the same time as 

Chrysostom, in his treatise on the converts, says the following to those who were highly 

cultured: «These, who were likely to have some acquaintance already with Christian 

literature, should be encouraged to persevere in their reading; if they had encountered 

heretical books, they must be instructed and discreetly warned. The applicants of the 

second class (meaning those who had received the nonnal pagan schooling in the 

classes of the grammaiicus and rhetor) must be exhorted not to give themselves airs 

because of their literary education. Tliey should be urged to study the Scriptures written

Laistner, M. L. W., Christianity and Pagan Culture in the Ixtter Roman Empire, Together With an 
English Translation o f John Chiysostom's Address on Vainglory and the Right Way fo r  Parents to Bring 
Up Their Children (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1951), p,52.

K elly , G olden  M outh, p.5A.

E.n.E. 30, p. 656, 668; Laistner, John Chrysostom's Address on Vaingloty, p. 102, 108.
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in plain and unadorned language and told not to sneer at preachers who were guilty of 

solecisms and barbarisms in their speech...»^®

At that time, Christians could be beset by many temptations. Paganism offered 

many opportunities for entertainment which not only appealed to a wide cross-section 

of society but also were supported by the emperors. Of course, ecclesiastical authorities 

did not agree with the government’s effort to entice people to those activities which they 

considered Satan’s work. Here is one example of how the Church felt about this kind 

of entertainment through the address of Theodore of Mopsuestia; «Service of Satan is 

everything dealing with paganism, not only the sacrifices and the worship of idols and 

all the ceremonies involved in their sendee, according to the ancient custom, but also 

the things which have their beginning in it... They called his (Satan’s) glamour, the 

theatre, the circus, the race-course, the contest of athletes, the water-organs and the 

dances, which the Devil introduced into this world under the pretext of amusement, and 

through which he leads the souls of men to perdition.»’  ̂Many Christians were not 

disinclined to attend a show when occasion was offered. Preachers like Chrysostom 

severely condemned such entertainment from their pulpits, especially when it took place 

on Sundays and kept members of the congregation away from Church.

Chrysostom directed much of his preaching energy toward the «antidote» a parent 

or teacher must give to the child, against the immorality of pagan education. He referred 

to the frequent counselling of children and had opinions about the techniques which 

should be used. This illustrates his kindness and how concerned he was for the well 

being of young people. Among all the Fathers who gave their opinion of what a

Ltustner, ./o/iM Chrysostom's Address on Vainglory, pp.36,37.

^ Laistner, John Chrysostom's Address on Vainglory’, pp. 6-7.
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Ctu istian education must be, only Chrysostom dealt with the method and the right way 

to apply it. He wanted everyone who intended to advise someone to do so with ta c f \  

love^ ,̂ simplicity* '̂/ kindness^, and in a paternal way/^

Many great Fathers of the East and the West worried about the fate of the youth 

in their ever changing society. The amazing difference in Chrysostom is that his concern 

about education, which for him was the «greatest art»,®̂  made him disseminate many 

ideas and opinions on pedagogical problems in almost all of his seven hundred homilies. 

This was done in a spirit of love and using basic psychological techniques which 

remind us of modem approaches to education. As an example of these techniques it 

is worthwhile mentioning Chrysostom’s persistence on the leniency and tolerance with 

which one should treat those who were blame-worthy/^ this method of his is in 

complete agreement with the «quiet family method» according to which «a parent 

becoming upset, hitting, yelling, or even discussing at length makes some children feel 

a surge of power and a secret «I won». ...A soft voice with few words sometimes brings 

about «a whole new child».

As it has been noted Cluysostom wrote only two pedagogical treatises; «flepi 

Kcvoôo îaq kqC oncoq 5cT xouq yovsaq àvarpécpeiv tq xcKva».̂  ̂ (Address on vainglory and
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the right way for parents to bring up their children), and «nepi nai'ôœv dvaxpocpfiq»̂ ** 

(About the upbringing of children). To the topics of advice, admonition, control, 

criticism, suggestion and reproach he dedicated some 325 texts'^’ in different cases in 

his homilies.
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3. CHRYSOSTOM’S THEOLOGICAL IDEAS

3.1 Chrysostom and doctrine; Though Chiysostom was the greatest orator of the 

ancient church he did not dedicate more than one or two of his writings entirely to 

theological problems/^ Nevertheless, the opinions expressed by Quasten that «he was 

not involved in any of the great dogmatic controversies of the fourth century»and by 

Campenhausen that «questions of dogma played scarcely any part in his life»'̂ '* are not 

completely correct. Because he did not dedicate whole volumes to dogmatic problems, 

this does not mean that he was not involved in their arguments. The same is true with 

regard to his work on education. He wrote only two treatises on education, but there are 

many references to this subject throughout his work. The reason is that Chrysostom’s 

priority was the maintenance of moral standards rather than the restatement of doctrine. 

That was the demand of his time. Quasten also accepts this truth saying: «If he refutes 

heresies, he does it in order to provide the necessary information and instruction for his 

listeners. He was by nature and by predilection a pastor of souls and a born reformer of 

human society».Another opinion on the same issue is that of P. Christou. According 

to him, during the fourth century the conflict between Christianity and paganism was 

on the level of ethics and not of doctrines. Chrysostom referred to dogmatic problems 

many times but was concerned more with the opportunity a particular problem might 

provide for discussion, rather than with the need to solve dogmatic or other theological

Seep.ôofthisüiesis.
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controversies.

Among the great number of his homilies, nevertheless, there are some which refer 

to dogmatic problems; the twelve homilies against Anomeans,^^ the homily on the 

Resurrection of the dead,^  ̂the eight homilies against the Jews^  ̂and a few others like 

the homilies about the Devil. We can form a complete idea of his opinions about 

several theological matters from the above homilies and from the ideas he expressed 

throughout his work.

3.2 Christology: The two schools of Cluysostom’s times -the Antiochene and the 

Alexandrian- had differences regarding their Christological theory. The former gave 

great importance to the human nature of Christ to emphasize its opposition to the Arian 

heresies and the latter gave importance to the divine nature against the Apollinarians. 

Chrysostom, although he was a pupil of the school of Antioch, did not adopt its 

Christology completely. He stressed the perfect and complete divinity of Christ as well 

as his perfect and complete humanity. The two natures of Christ are perfect in one 

person (prosopon). The oiisia (substance) of Christ is the same as that of the Father*°  ̂

and his body is the same as ours, except for sin. The two natures of Christ exist as a 

union and not as a mixture.*^ The relation between the Father and the Son was
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determined by the word Homoousios.

3.3 Original Sin; Concerning original sin Chrysostom agreed with the 

Cappadocians. His ideas about this are an example of his thoughts about the personal 

freedom of man. He believed that Adam and Eve brought mortality to humanity. The 

incorruptibility of human beings did not continue because of their disobedience. Evil 

is nothing else but disobedience to God. It is neither a being nor a substance. 

Nevertheless, our first parents’ sin has not been inherited from them by us. The only 

thing we inherited from them was mortality. Guilt cannot be inherited because that 

would be to disregard man’s free will.

A controversy on the subject took place between Augustine and the Pelagian 

Julian of Eclanum. The latter drew the conclusion that Cluysostom did not believe in 

the existence of original sin because of a passage in which he says; «Therefore do we 

baptize also little children although they have no sins». °̂  ̂Augustine tried to excuse 

Chrysostom because he thought that he was misunderstood, interpreting the word «sins» 

as meaning personal sins. Though Augustine was right that Chrysostom’s point of view 

had nothing to do with the Pelagian error concerning original sin, he did not grasp the 

whole truth about his ideas. Augustine wanted Chrysostom to agree with him that not 

only punishment but also guilt was inherited from Adam by all people on earth. 

Nevertheless, he was mistaken again. Chrysostom believed that Adam’s sin brought to 

the human race the punishment of death without the inheritance of his guilt:
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T( nox’ouv èoxi xô î qxripa; To Myeiv 5ià xqq napaKoriq xou svoq ùpapxwÀoûq 

yevéoQai noXXoûq, To pév yap àpapTovroq okeivou kqC yevopévou Gvqxou, kqî 

xoüq él̂  aùxoû xoioOxouq eîvxii, où5év àneiKÔq, xô 5é èK xfiq napOKonq éxeivou 

'éxepov hpapxco\.ôv yoveaOai, noiav qv 6Ko\ou0(av oxoi'nv; Eùpe0f|aexai yôp 

oDxü) pqôé ôiKqv ôtpeOuov 6 xoioûxoq, eîys pq oiKoGev yéyovev apapxoAôq.

What then is the question? It is the saying that through the offence of one many 

were made sinners. For the fact that when he had sinned and become mortal, tliose 

who were of liim should be so also, is notliing unlikely. But how would it follow 

that from the disobedience another would become a sinnner? For at this rate a man 

of this sort will not even deserve punishment, if, that is, it was not from his own 

self that he became a sinner.*®^

3.4 Sin: A person can become perfect in Christ. The salvation of the soul was 

prepared by the Law which was written for the Jews and natural for the Gentiles. The 

exit from paradise happened because of sin whereby man lost the control of nature and 

destroyed the harmony of his relationship with God, Salvation came with the image of 

Adam (Clirist) who was equal with God.***

For Chrysostom the only sad fact in our life is sin. Every man on this earth can 

redress his sinful life by taking part in the sacraments which Clirist gave us.

3.5 Ecclesiology; The Church is a great mystery which was revealed during the 

fullness of time. Everything in creation was determined for the Church. Heaven was 

created for the Church and not the Church for Heaven.**^

There is another Church, that of the angels but specifically, the Church is the
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totality of the believers before and after Christ. The beginning of this Church was the 

creation of Adam and Eve and was established again in Christ like a new paradise. The 

body of the Church consists of the Divine Element which is the Head, and the human 

one, the parts or the body. All Christians are part of the Church’s body even if they are 

not faithful.**^

The discipline of the Church is more important than the laws of the state. This 

explains why Chrysostom criticised the members of the court, and moreover the 

empress, for their immoral lives in spite of the consequences for his own life. The main 

task of the Church’s rule was to help people avoid punishment and to remove sin, not 

the person who had committed it.**'* The mission of the Church was to save the sinners 

and keep Christians in a life of faith and virtue. **̂ The Church was for him «the divinely 

appointed teacher of the universe». **® The Church was the body which should try to give 

everyone the chance of reaching God’s purpose, that is, perfection.

The Church required Christians to help the poor and sick.**̂  Chrysostom gave 

great importance to this matter. He thought people to be of a great value as created by 

God Himself and he greatly helped those who suffered. As well as spiritual help he 

organized a system for their practical relief.**^

Concerning the clergy, Chrysostom was very strict. He believed the priests were 

the pillars of the church and should lead a saintly life. The most important reason which 

can exclude one from the clergy was for him ambition, because that sin destroys not
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only the person who has it but the church too. The love of authority divides Christians 

and perishes the church.

3.6 The purpose of life: God created the world for a particular purpose. This 

purpose remains as the purpose of life. God created the world and, like every creator, 

is the governor of his creation. «Everything which man did, believed or possessed must 

be evaluated in tenns of the purposes which God had in mind for man. Since, according 

to John (Chrysostom), God had not created and redeemed man simply for a brief 

existence in this world but had planned that man spend eternity in a blissful service to 

Him, the achievement of this goal was the final end of man»*̂ *̂

The fact of the creation of the world by God explains its harmony and its beauty. 

At the same time this fact (that is the creation of the world by God), excludes fate from 

having anything to do with the existence of the world.

The two worlds, namely the spiritual and the material one, exist to fulfil men’s 

needs, spiritual and material. Man is also the point at which these two worlds come 

together, being a soul into a body.*̂ * The aim of the existence of the world is man. 

Sometimes, Chrysostom spoke of man in a deprecatory way. He did that only as a 

pedagogical measure, whenever he noticed an enslaving. The needs of the body do not 

inhibit the Christians from retaining the nobility of the soul. The strength of man is 

expressed by the term «image» meaning the authority of the logical soul which governs 

him in cooperation with the body. The existence of the soul makes man superior to the
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animals and capable of communicating with the Creator.

Having in mind Chiysostom’s way of thinking we can more easily understand his 

philosophy and his educational principles. Education for him was to «train men tor the 

achievement of the final end, the eternity in paradise». Therefore, education had the 

same purpose as life itself, that is achieving perfection. This purpose can be real only 

through the true philosophy.

3.7 Philosophy: Chrysostom had a comprehensive education which gave him a 

full knowledge of classical and post- classical writers. Nevertheless, he was not 

particularly enthusiastic about their educational philosophy. He distanced himself from 

classical philosophy because it did not offer a completely pure system of thinking 

leading to salvation as did Christianity. He wanted the religious tradition which the 

philosophers represented to be abolished, but at the same time he respected the 

educational value of what the philosophers offered to humanity. He tried to remind 

everybody of this truth because idolatry was still prevalent and he wanted to make clear 

how wrong it was.*̂ '*

Chiysostom seemed to be positive about a few individual philosophers, such as 

Plato and Socrates. For those who study his work superficially it seems that he 

appreciated Plato’s wisdom while at the same time he condemned liim. The answer 

might lie on the fact quoted above, that he rejected the religious part of their teaching 

whilst he accepted what they had to offer in the field of moral education. There is a
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hint showing that he was sympathetic to some philosophers in his treatise On Vainglory 

and Education:

Kai frieiaayéoGw xnq paaiW aq 6 \6yoq koi x&v nôXai èni cmxppooüvq 

Aapipôvrwv kq{tîov kqîxtbvnap’ h pw , kqi auvGx&q xoüxoiq  ènavxAwpev aùxou  

xpv àKopv.

And let us guide the conversation to the kingdom of heaven and to those men of 

old, pagan or Cliristian, who were illustiious for theh self-restraint.

True philosophy was for Chrysostom an ethical way of life and not an intellectual 

procedure. Christians are the real philosophers because they «have their souls adorned 

with the doctrines, but also with the real practice».*^’ No philosophy had any value 

without knowledge of the Gospel. God, for the Great Educationalist, was the centre of 

the Christian life and philosophy.

E.n.E. 30, p.692; Laistner, John Chrysostom's Address on Vainglory, p. 118. 
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4.THE TEACHER’S ROLE IN THE RIGHT UP BRINGING OF CHILDREN

4.1 The teacher in Chrysostom’s treatises on education; Chrysostom looked at 

education from a different angle than that of his contemporaries. Education for him was 

necessary, not only to train children’s minds, its mission was something much more 

sacred than this. Education for Chrysostom was a powerful means by which, with the 

correct treatment, Christ could be instilled in the souls of children. This aim of 

education was not really different from the aim of life itself. Chiysostom wanted all 

aspects of life-including education- to serve the soul in its effort to reach salvation. This 

strong confidence he had in education was based on the belief that it could change the 

whole of society into a Chiistian community. The kind of education suggested by 

Chrysostom cannot be described as either religious, Christian or moral; it is the 

combination of all these together, it comprises the syllabus, the method, the means of 

teaching, the relationship between the teacher and the pupils, the role of the parents in 

their children’s education, and the teacher’s character,

It is true that to teach any subject special training is needed. Particular knowledge 

and skills are necessary qualifications for teachers in every place and time. Would this 

principle have an application to the case of the teacher who was going to teach the child 

to be a believer, an athlete of Christ? What then would be the special knowledge 

needed? Did Chrysostom give a solution at all? Did this question concern him in any 

way? If yes, which answers did he give? Moreover, could those answers be useful to us 

today?

In his special treatise On Vainglory and Education, Chrysostom mentioned the 

teacher four times in particular. In all the other cases he spoke about the parents’ role 

in the right upbringing of children because, obviously, he addressed this homily to a
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group of parents. The first point is given in the sixteenth paragraph of the treatise: 

naiSaYCoyoD xpriav ÙKpipoûq, obore puOpi^eivTÔvnatôa, xpuaiou  5é oÙKéxi.

Tlie child does not need gold but a strict tutor to direct him.

In other words Chrysostom wanted to emphasize the value of education in opposition 

to that of material things. Chrysostom’s age can be characterized as materialistic. From 

his criticism of the way his contemporaries lived we can assume that their first concern 

was to keep their children in the wealthy top level of society. The beginning of the 

treatise On Vainglory and Education refers to this fact,'^  ̂ and later on, Chiysostom 

mentions the tendency towards materialism many times. It might be useful to remember 

that the treatise was addressed to the rich because of the frequent reference to the 

correct usage of wealth as well as instructions about the correct behaviour towards 

slaves.*̂ ® Going back to the treatise’s first point, we can see that Chrysostom gives the 

teacher the characterization «!iKpt(3nq« ( Laistner translated the adjective with the word 

«strict» but the real meaning in Greek is «precise»); Parents who care about the 

appearance of their children more than their education are not reasonable. They should 

care more about their children’s moral development. Moreover, Chrysostom underlines 

that the need for education is not simply solved with the appointment of any teacher. A 

good teacher with the virtue of precision is what really helps, because he knows what 

he wants and when and how to ask for it. He also knows precisely how to handle every 

child. A similar idea is expressed by professor Felix Adler when speaking about the aim 

of ethical education: «It is not enough, as it is commonly said, that the teacher shall be 

right-minded, impartial, honest, strict in the performance of duty, in order to impress

E.n.E. 30, p.638; Laistner, John Chrysoslom's Aihiress on Vainglory, p.94.
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the same qualities on the pupils. All these qualities may, after all, but produce a kind 

of technical righteousness. Without the ethical spirit, the spirit of humility and striving, 

they will fail to reach the mark... It is undoubtedly true that the right teacher, the teacher 

«by the grace of God», may and often does exercise an influence for life upon his 

pupils». Adler expressed this opinion at the beginning of the twentieth century and it 

is obvious that it is not at all far from that of Chrysostom’s. The difference lies in the 

fact that in Chrysostom’s time liis opinion was something new because the kind of 

education he suggested was also new.

The second hint is made in the eighteenth paragraph:

“Otav TOÎVUV ÏK nptüTpq pkiKiaq SiÔaoKâXiôv 6nopf)au)aiv o i nai5eq, ti' eaovrai;

Wliat win boys become when from earliest youtli Üiey are without teachers?

For Chrysostom, teachers are essential in the process of a child’s development. Without 

them nothing good can be done for a child’s character and education. Chrysostom did 

not simply see teachers as people who were going to give knowledge to children. 

Speaking about teachers he always meant those who were responsible for the 

development of mind as well as for the spiritual education of the soul. For Chiysostom, 

a child educated in the mind only but not in the soul was not fully educated. Parents 

will not take any reward if they present a child full of knowledge on the day of 

Judgement. Nobody will be judged according to what he knows but according to what 

he does. For this reason Chrysostom insisted that education should serve the soul as well 

as the mind.*^^

The third point is given in the thirty-eighth paragraph of the treatise On Vaingloty
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and Education'.

Mr|5é yap naaiv è é̂oroo xoTq oiKÉxaiq àvapdyvuoGai, 6XA’ èoxtoaav (pavepoi, 

kmep ùyoXpaxi npoaiôvxeq tpavspoC, oi auvovrAappavôpsvoi xf|q xéxyriq 

rimq yap oùk dxonov, ei pév oiKOÔôpoL rjpev kqi ôpxovri oÎKi'av èKxiẐ opsv, pf| 

nâvraq àrxAûjq xoüq o iKéxaq fipTv èav npooiévai x  ̂o (KoSopia, vuv 5é xÿ paaiXsï 

xü énoupQvioD nôAiv Kxî Jovxeq kqi'noAixaq nâaiv ènixpénsivxé spyov; 'AXX.' ôaot 

xwv oiK£Xü)v xpftciMOi auvavri\ap|3avéa0a)oav’ si 5é prjSei'q èoxiv, èAoùGepov 

piaBl) (f|xr|(70V, âvôpa èvapexov, KÙKdvy pâXioxa xô n5v ènixpei(Jov, &oxe 

auvavTi\a(3éa0ai xoù êpyou.

They must not be allowed to consort with all the servants, but rather let those who 

are pmticipatiiig with us in training stand out clearly, as thougli they were building 

a house for die ruler, we should not permit all the servants to approach the building. 

Would it not Üien be absurd, when we are establishing a city and citizens for tlie 

heavenly King, to entrust the task indiscriminately to all? Let those of the servants 

who are well-fitted take paid. If  there be none, tlien hire someone who is free, a 

virtuous man, and entrust the task especially to him, so that he may have a frill share 

ill die undertaking.

The substance of this paragraph is again the character of the teacher. The parents must 

choose their children’s teachers veiy carefully. This advice is based on Chrysostom’s 

opinion that the teacher has complete responsibility in the educational process. 

Rousseau also expressed his opinion on the problem: «I can only find one satisfactory 

way of preserving the child’s innocence, surrounding him with those who respect and 

love him». A similar idea is expressed by Jerome in his letter to Laeta which he wrote 

as an answer to her question, how she ought to bring up her infant daughter: «We are 

always ready to imitate what is evil; and faults are quickly copied where virtues appear 

unattainable. Paula’s nurse must not be intemperate, or loose, or given to gossip». It
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is remarkable that another Church Father, of the West this time, expressed the same idea 

about who must undertake the upbringing of children. Laistner referring to the 

phenomenon of the same opinions on education expressed by different people 

(Chrysostom and Quintilian in his case) said; «Not only could two writers thinking about 

the same subject independently arrive at similar views, but some of these had certainly 

become a part of the common stock of ideas among thinking and educated persons long 

before the fourth century». In the case of two church fathers the common idea which 

controlled their views would moreover be the concern for the salvation of the soul. The 

difference between the two Church Fathers, Chrysostom and Jerome, is that the latter 

was writing to the mother who had consecrated her daughter to Christ. Nevertheless, for 

Chiysostom the rules for an upbringing in Christ applied equally to those who have 

chosen a monastic life as well as lay people.

The last point in the treatise referring directly to the teachers is in paragraph 

eighty:

'O 5é ZagouqX ouyl t o v  5 lô a O K O À o v  t 6v  è a u T O û  v é o q  & v  è n a f ô e u e v ;

Did not Samuel when still young instruct his own teacher?

This is a different idea from the above. Chiysostom gave several examples to prove that 

children can achieve much in their spiritual life. He mentioned Daniel, Joseph, Jacob, 

Jeremiah, Solomon and at the end Samuel. He tried to prove that children can be taught 

to pray «with great fervour and contr i t ion».As usual, he understood that he needed 

the Scriptures to support his opinions. He referred directly to the Old Testament and 

presented six examples of children who made heroic achievements in their lives because

Laistner, John CJvysostom's Address on Vainglory, p.78.
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of their spiritual strength. The example of Samuel shows that a child can give his 

teacher a lesson in spirituality. The process of learning is usually directed from the 

teacher to the pupil Nevertheless, Chrysostom declared that in the case of Christian 

education, the teaching of morals and virtues can flow the opposite way, namely from 

the pupil to the teacher.

From all which Chrysostom said about the teacher in his treatise On Vainglory 

and Education we can assume that he indeed believed in the special characteristics of 

the teacher. However, he wanted the teachers who were dedicated to the task of guiding 

the souls of the children to live in an atmosphere of faith and morality. In relation to 

this, Spencer Leeson said: «...if the teacher and his students are not only moral beings 

and citizens of a free State, but also children of God, made in His image and created for 

ultimate union with Him in the perfect life-what then?» Leeson meant that when the 

teacher and his pupils are believers this would be a perfect combination. For 

Chrysostom, nevertheless, faith was not a matter of an extra qualification for the 

teacher, it was necessary requirement for anyone who intended to teach others the way 

of salvation. The word teacher, meant for him the person who was determined to show 

the way of salvation to others.

4.2 The office of the teacher: Chrysostom spoke respectfully of teachers. He 

placed them on the same level as priests. He underlined that the office of a teacher as 

well as that of the priest «is great and admirable». The teacher’s post was prestigious 

for him and because of that «even if he misbehaves in the least his small faults seem

Leeson, S., Christian Education /?ev/en'cc/(London: Longmans, 1957), p. 100. 
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to be big», It is obvious what Chrysostom tried to do in saying the above; he did not 

simply want to support the already existing respect for teachers. On the contrary, he 

tried to persuade his contemporaries to have this respect even if the teachers themselves 

did not always deserve it. Teachers are compared not only with priests but with parents 

as well. According to Chrysostom teachers are more important than fathers because they 

teach spiritual truths. Our fathers give us life and our teachers the good life, the life 

of virtue. We must accept them, love them and moreover, defend their offid^. 

Chrysostom thought that teachers must command great respect in the society where 

they live and work. Having faults and sins is natural for them as for all human beings. 

Even then neither the pupils nor the parents should blame them because such behaviour 

upsets the natural order and because disparaging both teachers and priests splits the 

congregation and destroys their faith. We must remember here that in Chrysostom’s 

time, while education was greatly respected by the higher class, teachers were not. 

Letters are presei-ved in which hate is expressed against teachers by their disciples. 

Further, their salaries were worthless and they did not have an easy life.*'̂ ® Teachers 

themselves were sometimes of a cruel character and they gave severe punishments. 

They also provoked the children’s dislike by forcing them to learn by heart long poems 

or pieces of literature. People who were educated then did not have good memories of 

their childhood because school was anything but paidocentric. Saint Augustine
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described extensively his feelings about the unhappy schooling he had. Most of all 

he hated unjust punishment which, usually, was corporal.

Chrysostom’s position towards teachers was different from that of Augustine. 

Nevertheless, he did not adopt this position to justify teachers and their often bad 

behaviour. On a different occasion he said that to be a teacher is not an honour but a 

responsibility‘s® which demanded an attentive life without sin. However, it is natural for 

teachers as well as for pupils to make mistakes, but there is a difference between the 

mistakes of the teachers and those of the pupils:'^' Teachers carmot invoke lack of 

experience to justify their mistakes. Does the same policy exist today? Is 

Chrysostom’s idea correct, that even if the teacher behaves wrongly, we should make 

excuses for him in front of the children? Is it true that children will lose their trust in 

teachers, thus adversely effecting their progress, every time they see their teachers doing 

wrong or hear their parents criticising their behaviour? In other words, if the child does 

not respect the teacher, will he benefit less from him? Burstall says: «But school gives 

something which the home cannot give, and the two must work together harmoniously 

for the good of the child, each reinforcing the other, and each respecting the other’s 

p rov ince . .W ould  a teacher with human weaknesses really harm the children and the 

teaching process? Sometimes, the answer to this problem is positive, depending on the 

nature of the teacher’s weakness. For example, can a teacher who is going to teach 

morals, have an immoral life? For educationists, like Hare, the most important task for

Augustine, Confessions, book 1, vi-vii. (Tr. by Chadwick H., Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991). 
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a teacher is to train pupils to develop a critical spirit. According to him, criticism should 

be used in the sense of appraisal and not of fault finding. In the same way, pupils will 

be able to criticize the behaviour of teachers and adults without any adverse results for 

their own lives.

It is known that the existing educational system for Christians in Chrysostom’s 

time was the pagan one. Chrysostom wanted teachers to change this situation. The 

whole educational system was in their hands. No ministry of education nor inspectors 

existed. The teachers could make schools, and their principles, different from what they 

used to be. Parents should accept the teachers’ effort by trusting them. The new system 

of education, namely the Cltristian one, which Chrysostom tried to introduce, demanded 

radical changes to the teacher’s character as well as to the central educational purpose. 

To teach faith and morals one should be faithful and have a moral life oneself; 

nevertheless, it was not easy for teachers to change their way of life from one day to the 

other. Chrysostom knew that very well; for this reason, he gave his instructions to them 

at every possible opportunity during his preaching, and by advising the parents to be 

patient with teachers. Moreover, for Chrysostom, Christian education was not a separate 

subject as all the other parts of the syllabus. It was a method of approaching every part 

of the syllabus. A similar view to Chrysostom’s exists in Moran’s book «No ladder to 

the sky». The book has been criticized by Melchert in a review in the journal Religious 

EducationN^ Moran’s suggestions could be summarized as follows: It is time to 

establish a new category of writing style, that of educational morality. Current moral 

education isolates morality from religion and assumes that education is equivalent to

' Hare, R. M., Essays on Religion and Education (Oxford; Clarendon Press, 1992), p. 120.

Moran, G., No [.adder to the Sky: Education and Morality (San Francisco; Harper & Row, 1987). 
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schooling.*” In fact, morality and education are essentially the same proce*̂ §. In 

conclusion, Moran presented the idea of what it means to teach morally rather than to 

teach about morality, which was also mentioned by Chrysostom long ago. Melchert 

asked how a dialogue can be opened when education and morality become the same and 

he continued: «Wouldn’t it be a monologue?»*^® Chrysostom’s and Moran’s answer to 

Melchert’s question could be Hare’s opinion about the difference between education 

and indoctrination: «The educator is waiting and hoping all the time for those whom he 

is educating to start thinking; and none of the thoughts that may occur to them are 

labeled dangerous a priori».*®® In other words, monologue is the weapon of the 

indoctrinators; on the contrary, an educator who creates an atmosphere of democracy 

never uses it as a method to pass his own ideas to his pupils because he knows very well 

that the best way «to teach is to show how». ‘®*

Spencer Leeson is another author who agrees with Chrysostom on what and how 

to teach a child. The basis of Leeson’s theory is the purpose for which God created 

human beings which is «an eternity of union with God in the perfect life. But although 

his purpose and home are eternity, his earthly course is more than just a road to it, more 

than a time of probation in preparation for it. It is a part of this undying life ... Plato was 

thinking chiefly of the moral type of the society he wished to create. The Christian 

teacher is thinking of that too, but also, and at the same time, of something greater.

There are educational fields which aim to train tlieir students in particular skills giving them the means 
to meet the standards needed for a job. To teach knowledge and skills only is not enough even if tire present 
target o f the institute is to train skilled workmen or technicians. The wider goal o f every kind of education 
is to create the right atmosphere In which personal and social morality will find the environment needed 
to be promoted in the highest degree. Great Educational Encyclo[xiedia (Athens; Greek Letters-Herder, 
1965), V.2, P..382.
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which the moral type of tiiis society exists to serve-the welfare in this world and beyond 

of an immortal being, the development here and hereafter of a human personality to the 

natural end for which he believes that being was created. The teacher’s eyes will be set 

on eternity for his children as well as for himself,»*®^

4.3 The teacher’s relation with his disciples: The basis of the educational 

relationship between the teacher and his pupils is for Chrysostom «love, with which 

nothing is equal».*®® Because of this love, the teacher will have true and instinctive 

feelings for them. The first and biggest advantage which derives from these good 

feelings is the dialogue, because according to Chrysostom, when you feel pure love for 

someone you do not impose your opinion on him; tliis is the biggest difference between 

education and indoctrination, that «the educator is trying to turn children into adults; the 

indoctrinator is trying to make them into perpetual children... At the end of it all, the 

educator will insensibly stop being an educator, and find that he is talking to an equal, 

to an educated person like himself- a person who may disagree with everything he has 

ever said; and unlike the indoctrinator, he will be pleased». *®̂ Chrysostom’s opinion 

about dialogue is similar to that of Hare. He organized a whole system for the practical 

application of dialogue. Theory was never enough for him. As one of the greatest 

Christian pedagogues of all ages he systematized the rules of dialogue, stressing the 

importance of the part played by understanding. He has more than fifty suggestions 

regarding the rules of dialogue.
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Another point stressed by Chrysostom is that when a teacher has in mind his 

pupils’ salvation he should have a personal relationship with them;

T o u t o  ydp pdXiOTO SiôaoKOÀou, t o  o u to )  auvoXyeTv xqTq tcûv paOrjTcbv 

aupçopaiq, x6 Kdrrreo0ai kq(nevGeTv ènf xoTq xpaupaai xcbv àpxopévcüv.

This is a teacher’s particular characteristic that he suffers along with his pupils’ 

calamities, and he mourns for then wounds. '®®

The teacher should not fear a close relationship like this. He will in this way win his

disciples’ sympathy and take a more positive attitude to the demands of the educational

system. Besides, the teacher is more respected by children than their natural fathers

because he teaches spiritual truths. *®̂ His worst agony is when his disciples do not obey

him or when they stray and become corrupted. *®* Ronald Goldman also wrote that the

quality of the relationship between teacher and pupil is exactly what makes teaching

stand or fall.*®® Karen Tye has also seen the relationship between teacher and student

in a similar way. Speaking about the religious teacher she said: «...being a teacher meant

having a personal relationship with the students. It was personal because it did not view

the children as just students but as persons. Their relationship with the students was not

limited to the classroom but went beyond the church school classroom walls». *̂® The

way some authors like Tye see church teachers particularly is the way in which

Chrysostom saw all teachers without exception.

The friendly relationship which should exist between teacher and pupil hides a
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danger. According to Chrysostom this kind of relationship could lead to a loss of 

authority on the teacher’s part. This is an undesirable outcome. The teacher should 

never lose his authority, because God gave it to him. The pupils should always respect 

the teacher because he is in many ways their adviser and their guide. He is responsible 

for the training of his pupils. The term «training» is the translation of the term «hoKprnq», 

a very frequently used term in the writings of the Fathers of the Church. In comparison 

with the duty of a coach, the teacher seems to be at the centre of the educational 

process. He commands and decides what should be done by the pupils. That was exactly 

what Chrysostom was thinking of. The child’s mind was for him like a tablet upon 

which a teacher could write and rub out.'^* At first, this opinion seems to be far away 

from the democratic procedure of taking decisions. On the other hand, Chrysostom 

believed firmly in the freedom of the individual. How, then, could these opposite 

attitudes be combined? The explanation can be given by keeping in mind that it was the 

teachers and the parents whom Chrysostom tried to convince about the teaching they 

should give to the children. Their duty was to educate the children in Christ teaching 

them the true faith and the way to salvation. Parents and teachers should in no case 

force the children to follow their advice. The teaching of the truth was their duty, but 

whether or not the youngsters were going to adopt the Christian way of life was their 

choice.

Chrysostom wanted the teacher to have the primary role in the educational 

procedure and he insisted on this idea. However, this did not mean that the teacher 

would take no account of the pupil. The passage which shows what he really believed, 

is as follows:
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Où TCüv 5i5aaKâAiüv èort x6 ndv, àAÀ,’ eî pq x6 nXéov, xô yoùv qpiou kq( xmv 

paGpxîûv. ’ Hpwv pév ouv KoxapaXeTv èoxi xôv onôpov, ùiiCov 5s noieïv xâ 

XsYÔpeva, x^ 5 ià  xœv êpywv èni5eiKvuo6ai xoûq Kapnoûq, xâq àKQvOaq

npopp^ouq àvaonav.

AU is not the teacher’s part, but half at least, if not more, that of the disciples. It is 

our part indeed to cast the seed, but yours to do the things spoken for your 

recoUection, by your works to show the fruits, to pull up the thorns by the roots.

The behaviour towards those of the pupils who are indifferent occupied Chrysostom 

many times in his homilies. This indifference only affects the pupil and not the 

teacher.*̂ '* Nevertheless, there is a way for teachers to benefit from the opposite attitude 

of the children, namely that of diligence; in that case, the attention shown by the pupil 

will give the teacher strength to continue his efforts.

Another characteristic of the healthy relationship between teacher and pupil is that 

of kindness; Chrysostom wanted the teacher to be severe to himself and kind to his 

pupils. Moved by love and kindness, the teacher must also meet his pupils’ needs and 

interests.*”  This loving relationship, according to Clrrysostom, must be sincere. 

Affectation and hypocrisy have no place in the relationship between teacher and pupil. 

This relationship is much more like that of a father and a son rather than that of judge 

and the accused. The authority is always there to strike a balance, prohibiting familiarity 

from causing a lack of recognition. In this way, authority combined with kindness is 

the best path for the teacher to meet the pupils’ needs and interests. *”
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The problem of authority has occupied modern educationalists too and their 

answers are not different to those of Chrysostom who managed again to respond directly 

and successfully to the heart of modem educational and psychological problems. 

Nowadays, authority is thrown aside as an imposition of opinion or as an obstacle 

preventing pupils from learning through personal experience and research. However, 

authors like Paul Nash who dedicated a whole book to authority, believe that the 

problem is not whether the teacher should act as an authority but what form and degree 

of authority he should exercise.’**®

Chrysostom attempted to delve more deeply into the sensitive area of the nature 

of the relationship between the teacher and the pupils. In one of his homilies, he said 

that it is not enough for the teacher to have a good relationship with one or with some 

of his disciples. The teacher must have a hannonious relation with the whole class. If 

those directly involved in the educational process, namely the pupil and the teacher, 

come into conflict, the whole process will collapse and sink like a ship and its crew in 

a storm.

Even if Chrysostom gave the central role to the teacher rather than to the pupil in 

the learning process, he also recognized the need for different approaches in teaching 

different ages. Thus he made it clear that the teacher should have the main role in the 

learning process and must plan his teaching keeping always in mind the pupils’ 

individual needs and abilities. The teacher must adopt his teaching according to the age 

of his pupils. For example, one must be gentle towards the beginners and finn with the 

more advanced pupils. With regard to stories, these should also differ from age to
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age. Small children should not hear stories of terror. Details about what is good for 

each age to hear, is given in the treatise On Vainglory andEducation.^^^ Chrysostom 

distinguished four stages in the life of a person, as follows: childhood, youth, adulthood 

and old age:

Kai npflxrov néAayoq soriv iScTv t o  xfjq nai5  iK f|q  h ^ iK ia q , noXuv eyov xov aoXov 

5 id TO dvdpxov, 5 id xpv suKoXtav, 5 id xd pp nenpycvai.

At first, childhood is like an open sea, veiy agitated because of foolislmess, 

changeability, and instability.

For this age, Chrysostom underlined the necessity for the teachers to complete diligently

all that is missing from the children of this age.

People in the second stage are more difficult to help. The reason for that is the

increased desire inside them:

Mexd xaOxpv xpv pXiKiav p xou peipoKtou SiaSsxexcn GdXaxxa, £v6a ocpoBpd 

nveupaxa, K o O d n ep  è v x œ  Aiyaiœ, xpq éniBupidq ppîv aù^avopÉvpq.

After this age tliere comes tlie sea of juveniles in which strong winds blow just like 

in the Aegean sea because the desire inside us grows.

This age, according to Chrysostom, is more difficult to guide than childhood; therefore, 

great courage and wisdom are required by the teacher who is going to teach teenagers. 

As with ships when a storm approaches and the captain is weak and the problem of bad 

weather is intensified, the same will be true of teenagers if their teacher is lenient. 

Chrysostom accepted the fact that this age has particular problems which are related to 

sexual desire. He also believed that the teenager who has to confront the battle of desire 

needs help to surmount it. A boy or a girl must not be abandoned at that time of

E.n.E. 30, pp. 654-672; Laistner, John Chrysostom's Address on Vainglory, pp. 101 -1 10.
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temptation. It is natural for eveiy teenager to face temptation but with the teacher’s help 

it is easier to overcome it. Concerning youth, Chrysostom, touched upon the erotic 

desire which he judged as the main problem of the age and called it a monster;

AsyouCTi 5é iaxptbv n a iS eq  xauxriv xpv éniBupidv perd névxe kqi ôéKaxov ëxoq 

aq)65pa ènixiOcaGaL flcoq a u v x ô  Gppiov xouxo Kaxaôpaopev;

The doctors tell us that this desire attacks with violence the cliildi'en after their 

fifteeiitli year. How shall we tie down this wild beast?

Among other advice that Chrysostom gave to young people, regarding the supersession 

of sexual desire, is that of early marriage; he moreover suggested that it would be good 

to teach them to despise money, glory and temporal power. Because it would be very 

interesting to know in detail the opinion of one of the great Church Fathers about 

puberty and the problems regarding sexual desire, the last chapter of this thesis refers 

to this matter.

The third stage in a man’s life is for Chrysostom that of adulthood.

Mexd xouTO rtdXiv exepov pépoq xpq pXiKiaq, xd xcov dvBp&v è n s ia iv , év ÿ  xd xpq 

oiKOvopiaqèmKeixai’ ôxeyu vp , Kalydpoq, K a in a iôon ou a , KaioiKfaq npooxaaia,

KQi noXXai xwv <ppovn'5cov vupdôeq.Tdxs pdXioxa kqi cpiXapyupfa dvGsT kqi 

paaKavla.

After that, there comes another period of age, manhood, during which we have 

economic problems. Then, a wife comes, and maiixage, and parenthood, and tlie 

need to protect the family, and many problems that require attention. Particularly 

then avarice and envy prevail.

Chrysostom seemed to have a good knowledge of these problems, even if he had no 

personal experience of them. Nevertheless, like a good shepherd, he studied closely the
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daily problems of his congregation and gave a thoughtful opinion about them even if he 

was not directly involved with these problems.

About old age Chrysostom was content just to show that it is the end point of our 

whole life which will lead us to a harbour with our boat full of brushwood or spiritual 

goods:

"Otqv OÙV ëKacrrov pépoq pXiKidq napspxwpeGa perd vauayW, n&q dpKcaopev 
Tp napouor] nGbq xpv péXXoucrav Siacpeu^dpcBa KdXaoiv;

Wlien we pass every stage of our age rvith flotsam and jetsam how are we supposed 

to leave tliis life? How will we avoid die future hell?

Nevertheless, even if a person lives an immoral life he could and should change his 

attitudes when reaching old age. Chrysostom reproved severely those elderly people 

who attended the theatre and made themselves fool in any way.*®*

Chrysostom, speaking about the stages of a man’s life, again ended with a 

conclusion regarding again the aim of our living, which is our salvation. Childhood, 

youth, adulthood and old age exist as stages of perfection. Every passion which shows 

up at each period of our life should be turned to the opposite and become a virtue. The 

effort of turning the passions into virtues is very demanding but that is the only way 

which can help us to reach the safe harbour of salvation. This life, according to 

Chrysostom, is like the sea which has different kinds of storms in each place; this 

analogy was well known in his time. Since the means of transport were not safe, the 

tragedy of shipwreck was very common. The great orator described these scenes in the 

vivid way which is characteristic of him in attracting the attention of his audience. He 

also presented the image of the different stages of life using geographical names:
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Aegean Sea, Tyrinicos channel, Propontis and others. Using these names, he showed a 

good knowledge of geography which was perhaps a result of his education.

There are more ideas about the stages of life in the treatise On Vainglory and 

Education, About the first stage, which is childhood, Chrysostom mentioned in the 

treatise:

"OtavTOivuv ÈK npwTpq pXiKiaq ôiôaoKdXûJV ànoppaüxnv oî naïôeq, ti soovrai;

El yap ÈK KoiXlaq xpecpopevoi xivéq kql &oq yppmq naiôsuôpevoi ourro) 

KaxopBotiaiv, oi èK npooipfoùv xpq (̂ wpq aùxwv xoùxoiq auv£9 it̂ 6pevoi xoTq 

hKOÛapaaIV x( oùk 6v èpydacùvrai Ôsivôv; Nüv 5é ôntoq pév xéyyaq kqI ypâppaxa 

KQi Xôyouq xoüq aùx&v nctïSaq naiÔEÙoaiev, dnaoav éKQoxoq noicTxai onouôpv,

ÔTxtoq 5é xpv qiuxpv àaKp0eîev xoùxou oÙKéxi oùôeiq Xoyov éxei xivâ.

What will become of boys when from earliest youth they are without 

teachers? If grown men, after being nurtured from the womb and continuing 

their education to old age, still do not live righteously, what wrong will not 

children accustomed from the threshold of life to empty words, commit? In 

our own day every man takes the greatest pains to train his boy in the arts 

and in literature and speech. Nevertheless, to exercise this child’s soul in 

virtue, to that no man any longer pays heed.

Chrysostom mentioned veiy often that good habits and early moral education are strong 

preventive measures against temptation and sin. A second thought of Chrysostom is that 

it is very easy for children to be corrected because their characters are still malleable. 

Therefore, it is right for parents and teachers to try to protect them from coming in 

touch with evil things, through either hearing or seeing, which could influence them in 

a bad way. '®®

The sense in which a teacher can be oppressive towards the pupils is given by 

another illustration: Chrysostom compared teachers with those who forced children to

E.n.E. 30, p.638; John Chrysostom's Address on Vainglory, pp.94-95.
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take their medicine. Medicine symbolizes the books and those who force children to 

take it are the teachers.'®  ̂ Chrysostom knew that books and homework are often 

disliked by pupils. Someone has to make them understand how much they lose by 

avoiding the reading of books, and this must be the teacher. To whom would a book be 

useful if pupils never want to read it, or if they do not have a guide to help them to 

explore the beautiful knowledge which is hidden in its pages? The case of the pupil who 

is not interested in reading is one that requires strong persuasion. The motive for this 

must always be a pure love for children and an effort to change any negative feelings 

about their education.

Chrysostom’s opinion on the relationship that should exist between teachers and 

pupils can be summarized as follows: Chrysostom wanted the teacher to educate 

children in an atmosphere of love and care and help them to become responsible 

citizens, good parents, faithful Christians; but the teacher must above all consider the 

children as unique creations whom God has determined should live for ever.

4,4 The teacher’s character: Chrysostom mentioned another problem which 

relates to the teaching profession. He pointed out that sometimes it gives pride to those 

who possess this profession.*®® Pride, nevertheless, should not exist in the heart of a 

Christian because the Christian teacher should be humble even if he commands great 

respect and has a very important place in society.

Chrysostom wanted parents and pupils to respect teachers even if as humans they 

had faults. Nevertheless, he did not try to give excuses to teachers. Whenever he found 

the opportunity he spoke to them severely reminding them that their duty was to spread
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the truth.

E i  y d p  p d v y  é v a  a K a v 5 a X i0 v T L  k q i èX âxiO T O v o u p c p é p e i  ï v a  p ù X o q  ôviK Ô q 

K p e ia a a S ï]  e iq  to v  T p a x n ^ o v  aÙ T o û  kq( K a T a n o v r ia S q  e îq  T pv  O a X a tr a v  kqi 

n â v x e q  o i  Tf)v a u v e ( 5 q a iv  t Sjv ùôcX tp& v T u m o v r e q  s i q  a ù x o v  a p a p x a v o u a i  x ô v  

X p io x ô v ,  o i  pf) p o v o v  é v a  k q C 5 u o  kqi x p e îq ,  àA X à nX qG q x o a a u x a  à n o A X û v x sq , 

x( n o x é  n e i a o v r a i  k q I n o i a v  S c b a o u a i  S k p v ;

And if for him whosoever shall offend one person only it is better that a 

millstone were hanged about his neck, and he were cast into the sea, and 

because all those who offend the conscience of their brothers commit a sin 

against Christ those who destroy not one and two and three but large crowds what 

excuse they could give?’®®

Chrysostom may seem exaggerating here but he just followed once again the 

genius of the New Testament on the subject; in fact this particular verse about someone 

who scandalizes another is taken from Mark’s Gospel. Chrysostom expressed one 

simple thought invoking Christ’s words about those who scandalize one person, and 

applied to the case of the teacher who scandalizes many. The exact verse in Mark’s 

Gospel is: «And whosoever shall offend one of these little ones that believe in me, it is 

better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck, and he were cast into the 

sea».’®̂ Chrysostom based his argument on the comparison of the word «many» with the 

emphatic word «one» thinking that since Christ spoke severely about the sin of 

scandalizing one, what would He say about the sin of scandalizing many?

There are many occasions in which Chrysostom spoke of teachers as people who 

believe in God. According to him, the greatest requirement in teaching is faith and after 

that some special teaching gifts. Moreover, the teacher must be fully trained, *®**and have
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confidence in his undertaking. *®® It is God who gives the light to teachers in order that 

they may pass it onto their pupils. The teachers’ mission is to bring this light of God into 

their pupils’ hearts. For another Christian educationalist, Pestalozzi, faith was also 

necessary as a qualification for the good teacher: «Faith in God is the beginning of 

wisdom and blessedness».^®® He concluded this because of his strong feeling that it is 

natural for human beings to be educated in faith which is the right atmosphere for 

someone to reach true knowledge. In complete agreement with Chrysostom, Pestalozzi 

said the above for all teachers, and not only for those who were going to teach morals 

or religion as a separate syllabus subject.

For Chrysostom education is not an aim in itself. It exists to help the other, the 

greatest and the most significant aim of every human on earth, which is the salvation 

of the soul. All his interest and all his labour in the church was intended to show and 

persuade Christians about this truth: life and earthly glory and the whole world are 

useless if they do not lead to one’s salvation. Christian education is still praised in 

present times: «...pupils must be taught the Christian gospel because the gospel is true, 

and without knowledge of the gospel our children would totally misunderstand the 

nature and circumstances of their own existence.»^®’ This statement is very similar to 

that of Chrysostom which refers to the need of Christian education. Some fourteen 

centuries after Chrysostom, Pestalozzi supported his ideas, saying that «we cannot see 

God through knowledge; he lives only for those who have faith- simple, childlike
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f a i t h . T w o  educationalists who lived in two completely different times and places 

have exactly the same opinions and it is very unlikely that Pestalozzi had read the 

writings of Chrysostom. Nevertheless there was a strong connection between the two 

of them: a strong faith in God and the belief that everything apart from Him is of no 

worth.

The teacher must combine many gifts because his work is complex. Every teacher, 

like every noble man, should not excel in honours but in virtues.̂ ®® His life must be 

virtuous to a high degree in order to be unimpeachable of every accusation. Even if he 

tries to remain inconspicuous, his virtues will shine.̂ ®'* The first virtue of the real 

teacher is love. When the teacher has this real love for his disciples, he accepts them all. 

He moreover wants their improvement and he regards it as his own. His love for his 

pupils guides him to care not only for their spiritual needs but for their health too.̂ ®® 

When they are in pain, he does not forget them and does not stop encouraging them. ®̂® 

His good feelings guide him to take care of his pupils’ problems and to protect them 

from eveiy injustice and danger.̂ ®®

Moreover, a teacher, according to Chrysostom, must be humble. This humility 

is the fruit of self-knowledge.^®  ̂He attributes his success to God because he believes 

that His light and strength accomplish every good thing. The good teacher again, is

Pestalozzi's Educational Writings, p .l 53. 
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calm, gentle and does not get irritated when offended and accused/®® Rousseau agreed 

with Chrysostom once again saying: «Indeed for the training of a teacher one must either 

be a father or more than a man»/'® By this he wanted to show how much love and virtue 

was needed fiom a teacher who was going to influence the child’s mind and soul, 

marking it with his teaching for ever.

Other virtues which will complete the character of a good teacher are: 

credibility,"'* discretion,"*" daring,"*" patience,""* taciturnity."*® He must help his pupils 

not only with his words but also with his prayers."*® It might seem that Chrysostom’s 

model of the teacher is tliat of a super-person. He named the above virtues of the teacher 

on several different occasions one by one. When all these are gathered together they 

present more the picture of a saint than of a teacher. Was Chrysostom, therefore, 

making unrealistic demands? Did he set unachievable objectives? The answer to every 

question about Chrysostom’s educational ideas is based firmly in his philosophy.

To îipxsTurTov Tou plou auToq coo , fixrrtep siKwv npoKeipevoq, coonsp vopoq  

epipuxoq, oKTncp kqvcov kqi bpoq xfjq £Ù̂ !|ü)îaq. T6v yap  5i5dcrKctA,ov to io u to v  

elvaixpri.

You must be tlie archetype o f  life, who appears like an icon, like an alive law, like 

a rule and measure of an exemplaiy life. Such must be the teacher.

The eternal model and example was, for Chrysostom, the Great Pedagogue and Teacher
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of all centuries, Christ, and he called the teachers of all ages to follow his path."'* 

Further, a school for all and an example of virtue must be the light of the teacher’s life 

which must stand before all like an archetypal icon. "*®This irreproachable life gives the 

teacher the necessary authority and the right to punish and to forgive his pupils with 

absolute power.""® Thus, what is needed is admonition and example. This kind of 

education makes the teacher respectable and prepares the pupil to obey and give way. 

The example of the teacher is also of concern to modem educationalists. Ronald 

Goldman wrote that the major influence upon the pupils within the school community 

is exercised more by what the teachers are than by what they teach. Jerome also wrote 

to Laeta about the need for her to be an example of virtue to her consecrated daughter: 

«You must yourself be her mistress, a model on which she may form her childish 

conduct. Never either in you or in her father let her see what she cannot imitate without 

sin. Remember both of you that you are the parents of a consecrated virgin, and that 

your example will teach her more than your precepts»."""

Chrysostom spoke often of the respect everyone should have for his teacher. He 

also spoke about the moral life which the teacher should have, in order to prevent gossip 

about him.® The questions which occur to the reader of Chrysostom’s work, are: what 

was the status of the teachers at that time and what is the relationship between that 

particular status and the teacher’s model described by Chrysostom? Teaching at that
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time was hard work; teaching resources were almost non-existent. Roman schools were 

privately controlled and financed by the low fees which the parents had to pay. The 

teacher’s day started at daybreak and finished around noon or continued after it. This 

time was preferred in order to avoid traffic noise and lighting costs. In fact, teachers 

were usually poor and unhappy. Salaries were low, hours of work hard and long, and 

even worse, parents often insulted and injured them. ""®That is why Chrysostom so often 

mentioned the need for respect to be given to the teachers. He also spoke about the 

teacher’s hardships"”  as well as the hostility against them.""*

Today, the situation concerning the office of a teacher is very different. A good 

teacher is a good scientist and a good communicator. Nevertheless, regarding a code of 

ethics for the teaching profession, nothing exists which is generally accepted. Stinnett 

and Huggett in their book Professional Problems o f Teachers, wrote the following: «The 

idea of the imposition of ethical standards upon a given professional group is an ancient 

one. The idea in medicine, which has perhaps the oldest code among the professions, 

goes back 2,500 years to the Oath of Hippocrates. In the United States the American 

Medical Association adopted its first written ethical code in 1848... Currently no one 

code of ethics is applicable to all the members of the teaching profession...»""®

There is no doubt that the situation of teaching today is very different from that 

of Chrysostom’s times. In the Code o f Ethics accepted by the National Education 

Association of the United States, states that: «It is improper for a teacher to try to
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convert to his religious faith the parents or students to whom he has the relationship of 

teacher».” ® The same Association in its report on schools of 1956, said: «That the public 

schools are neglecting training in moral and spiritual values; that the allegedly low 

moral and behavioural standards of our children are to a large degree a result of neglect 

of such training in the public schools». The rejoinder answered that: «The critics 

construe the lack of religious instruction (prohibited by law) in the public schools as 

evidence that no training in moral and spiritual values takes place there. As a matter of 

fact, such training is an integral part of every school program, part of the work of every 

teacher, and an avowed objective of public school programs».""* These views seem to 

reflect some confusion regarding the nature of moral education nowadays. The 

confusion derives from the obscurity of the separating line between conversion and 

moral teaching, which for Chrysostom did not exist; to teach a child to believe, to love 

God and always to bear perfection in mind, was for him a duty and not a matter of 

choice.

Chrysostom’s congregation needed a complete educational system, agreeable to 

the new religion. That was exactly what Chrysostom offered to them. Actually, what 

Chrysostom offered was a system of comprehensive Christian education and a 

description of the Christian teacher who was going to teach in a system of that kind. 

Many centuries later educationalists who were concerned with Christian education 

found it also normal that those who are going to teach religion must be religious 

persons.” " This position about religious education does not differ from that concerning 

all the other school subjects, For example a chemistry teacher can transmit knowledge
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to the pupils since he or she possesses it. Nevertheless, when they do not believe that 

what they teach is correct they cannot hide their uncertainty. That problem becomes 

greater with regard to religious education because it is something which influences and 

can change behaviour.

4.5 The teaching method: The experienced teacher uses various methods of 

teaching depending on his pupils and their needs. «It is not reasonable for the teacher 

to guide everybody in the same way. They must act like the doctors who adopt different 

methods for their patients or the captains of the ships who know many ways to face the 

winds».” " These methods vary from the very soft and kindly to the most severe. For 

most of the time both methods are used. The teacher must combine punishment and 

reward, humour and severity, in order to maintain the balance in the classroom as well 

as to keep the interest of his pupils alive.

What happens with pupils who do not pay any attention to the teacher? This is a 

very common question among teachers of all times. Chrysostom expressed his opinion 

on this problem too. He said that the teacher’s duty is to spread the seeds of teaching to 

those who follow him and also to those who do not. ""'‘Nevertheless, it is very important 

to bear in mind that he should not tell them everything initially, because if he does so, 

he will lose the interest of the pupils.”  ̂ In addition to this, the good teacher is 

interested in bad and weak pupils too, because although they might be few in number, 

if they do not improve the others could be effected.""® The teacher must give proof for
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everything if he wants to base his teaching on a strong foundation and , according to 

Chiysostom, he cannot say anything without proving it. Moreover, he must never feel 

bored. He must find a way to renew his zeal, his strength and his pedagogical 

enthusiasm, in order to make his words get in his pupils’ souls more powerfully than hot

iron.” *

When a teacher wants to prevent bad behaviour, he makes remarks to his pupils 

with authority. He speaks severely when it is necessary. Nevertheless, he never names 

those who commit the fault. He tries to correct them without naming the guilty. When 

this happens, Chrysostom underlined, the pupils will understand, without being 

offended, that they did not avoid the teacher’s attention.” ®

A necessary manual in the good teacher’s hands, is God’s grace. If God’s grace 

is not his confederate, he will fail even if he is experienced.” ® The good teacher again 

has inspiration from the Holy Spirit, he lives according to the Lord’s will and he does 

not hesitate to make it known to his pupils.” * Another characteristic of the good teacher 

is to correct his pupils with his advice and to encourage them with his prayers.” " As it 

has been mentioned before, the teacher corrects but he never offends nor obliges 

anybody to do his will."'*" Chrysostom’s emphasis on the characteristics of the Christian 

teacher is clear in anything he says. He often, moreover, spoke of the priests and the 

teachers as though they both were devoted to the same purpose, namely the teaching of
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God’s truth. For Pestalozzi too the schoolmaster can destroy or create the character of 

his pupils: «If the school master is a man with the spirit of love, of wisdom, of purity; 

a man who is fitted for his calling, and who enjoys the confidence of young and old; a 

man who esteems love, order, and self -control, as higher and more desirable than actual 

knowledge and learning; a man who, with penetrating foresight, perceives what sort of 

man or woman the child is likely to develop into, ... If on the other hand, the 

schoolmaster is a vain, selfish, bumptious pedant and a dreamy bookworm...he is 

incapable of taking the father’s place and of linking his own teaching to the early 

training of the good home.,.»."'” Pestalozzi emphasized the schoolmaster’s role within 

the community pointing out that he can influence children to such a degree that he is 

really responsible for the future quality of the family and the whole society.

4.6 The payment of teachers: Chrysostom was so sensitive regarding the office 

and the mission of teachers that he gave much thought to their payment too. This 

problem seems to have existed for as long as teaching has been an occupation. 

Chrysostom’s opinion must be regarded as an impartial one because he was not a 

teacher himself and therefore he had no personal profit to gain. There are references to 

the teacher’s payment in five homilies of Chrysostom’s work.” ® His opinion of the 

problem can be stated as follows: teachers can be completely devoted to their work only 

when they are paid sufficiently, and the congregation must maintain teachers because 

their services are useful to the public.

The teacher, whether a priest or not, is always a spiritual elder."'*® Therefore he

Pestalozzi's Educatioml Writings, pp. 181,182. 
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must be supported by the people, as all leaders are, because he neglects his own 

problems to spend his time for others. Everyone who works for others has the right to 

ask them for a reward for his labour. Society owes a great debt to teachers. Therefore, 

the salary paid to them is not a present but a just reward for their service. When teachers 

have a good salary it helps them not to get tired or disappointed. If they have enough 

and live comfortably they will not be preoccupied with the physical but only with the 

spiritual. '̂*^

©péijjovôiôâaKOÀov, Opéipov ôiâKOvovKai ieporiKÔv aucrtripa.

Feed the teacher, feed the deacon and the priests.

Chrysostom did not justify teachers when they make excessive demands. Every time 

they are pretentious they destroy their honour. When teachers keep their demands within 

reason they retain their dignity.

Another thought of Chrysostom about the work and the payment of teachers refers 

to the time which they must spend on their pupils, Chrysostom made it clear that the 

teacher should offer his spare time for his pupils' interests instead of his own.^^‘ This 

particular thought, as well as all the others, expressed by Chrysostom, did not describe 

a typical teacher; Chiysostora’s aim was to fonn in his audience’s mind what we could 

call the model of the perfect teacher.
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5. THE RIGHT WAY FOR PARENTS TO BRING UP THEHt CHILDREN

5.1 The significance of the parents’ role in the formation of the child’s 

character:

Chrysostom spoke about children with great love. It can be deduced from his work, and 

especially from his treatise On Vainglory and Education that he was concerned about 

the family and the salvation of its members. Many educationalists after him have also 

expressed the idea that the family and especially the parents are the fundamental 

elements for the creation of children’s character. Pestalozzi wrote: «The home should 

be the foundation of any natural scheme of education. Home is the great school of 

character and of citizenship».^^^ Everything else not based on the home would be 

unnatural and therefore unworthy according to both Chrysostom and Pestalozzi.

Chrysostom’s belief, that a child’s character can be formed easily if the parents 

are finn and resolved in their aim to create a Christian, is strong and it recurs constantly. 

The absence of any experience on the child’s part offers parents the opportunity to 

implant good manners and ideals into the child’s soul. Chrysostom seems to ignore the 

existence of heredity. It was beyond the scientific knowledge of the time to know of the 

evidence of life and growth inside the womb. Nevertheless there is one point in the 

treatise which implies that he might have known of the importance of the embryonic 

period. We can find it in the eighteenth paragraph of the treatise:

E i  y 6 p  £K K O iX ia p  T p e q j d p e v o i  T iv é q  k q i  ê (o q  y f ip o x ;  n a i ô e u ô p e v o i  o u n m

K a r o p O o u a i v ,  o i  èK  n p o o i p i t ü v  x f)q  q u t w  T o u i o i q  a u v s G  i ^ o p e v o  i x o T q

h K O u a p a a w T i  o ù k  a v  è p y â a o ù v r a i  ô e i v ô v ;

If grown men, after being nurtured from the womb and continuing their education

Pestalozzi's Educaûonai Writings, p.23.
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to old age, still do not live righteously, what wrong will not children, accustomed 

from the threshold of life to empty words, commit?

This IS actually one of the difficult questions in the treatise. What does the preacher 

really mean here? By the phrase « s k  KoiXiaq TpGcpôpsvoi... nai5euôpevoi (eiaO» does he 

mean that he believes in what scientists acknowledged some centuries later and after 

many years experiment and observation? That is, that the embryo can be influenced by 

the environment it experiences from the very early stages of its existence and even 

nurtured in its mother’s womb? It is amazing Chrysostom came to that thought at a 

time when nothing was known about it. Nevertheless, by this phrase he might have 

wanted to show the need for education from the very beginning of one’s life.

Chrysostom used many illustrations to serve the previous purpose, that is to show 

that parents have the main role in their children’s upbringing and that their children’s 

character is almost completely dependent on them. He was certain that parents, who 

work conscientiously and with patience on their children’s character, would enjoy the 

great pleasure of making them «athletes of Christ». A similar idea is expressed by 

Roberta Nelson who said that children are reflections of ourselves and that they will 

have faith if parents develop their own faith and spirituality. In tiying to show that 

parents are directly responsible for forming the unshaped character of their children, 

Chrysostom used several illustrations. He mentioned these illustrations in the following 

order; the candle, the pearl, the painter, the sculptor and the city. It is worth 

remembering here Chrysostom’s habit of repeating ideas and meanings, perhaps 

according to his favourite educational principle which he mentioned many times, that

E.n.E. 30, p.638; Laistner, Chrysostom 's Address oti Vainglory, p.94.

Nelson, R.., «Parents as Resident Tlieologians» Religious Education (19S^) vol. 83, pp.492-493.
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repetition is the mother of knowledge. The example of the candle is used to symbolize 

the malleability of the young child’s soul. Chrysostom said that good teaching is very 

easy to imprint on the soul, just as happens with the candle. When it is warm, you can 

give it any shape you want. The child is like a soft candle. A father can succeed in 

anything because he has the authority to shape his children’s character.

The same picture is given for a second time in the third homily on John’s 

Gospef^^ and for the third time in the second homily on the second Epistle to 

Thessalonians.^^^ The three pictures have the same core idea. The only difference is that 

used in the third case. This shows that the soul is soft not because of its age, but 

because of the words the person listens to. That means that the parents’ words can 

soften their children’s souls and make them receptive to good influences. This is the 

meaning of his words: the soul is like the candle. If you speak coldly to a child his soul 

will harden. If the words he hears are warm his soul will become soft allowing you to 

engrave anything you like, even the Lord’s im ag e .T h ere  is an objection to this idea 

of Chrysostom’s. He believed that our words are sufficient to create a good 

relashionship between us and our children. He said this because he started from the idea 

that children are always prepared to listen to everything their parents have to say. 

Nevertheless, it is not always the nature or tone of the words themselves which are 

important. A parent must also have in mind that it is rather the interrelationship between 

the child’s behaviour and such words which is important. This means that one cannot 

praise desirable behaviour only, ignoring any kind of bad habit. To shape a child’s
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behaviour in the desired direction, parents must be prepared to change their approach

because children are not always the same. They must be strict when faced by

unacceptable behaviour.

We can see another image regarding the malleability of children’s souls in the

twenty-first paragraph of the same treatise.^®” This time, Chrysostom used the

illustration of the pearl rather than the candle. He said that when pearls are drawn out

of the sea, they are not yet completely hard. If the person who first takes them in his

hands is experienced he can give them a round shape. If not, then it is very difficult for

the pearl to achieve a perfect shape because it becomes very hard. By pearl he implied

of course the child’s soul, which is malleable at first but it becomes, as the years pass,

hard and difficult to change.

Another telling illustration used by Chrysostom to show the importance of the

parents’ role is that of the statue and the sculptor. The sculptor is each of the parents.

The statue is the child. Can a rock or any other kind of material do something by itself?

It can do nothing of course. Everything depends on the talent and mastery of the

sculptor. Chrysostom also compared the parents with painters, saying that every parent

has to take care of his children like a painter with his paintings. The latter works little

by little every day choosing the right colour for his picture. The same happens with the

sculptor. He works patiently adding or removing pieces on his statue. In the same way,

the parents’ concern must be to create admirable statues, meaning strong Christians.

The parent’s duty in connection with that of the sculptor’s is this;

KaGcinep d y a X p d rw v r iv m v  KaraaKeuacrraC, n p o q  t o u t o  xpv o x o X p v  bnaaav  

TÙ Baupacrrd aura dydXpaxa xm © e y  KaxaoKcud^ovxsq' k q i x 6  pév ncpixxov 

-b^aipstxe, XÔ Ôé évSeov n p o a x iG e r e ’ koi kqG ’ èKàaxgv aùxâ n e p iQ K o n e ïx e  xfiv 

^pépav, noTov ànô cpéaeioq èXàxxw|aa, woxG aùxô nepiaipcïv,

E.n.E. 30, pp.640-642; LaislneT,.fohn Chrysosioiti’s Aikiress on Vainglory, pp.95-96.
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Like the creators of statues do you give all your leisure to fashioning these 

wondrous statues for God. And, as you remove what is supeifluous and add what 

is lacking, inspect them every day, to see what good qualities nature has supplied 

so that you will increase them, and what faults so that you will eradicate them.^^'

We can often find the same illustration of the statue in Chrysostom’s writings. 

Here are some other examples from different homilies;

Ei yap dvGptonoi dydXpara noiouvreq paaiXéojv kqi eiKOvaq ypocpovreq 

ToaaÛTTiq hnoXaOouoi ripf|q, hpetq rpv pacnXiKhv siKOva KaXXoonî ovreq (slkcûv 

ydp TOÜ 0eou 6 6v0pconoq) où pupicov dnoXauowpev dyaG&vro kqG’ ôpofeooLv 

hno6i56vreq;

For if men that make statues and paint portraits of Kings receive so great 

distinction, shall not we who adorn the image of the King of Kings, (for man is the 

image of God,) receive ten thousand blessings, if  we effect a true likeness?

Chrysostom suggested here that to give shape and beaut}/ to our soul means that we give 

to the icon of God (koL eîKôva) His likeness (koQ’ opoioxyw). And on another occasion 

he said:

Kaftoiye Tfjq Tsyypq raurrig oùk éoriv aXXrt xi yap laov xou puGpioai
ipuxnv, Kot 5iartXdaai véou ôiàvoiav; Kof ydp navxôq Ẑ wypacpou Ka( navxoq 
hv5piavronoiou xov xauxpv èxovra xpv Èrtioxf)pt]v àKpipécrrepov 5iaKsIoGai 

XPh-

For what is equal to training the soul, and forming the mind of one that is young?

For he that hath this ait, ought to be more exactly observant than any painter and 

any sculptor.̂ *̂ '̂

He repeated once more that the greatest trade one can undertake is the formation of a 

young person’s soul. And he concluded with the complaint that;

NÛV 5é 6n(oq pev xdyyaq koi ypdppaxa kqi Xdyouq xouq aùxôov natdaq 
naidsOoaiev, dnoaav ÈKaoxoq noieïxai anouôfiv, ôncoq 5é xf|v ipuxqv doKpGsTev,

E.n.E. 30, p.642; "Lmsimx, John Chrysostom's Address on Vainglory, p.96. 
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TOUTOU oÙKéri oùÔGiq Xôyov ëxci tivô.

In our own day eveiy man takes the greatest pains to train his boy in the arts and in 

literature and speech, but to exercise this child’s soul in virtue, to that no man any 

longer pays heed.^^^

The same concern is expressed by H. A. Alexander who argued that «in our desire 

to produce «good» doctors, lawyers, and M.B.A.s,» we have lost sight of the need to 

cultivate goodness in people.

It is clear in all the previous illustrations that for Chrysostom the only factor 

which matters regarding the modification of the child’s soul is the environment, 

especially the human enviromnent, in which the child is bom and grows up. 

Nevertheless, according to recent scientific findings, there are many other factors which 

influence the child’s personality. Such factors can be hereditary, e.g. the child’s 

intelligence and health, or environmental like the family’s social and financial status, 

the child’s position in the family, how many children there are in the family etc. It is 

worth looking at a relevant opinion given by Garry Martin and Joseph Pear: «Whether 

or not behaviour is completely determined by environmental and genetic factors 

(everyone agrees that it is at least partially determined by these factors) makes for 

interesting philosophical discussions».According to these authors, it is certain that 

environmental as well as genetic factors are responsible for the creation of character. 

Nevertheless, studying Chrysostom’s writings we see that he believed that enviromental 

rather than hereditary factors were more influential in the creation of a child’s character.

E.n.E. 30, pp. 638; Laistner, John Chiysostom 's Address on Vainglory, p.95

Alexander, H. A., «The Achilles’ Heel o f American Education; A Religious Educator’s Response» 
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He seemed to insist on the idea that only the parents and the teachers are responsible for 

the child’s character but he might have done so because that suited his aim to make the 

parents feel totally responsible for their children. He decided that there was a need to 

emphasize the parent’s role for his particular audience because on other occasions he 

expressed different ideas as we will see in the following paragraphs.

In another case, to a different audience he said: «There are just fathers who have 

sinful children and sober children who have evil parents. That shows that evil is not a 

result of need and relation but it depends on the mood and the personal position of 

eveiyone».^^  ̂It is clear that he once again used all the pedagogical methods in order to 

persuade a Christian to do his duty as best he could. In conclusion it can be said that 

regarding the formation of a young soul Chrysostom believed firstly to the power of the 

first and natural teachers of the children, namely their parents and their teachers, and 

secondly to any other factor. In his homily on Matthew he clearly exhibited his views 

on what a child is in terms of its nature: «The child’s soul is clear from all the passions... 

That is why Lord said, «because the Kingdom of heaven belongs to those who will be 

like them’ to make as act according to our will everything which children have from 

their n a t u r e , H i s  faith on the complete purity of the child led him to the view that 

only a Christian upbringing in a Christian environment can keep a child in the right way 

of life.

In trying to persuade his audience that as parents it was their right and their duty 

to teach their children to believe and love God with all their heart, Chrysostom 

frequently used illustrations from daily life which came to mind. The longer description 

he gave to support his first purpose begins in the twenty-third paragraph of the treatise

PG 56,285.

E.n.E. ll,p.472.
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On Vainglory and Education.^^^ The central idea of the illustration is the metaphor of 

a city which symbolizes the child’s soul. The master or the king of the soul’s city is the 

parent. If he wishes to bring up a child and to direct its spiritual development, the parent 

must act like a king who wishes to establish and pursue the development of a new city. 

The city is the soul of the child; the city’s wall is the child’s body, in which the soul is 

enclosed. The city gates consist of the five senses. Through these the citizens, that is, 

the soul’s powers, communicate with the outside w o r l d . I n  a real city, says 

Chrysostom, some steal, others give justice, others work and others leave everything to 

luck. In the same way the mind and the thoughts are acting on the soul. Laws are needed 

to control the citizens and if a child is like a city then these laws will be the instructions 

of the parents.

It was Chrysostom’s bitter conclusion that his contemporaries were only 

concerned with educating their children in letters and in rhetoric and the trades without 

caring about the development of their souls. He expresses the same thoughts in his 

twenty-first homily on Ephesians, saying; «Let everything be secondary with us to the 

provident care we should take of our children, and our bringing them up in the nurture 

and admonition of the Lord. If from the very first he is taught to be a lover of true 

wisdom, than he has obtained a wealth greater than all wealth, and a more imposing 

name. You will effect nothing so great by teaching him an art, and giving him that 

outward learning by which he shall despise riches. And in the same homily he 

continues: «Study not to make him an orator, but train him up to be a philosopher. In the 

want of the one there will be no harm whatever; in the absence of the other, all the

E.n.E. 30, p.642; Laistner, John Chrysostom's Address on Vainglory, p.96 

Baur, John Chrysostom ami His Time, v. I Antioch, p. 172.
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rhetoric in the world will be of no advantage. Tempers are wanted, not talking; heart, 

not cleverness; deeds, not words. These gain a man the kingdom. These confer what are 

benefits indeed. Sharpen not his tongue, but cleanse his soul.»̂ ^̂  James and Kathleen 

McGinnis, in their article about family religious education for peace, suggested: «The 

nurturing of faith and values is a process that involves parental modelling and family 

participation as well as parental explanations. Faith and values are caught as well as 

taught, as the family lives out these values day by day».̂ '̂̂  TheMcGinnis’es based their 

opinion on the relevant declaration which was stated by the Second Vatican Council in 

1966. The statement showed how central is the parental role in the encouragement of 

children to have a personal relationship with Jesus. From reading the documents of 

Vatican Council on education it seems that there is an agreement between the Roman 

Catholic tradition and Chrysostom regarding the role of the parents for the creation of 

a true Christian: «Since parents have conferred life on their children, they have a most 

solemn obligation to educate their offspring. Hence, parents must be acknowledged as 

the first and foremost educators of their children... It is particularly in the Christian 

family, enriched by the grace and the office of the sacrament of matrimony, that from 

their earliest years children should be taught, according to the faith received in baptism, 

to have a knowledge of God, to worship Him, and to love their neighbour.»^^^

Love for children means a right upbringing but no matter how many times as 

parents we remind ourselves of this, we all have different ideas about what a right 

upbringing entails. Using this term we sometimes signify great opportunities for

™ PG 62,152; Libraiy of the Fathers, 12, pp. 340-341.
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education, a good character, an expensive school, lots of toys. Chrysostom had other 

ideas. Every time he mentioned this phrase he meant a Christian upbringing and the 

reason for that was his soteriological philosophy. For the right upbringing, each parent 

will get his reward, as Paul said in his First Epistle to Timothy. The words in the Bible 

are: «Notwithstanding she (the mother) shall be saved in childbearing, if they continue 

in faith and charity and holiness with sobriety. The verse is given after the reminder 

about Eve’s disobedience in paradise. Chrysostom used the same idea in his treatise 

twice in two following paragraphs. He suggested that the Christian way of bringing up 

a child gives comfort and help when people feel that they have many sins. His own 

words are;

Ei ydp (peiôri t o u  nai5ôq, Ôet^ov ànô t o u t o u ’ àÀMq 5é k q i pioôôv éxeiq. A k o u e  

TOÜ naüXou À É y o v T o q ' « hav ènipsivcoai x g  niorsi k q ( àyônq K o i x y  àyioopy 

perrà oüxppoouvriq». Kai ei ou pupia oauxw oûvoiôaq k o k o , à X À ' bpcoq ènivôrioov 

napopuGiovx i v ô xoTq ooTq K OKOiq.

If thou dost care for your son, show it tiius, and in other ways too thou wilt have thy 

reward, Heaiken to the word of Paul, «if they continue in faith and chaiity and 

holiness with sobriety», and even if  thou art conscious of a myriad vices within 

thyself, neveitlieless devise some compensation for thy vices.

And the second time:

Xu n p ü J T o q  à n o A a û e i q  xm v  à y a G m v , è à v  u  l ô v  à x ^ q  k o Xo v .

Thou wilt be die fh st to benefit, if  thou hast a good son.̂ ^®

This opinion might seem to be in the interests of parents. Should a parent think of his 

own interest when he takes care of his children’s upbringing? Nevertheless, the goal of 

life, namely salvation, is common for every man on earth, and to raise athletes of Christ

I Tim. 2, 15.
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is a blessing for every parent. For Chrysostom, however, it was enough to turn his 

attention to the Bible in order to base his opinions on strong foundations which he put 

into practice when speaking of the parents’ reward. What he had effectively created was 

a Christian Pedagogy which he based on the Bible. Anything found in the Bible was for 

Chrysostom good enough to form the basis of, or even to become part of, a correct 

educational method, mainly because «it is not possible for anyone to be saved without 

continuous spiritual reading», This reading is a spiritual medicine, a sweet, godly and 

secret song, a power which destroys the passions^^  ̂and it can also lead to the perfect 

knowledge of piety. Chrysostom’s confidence in the Bible was so strong to make him 

say that it is impossible, really impossible for a soul to be distracted by passion when 

being engaged in reading the B i b l e . T h e  reading of the Bible encourages the soul to 

philosophize and lifts the readers’ thoughts towards heaven, making them gratefull and 

helping them to remain unaffected by the temporal. The Bible is the continuous 

teacher and its ingnorance cause all the evil.^ '̂^Florofsky used Chrysostom’s points cited 

above to substantiate the opinion that his work as a teacher and as a preacher is based 

primarily on his inteipretation of the Bible.

5.2 Parents must advise in a spirit of freedom: Chrysostom’s opinion regarding 

the role of the parents towards the child’s upbringing is that the parents and other
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members of the family have the most significant influence upon the child. The same 

idea is expressed by Kenneth Hyde too, in his article about the role of home and 

community with regard to religion; «There can be little doubt that the strongest single 

influence upon any child is that of his home. The roots of maladjustment in most cases 

lie in the home; equally the child who develops normally, enjoying happy and satisfying 

relationships alike with friends and adults,... children who grow in an atmosphere in 

which there is frequent expression of warmth and affection, identify themselves with 

these same parental attitudes».̂ ®® Hyde argues further, that anything parents do must not 

be done with an authoritarian spirit because children have the tendency to reject 

attitudes developed under any kind of compulsion. The same idea is extensively 

supported by Chrysostom too, and his arguments are quoted below.

Educationalists have often tried to give answers to the question concerning how 

much freedom a parent or teacher should give to children. Their answers differ from the 

most severe to the most tolerant while others have chosen the middle way.

Chrysostom’s wisdom, together with his dedication to the need of salvation for 

everybody, guided him to form a personal Christian philosophy about freedom. He 

begins with the idea that «evil is not natural. We are honored with free will and with the 

gift of freedom... There is no evil which cannot be made to disappear by repentance.» 

«We are appointed to teach... and not to dominate or command. Our position is that of 

the counsellors who exhort to the good. The person who gives advice, gives his opinion 

without forcing the hearer. He leaves him free to decide whether or not to follow the 

advice he has given. He is responsible only when he does not advise the proper

Hyde K., «The Home, the Community and the Peer Group» New Movements in Religions Education 
(London; Temple Smith, 1975 ), p .37.

Hyde, «The Home, Tire Community and The Peer Group», pp.37-38.
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things.

Chrysostom insisted that neither parents nor teachers should m any case use 

compulsion. He based this idea on the free will which God gave to human beings at the 

time of creation. If God gave everybody free will to choose virtue or evil, how could 

people force each other to do something they did not freely choose?

H 5 s  Kupia éauxfiq ysvopsvr] kqi tcov npoKXSüiv rpv è^ouaiav sxouoa, où 

rtdvTO, 5v pf| pouXrjTai, ns(0erai tSj Gey. AKouoav ydp aÙTf|v koi pta nou 

KaTpvayKaapévriv où poûX srai noipoai KoXf)v koi èvdperrov. 6nsi5f| nep ppôé 

boTL T0ÜT0V dpSTT], dXXd xpf| PouXopsvpv KOI ÈKOùoav nsToai yevsoGai 
TOiaUTTjV.

But tlie soul being its own mistress, and possessing power over its acts, does not in 

all tilings obey God, unless it whishes to do so. For God will not make it beautiful 

and excellent, if it be reluctant and in a manner constrained by force, for this is not 

viitue at all; but He must persuade it to become so of its own will and choice.

Chrysostom is right that anything a person does under pressure is without value because 

men have the tendency to reject anything they have to do because of fear or force:

To nai5i'ov, èüx; pév dv ùnô naiSaytoyou xivoq dyrrrai (popspoO, k6 v ooxppov^, 

k5 v pCT èniEiKefaq Gaupaoidv où5év, dAÀd Tÿ xoü noiSctywyoü cpdpy xf|V 

oüKppoaûvriv tou véou Â,oy(ü;ovT8q ndvxecj.

The child does nothing admirable when he behaves well and when he has a quiet 

life if  he has a fearful disciplinarian. Because then, everybody will impute his 

prudence to the fear of his disciplinarian.

From all the previous collection of Chrysostom’s opinions concerning human 

freedom we can assume that he believed in complete personal freedom for every 

decision and every deed. The impetus for his ideas comes from a desire to help 

everybody find the way to salvation, and not from a desire to force anybody to live a

PG 62,87.
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life which he had never chosen.

5.3 Who must participate in the upbringing of children: Chrysostom wanted 

parents to be directly responsible for the upbringing of their children. He did not want 

them to follow the Greek custom of having slaves responsible for their children’s 

education.In elite Roman society, as Judith Hallett remarks, women undertook their 

children’s education.Chiysostom spoke specifically in the treatise about the persons 

one must trust for one’s children’s education. He mentioned the following; «They must 

not be allowed to consort with all the servants, but rather let those who are participating 

with us in training stand out clearly, as though they were approaching a holy statue... Let 

those of the servants who are well fitted take part. If there be none, then hire someone 

who is free, a virtuous man, and entrust the task especially to him, so that he may have 

a full share in the undertaking».

Chrysostom had his own experience on the subject. His mother took in her young 

hands the responsibility of her son’s upbringing and education. She gave him only what 

was pure. Because he was sensitive about this he mentioned the same ideas in other 

homilies. Here are his words in his ninth homily on Paul’s Epistle to Coiossians:

"Qore \xr\ pdvov cpiAoiq, àÂXa pqôé oiKéraiq ùvapiyvuvai éauxoüq àacpaXffjeoGe’ 

xd ydp pupta KQKd xoTq èXeoGépoiq dxav ôoûXouq aùxoïq éniaTfiaœpBv 

5iscp9appévouq. Ei ydp ncnpdq dnoXaùovxsq xai cpiXocrropytaq KOi cpi\0CT0cpiaq 

ToiaÜTTiq pôAiq ôiaow^ovxai, ôxav aùxoûq èKÔôbpev xq dcpeiôiçt x&v oikct£üv, 

KQ0dnep bxGpoTq aùxoïq KéxprjVTat, vopi(ovxsq aùxoTq xfiv ôeonoxiav eîvat 

^pepoxépav, dv pcopoûq aùxodq dncpydowvxai Kai qraukouq Koi oùôevdq kdyou

To have slaves responsible for the children’ up bringing it was a custom in ancient Greece in opposition 
to tlie Roman custom which wanted the parents directly responsible for that.
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bl̂ iouq.

So that ye should safely guard them from intermixing themselves, not only with 

friends, but even with servants. For the harm done to the free is incalculable, when 

we place over them corrupt slaves. For if when enjoying all the benefit of a father’s 

affection and wisdom, they can with difficulty be preserved safe tliroughout; what 

will become of them when we hand them over to the imscrupulousness of servants? 

Tliey use them. like, enemies, thinking that tliey will prove milder masters to tliem, 

when they have made them perfect fools, and weak, and wortliy of no respect.

Chrysostom wanted to remove eveiy thought from his audience’s mind which 

might suggest that working with children is a waste of time for a man with a great and 

significant place in society. He found the opportunity to say among other things that 

nothing is wrong when a father teaches his child to spell. On the contrary, this deed is 

worth of imitation.

Chrysostom’s greatest concern was for the souls of children and the need to guide 

them in a Christian way. Children, as he underlined, are the most precious possession 

of every man on earth. How is it that we give so much care to our fields, finding the best 

man to cultivate them and care nothing about our children?^^^ Chrysostom makes us 

seem very unreasonable if we adopt this habit. Nevertheless, the truth is that we are 

occupied with so many other things, such as our job and other important commitments, 

which absorb us and take more of our time than our children do. Nowadays, for many 

people, the only things that matter are their career and social life. A parent’s presence 

in the family can, as they suggest, be replaced by other people, e.g. child minders, who 

might moreover be better than them. In the end this is a satisfying excuse which serves

PG 62,363; Library of tlie Fathers, 11, p .289. 
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to calm one’s worried conscience. White’s vieŵ *̂  ̂ cited in Richard and Norman 

Sprinthal’s book, Educational Psychology; A Developmental Approach, suggests that 

tlie mother’s role in the upbringing of a psychologically competent child is significant 

and that mothers must be trained to excel in three key roles during the critical eight -to - 

eighteen- month period; «as designers and organizers of their children’s physical 

environment; as authorities who set limits to dangerous or annoying behaviour; and as 

consultants to their children in brief episodes according to their need.»^^ Moreover, 

mothers seem to be unreplaced because they are the only persons who can provide 

reassurance, guidance, and attention in a loving environment.^^ Child minders are 

useful especially to help working mothers, but according to researchers like BEEP 

(Brookline Early Education Project/*^  ̂ parents have the main role in the child’s 

upbringing and other people play a minor part.

5.4 The father’s role: Chrysostom did not have an ideal role-model of a good 

father, or even just a father, on which to base the ideas expressed in his homilies. 

However, his loving mother provided a good role-model. His father died while he was 

an infant and his mother took his place, trying not to leave any deficiencies in her son’s 

heart. Chrysostom spoke very generally about fathers and did not go into detailed 

descriptions. He limited his examples to the area of spiritual problems which he might 

have learned about from his congregation. Most of these examples are about the love 

and patience which a father must show when his children misbehave in any way.
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Chrysostom showed a great sensitivity, consoling instead of blaming parents, when 

speaking about children’s antisocial behaviour. In all other cases he considered parents 

fully responsible for their children’s character.

While from Chrysostom’s point of view the main characteristic of a good mother 

is that of self-sacrifice, that of a father is loving patience. Another important point is 

that he mentioned the role of the father in connection with the problem of children who 

go astray. This might be a result of the fashion of his time which encouraged fathers to 

be responsible for their children’s behaviour and mothers for their children’s needs. In 

one case he said: a father’s patience is so great that even if sometimes he declares that 

he will abandon his children, he changes his mind waiting for the day he will see them 

becoming wise.^^^

Other similar advice concerns the correct behaviour of a father when his children 

go astray. Chrysostom’s thoughts are based again on the Bible:

Kav novripoi yévwvrai ncAiv (ot naîôsq), ouTOi(oi narspeq) pévouat 

ôiopGoüvreq, bnipsXoûpevoi, auoTéAÀovreq aÙTü>v rd ôveiSp, k q i o ù k  

aioxùvovrai. "H ydp dydnrj o ù k  àoxnpoveî, dAXd KoGdnsp xpucraTq xaïq rrxépu î 

ouyKaÀùnxGi ndvra xd dpapxppaxa xôbv dyanmpÉvwv.

And again, should they become vicious, the parents keep on correcting, 

caring for them, abridging the reproaches they incur, and are not ashamed.

For love doth nothing unseemly, but as it were with certain golden wings 

covereth up all the offences of the beloved.

Chrysostom wanted to assure his contemporaries that it is not a good habit to 

abandon their children if they are bad. It is obvious that in Chrysostom’s time fathers 

thought it reasonable to do so. However this is not acceptable behaviour in a Christian

3(1- PG 49,159-160.
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father. No one can profit from rejection by his own family. Chrysostom insisted that a 

parent can only correct his children with love. Youngsters should not feel rejected, even 

for a minute. We can find the description of the right way to correct a child, or to 

prevent the expression of undesirable behaviour, in Chrysostom’s treatise On Vainglory 

and Education:

"  Apa KQi KOTacpiAmpGv aùrov Agyovtk; k q i  nspipdAAiopsv xaiq x^poiv Kai 

bnicrcpiYYwpsv, more t o v  no9ov SeiKvuew. To u t o  iq  dnaaiv aùxôv paAdxxmpGv.

As we speak to him, let us kiss him and put our anus about him, and press him to 

us to show our affection. By all tliese means let us mould liim.^'^

Of course there are other ways to calm down a child who is upset or out of control; short 

periods of ‘time ouf for example, would be useful in situations like these. This 

means ten-fifteen minutes spent by the children in their rooms or to another location 

where there is nothing enjoyable to do, following a temper tantrum.^®'’’ This method 

might be effective when the disruptive behaviour is a form of attention seeking.

For Chrysostom the correction of a child’s behaviour is a problem having to do 

with the salvation of his soul. This purpose must be the parents’ guide in their efforts 

to help their children rather than a concern with how society views the child and his 

wrong behaviour. It is not right for fathers to feel offended every time their children do 

not behave correctly. It is selfish to think of ourselves instead of the good of our 

children.

Chrysostom made a continued and constant demand to fathers not to condemn 

their children however badly they might have behaved towards them. This is also a very 

sound principle of modem pedagogy. What good could a rejection really bring to the

E.n.E. 30, pp.690-692; Laistner, John Chrysostom's Address on Vainglory, p. 118.
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children? What good could it bring even to the already distressed parents? Could it in

any way give them comfort? As Chrysostom could imagine or conclude from his

friends’ and congregation’s experience, a loving family was the only thing a good or a

bad child needed. This was also what the Bible suggested with the parable of the

prodigal son. It is accepted that anything the Bible suggested was a rule for Chrysostom.

On another occasion, he says:

npoq n o r é p a  è n a v u \ O e v ,  où5év ôuvàpevov àvapvnoOhvai tîüv  n p o r é p w v ,  p a À À o v  

5 é  bKeTva pepvripévov pova, d n e p  eiq oupndBsiav dyavclv ôuvaxai koC éXeov Kot 

O T O p y fiv  KQi (p G iS w  T fiv  T o î q  y e y s v p K o a i  n p o o f j K O u a a v .

He returned to his father, who could remember notliing from what happened 

before. Or better, who remembered only those which could lead to sympathy and 

mercy and affection and compassion which is proper to the parents.

Another proof of Chrysostom’s ideas of correct parental behaviour when there is 

a crisis in their children’s lives, is given in his Commentary on Paul's Second Epistle 

to Corinthians:

cDauAmv naiôcav o ù k  dv eÙKoXcûq Kaxatppovrjoalev naxBpeq, 6 X \6  k o i Tourouq 

nsvQoùaiv.

About worthless children fathers are not easily indifferent, but mourn even for 

them.""»

And another one in his homily on Philippians:

noXAd KOI n ép a xou 5éovxoq o i  naxspeq xapi^ovxai xotq  n a io i  xmv onAdyxvwv 

a ù x o ïq  5ia0£ppaivopévü)v x ü >v  naxpiKcov’ k o v  Ï5üxn xô n a iS iov  Kaxpcpfiaav, 

xpKopEVOv, aùxoi poAXov èKsivou doKvovxai, Kai où n auovrai, éwq dv xpq 

hGupiaq xr|v ùnôG eaiv dveXjcaoi.

Fatliers freely give to tlieir sons many things beyond what is fitting; when their 

fatherly compassion is kindled, on seeing their child with downcast look, and 

wasted with grief, they feel sharper pangs than him, and rest not until they have
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r e m o v e d  t h e  g r o u n d  o f  h i s  r e j e c t i o n ." " '^

There are two more problems in addition to that of undesirable behaviour which 

are discussed in Chrysostom’s homilies. The first is that of the bad luck in which 

children can be found and the other is that of madness which leads the sick child to 

insult and mistreat his father. So, there are three big problems which Chrysostom is 

concerned with: bad behaviour, bad luck and madness. In all three problems, which 

represent the most difficult situation a man can be found in, namely the suffering of the 

soul, the body and the mind, fathers must always take the side of their suffering 

children, that is to support them and to be with them for their benefit:

ToTq yap naxpdaw é0oq noXXcf) dkystv, ôxav pr)5é napsTvai ôûviovxai

K a K O u p é v o iq  x o i q  è a u x ô b v  n m a i v .

It is usual for the fathers to suffer when they camiot assist their children in theii
xiom is e r ie s .

naxpp nspi n a î ô a  (p p e v tx iô i  K o x e x o p ev o v , o a o )  d v  ùppi(r|xai ko( À aK xi(p  xcAencoq

b Kdpv(Dv, xoaouxy pdAXov auxdv è\esT k o i ôaKpüsi.

The father who has a mentally deranged child, the more he is being insulted or

kicked by him, the more he has mercy and cries for him."’’

What is the meaning of the term madness as used by Chiysostom? If Chrysostom 

meant a child who is angry and out of control this does not mean madness. Aggressive 

behaviour is often learned by the child as bad habits are inadvertently reinforced by 

parents. There are a number of remedies which a parent can use to calm down an upset 

child. Such methods are “ time out,” as it has been mentioned before, and differential 

reinforcement."'" Reinforcement can be positive and implies adding something good.

PG 62,253-254; Library of the Fathers, U , p. 113. 
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using desirable things as a reward, or it can be negative when something pleasant is

removed."'"

Fathers must not keep a distance from their children. They must help their 

children in their education even if they have an important occupation such as that of 

philosopher or rhetor. It is not shameful for fathers to help their children to spell. On 

the contrary this act is good and desirable. Pestalozzi expressed his admiration for the 

good father in his early writings, particularly in his book Evening Hours o f a Hermit, 

where he wrote the following: «To raise the people to the full joy of which their nature 

is capable is the aim of the ruler who calls himself the father of his people. That the 

people should enjoy the blessings of home, confident as children in the fatherhood of 

their prince; that they should expect to fulfil their paternal duty to bring up and train 

their children to the joys of manhood: is this a dream? Is such childlike hope at bottom 

a sign of sleep? Not so; faith in God is the force behind this hope»."'^ Pestalozzi 

presented the prince as the father of the nation just as God is the father of all people. He 

compared the fatherhood of men to the fatherhood of God trying to prove that God 

would guide people in their duty of parenthood because He first is the Father of 

everybody and He offers the perfect example of what a real father should be.

5.5 The mother’s role: Chiysostom had a personal experience on how mothers 

reacted in several situations. His mother Anthousa was very affectionate and the great 

educationalist’s childhood provided him with many examples of how a good mother 

behaves. He moreover took all of his early education at home from her because his

Carver, C. S., and Scheier, M. F., Perspectives bn Personality, p.379. 
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father who, according to the Roman system of education, should be the first teacher of 

his children, was not alive.

The quality that dominates Chrysostom’s views of motherhood is that of self- 

sacrifice. According to him mothers stand by their children when they are sick or ill and 

do not ask for sleep or rest. Moreover, they would willingly suffer in place of their 

children, thus freeing them from every pain and illness."'*’

Chrysostom had infinite respect for his mother. He mentioned her several times 

in his writings. The greatest example of what this respect consisted of is given by 

Chrysostom in his homily to the Priesthood:

’AA\a ps a i auvex^Tq Tpq pqxpôq èrupÔQi 5 leKCoXuaov 5oDvai Taurqv èKsivü)Tf|v 

Xdpiv, pôAÀov5é XapsTvTauxpvnap’ èKsivou Tf)v ÔcDpedv.

My mother’s continuing request and complaints prohibited me from giving him the 

grace or better from taking tlie grace from him."'^

Clirysostora is talking about his decision to refuse to join his friend in the desert where 

he was leading an ascetic life. His denial was a result of his mother’s tears while asking 

him not to leave her to join the monastic community before her death. The picture, as 

Chrysostom describes it, is a touching one. He shows in a practical way that it is 

necessary for everybody to have in mind his parent’s wishes before making a decision 

which might change his life completely.

Chrysostom mentions the woman as a wife more times than as a mother. It is true 

that he wanted women to have control of the household, but he wanted them to have a 

secondaiy role in spiritual subjects."'» He followed in Paul’s footsteps in his theology 

about the secondaiy position of the woman in the church and the community. His view,

PG 49,142; 50,620.

PG 48,624.
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in summary, is written in his twentieth homily on Ephesians:

Aeuxépa soxiV àpxh auxr), dpxpv ^xouoa kqi' noXXpv xqv ôpoxipiav’ àÀ\' ôpax;
exe I Ti TxÀéov 6 ùvpp. Toüxo crmppia peyioxp oiKiaq.

She is a second authority, possessing indeed an authority, and a considerable

equality o f dignity, but at the same time the husband has somewhat o f superiority.

In tliis consists most chiefly the well-being o f die house."*'"

It is clear that feminists will not like Chrysostom’s opinions about women and

their position in society. Nevertheless, the problem of disagreement between husbands

and wives about their authority and the taking of decisions must have existed in his

time. We can assume this from his words on the family problems he often mentions. His

experience and personal examination of the problem made him conclude that in most

of the cases the reason for disagreement was the responsibility in the house and out of

it. For the great bishop it was most important to bring peace in the family. And because

there was no place for women in politics, in education, in commerce, generally in every

field which took place outside the household, the mother should logically stay in the

limits of her role as a wife, mother and protector of the sufferers:

Où ôûvaxai xd Gripoma 5iaGeTvai KcAmq' dAXd ôûvaxai naiôia 5ia9péipai 
KOÀwq, xô K8{pdA.aiovxîüV Kxrjpâxüiv.

She cannot handle the public matters well but she can raise cliildren well, which are 

the most valuable possession.

Chrysostom does not undervalue the position of women. He only reinforces 

Paul’s teaching of equality between men and women.""* At the same time, he praises her 

for her virtues and blames her for the faults which reduce her value as a person:

Puvr) ydp, et pouXriGetri, oùk éauxfi pôvov, ùÀÀd Kof èxai'poiq dpKéaei nXeCooiv

PG 62 ,142-] 4.3; Library of the Fathers, vol. 15, p. 3 24. 
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eiq ÔiaKOviav’ ’ensi kqi dpxpq tou àv5p6q xd noXixiKd npdypaxa Xaxdvroq, 

xd oiKoupelvaùxîi kqi oiKovopeivxd évôov dnavxa èKÀnpwaaxo.

The woman can serve, if she wants, not only herself, but many more. Because from 

the beginning the lot to be occupied with the public affairs fell to the man, and to 

stay at home to administer die household fell to tlie woman."""

This much discussed matter of the equality of man and woman is faced by 

Chrysostom in a simple but never dismissive way.""" His only aim in giving to women 

a secondary role in life was to ensure peace and love in the family, and an equally 

balanced society at the same time."""* Women, of course, have proved themselves 

capable in politics, education and commerce through the ages. Chrysostom did not 

express his opinion on the subject in order to reduce the value of women. He spoke 

about the need for peace in the family, not at the expense of denying the constructive 

role of women’s decision making in the public sphere. According to him the dignity 

and the respect everyone should have for her depended on the respect she had for 

herself. A woman full of virtues was respectable and should be treated as such by the 

people around her.
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6. DEALING WLTH CHILDREN’S SEXUAL DESIRES

6.1 Children and human passions: According to Graham Gould, in Eastern 

Patristic thought the child is considered to be born with the characteristics of purity and 

simplicity. That is the reason why the child is used as a symbol of the perfect 

Christian.^^^ Nevertheless, Paul Nash expressed the opposite idea saying that: «The 

Christian doctrine of the Fall, that man is bom in sin and can reach a state of beatitude 

only through serving God and with the aid of divine grace, has deeply influenced 

education throughout the West. The idea seems to be firmly embedded in Western 

consciousness: it might be related to the sense of the tragic in life and to the Greek 

concept of Destiny or Fate. Because of it, education has been regarded as a moral 

discipline: the child is naturally evil and can be saved only with the aid of strict control, 

denial and authority. His natural propensities will lead him astray and should, therefore, 

not be indulged. The function of the Christian teacher, consequently, is to teach with 

authority».^^^ Paul Nash is mistaken because nowhere in Eastern or Western Patristic 

writings can such an idea be found. On the contrary, all the Church Fathers used 

childhood as a symbol of the Christian who was pure from all passions. The metaphor 

of childhood is first used in the Bible as a description of the Christian life. ^^^From then 

on, many Church Fathers such as Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Chrysostom, Jerome 

and Gregory of Nyssa discussed the real meaning of the metaphor and they all agreed

Gould, G , «Childhood in Eastern Patristic Thought: Some Problems of Theology and Theological 
Anthropology» Tim Church anctChildhood, (Ed, by Wood, D,; Oxford: Blackwell Publishers, 1994), v.31 
p.40.

Niish, Authority and Freedom in fùiucaüon, p. 103. 
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on the idea that childhood is the symbol of freedom from all sins and passions. ^^^Many 

centuries later Rousseau wrote that men are created good because God makes all things 

good. They become evil by the injurious influence of people.^^  ̂ This opinion is 

expressed on the very first line of his book, showing his strong belief in the good nature 

of man.

Graham Gould believes that among the Fathers who tried to discuss the problem 

of morality in childhood and adulthood, the most interesting representative is John 

Chrysostom as he appears to give answers to the questions about moral education with 

his treatise On Vainglory and Education?^^ Other Church Fathers such as Clement of 

Alexandria, Origen and Basil the Great, limited their ideas and problems to a small area, 

giving answers to particular questions or problems. Chrysostom saw the problem of 

Christian education in the round, trying to cover as many aspects as he could.

One of the most important topics in Chrysostom’s treatise On Vainglory and 

Education is that of the youngsters’ most dangerous fault which the parents must efface 

(like the sculptor removes all the useless pieces on his statue). The fault he is talking 

about is the cause of dissoluteness; that is the love affair. Chrysostom discussed the 

subject with the specialists, the doctors, and he found out that desire is very strong after 

the fifteenth year.̂ ^̂  He actually believed that only at that age did the child start to have 

desire for sexual activity. So, he advised the parents about that age and he pointed out 

that the best way of protection is that of forestalling.

Chiysostom systematized his ideas of handling the problem, should it arise, in his

Gould, «Childhood in Eastern Patristic Thouglit» The Church and Childhood, v.31, pp.39-52. 

™ Rousseau, Emile, p.5.
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homilies and especially in his treatise On Vainglory and Education where we can count 

more than twenty points concerning this matter. In fact, going through the treatise for 

a second time, one has the feeling that the tract was written for exactly this purpose: to 

give instructions about how a parent can bring up a child in an atmosphere of virginity 

tlirough offering systematic advice covering all sides of the problem. The same is said 

by Gould in his article «Childhood in Patristic Thought»: «...Most of his (Chrysostom’s) 

work is about moral principles that are as applicable to adults as to children, and much 

of its advice makes no specific reference to the condition of c h i l dh o o d . T r y i n g  to 

subdivide the subject into smaller themes for better classification one realizes that 

Chrysostom, in a very clear way, had already classified the subdivisions. These 

subdivisions could be classified as follows: what can lead a child to an immoral way 

of life, negative protective measures against immorality, positive protective measures 

against immorality, and spiritual medicine against desire. One might find it useful to 

read together all the pieces of advice taken from the treatise. For this reason these 

opinions are presented together and the remaining, from other homilies, will be 

considered later.

6.1.1 What can lead a child to immorality: Chrysostom, very clearly, declares 

that children are the mirrors of their parents’ behaviour. Since children do not have any 

kind of experience they copy everything they see in their close environment because it 

is the only one which they know and because they believe it to be right as it comes from 

loving parents; Chrysostom blames the parents, whom he considers the creators of their 

children’s character, for their irresponsibility. He once again puts on the parents’

Gould, «Childhood in Eastern Patristic Thought̂ » The Church and Childhood, v.31, p.43.
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shoulders the heavy responsibility for everything concerning the children’s upbringing 

which may go wrong later. In other cases he is known to speak in a comforting way 

about the innocence of the parents who are trying to create an athlete of Christ but who 

can do nothing because the nature of those children is bad/^^ No opinion can be found 

in the treatise On Vainglory and Education suggesting that parents are not responsible 

if their children fall into immoral ways. Chrysostom did not make excuses for parents 

for two reasons: firstly because he was speaking directly to a group of parents and 

wanted them to feel guilt for their mistakes, and secondly because he believed children 

to be free from any harmful passions and that they could therefore be led to everlasting 

moral virtue. According to Pestalozzi, when the parents are attached to God and His will 

only then they will find satisfaction for all the good and all the power which they seek 

for their child.̂ '̂̂  For the same educationalist an education based upon an ideal family 

life is the only way for children to reach the higher life.̂ ^̂  With the adjective ‘higher’ 

he meant a spiritual or Christian life.

Chrysostom believed that the parents can make major mistakes during the first 

stages of the child’s life. These mistakes cause a lot of damage to the child who has the 

tendency to copy his parents’ habits and ways of thinking. Things which we want to 

believe cause no harm to our children. They could nevertheless make them selfish and 

too concerned with their appearance. Chrysostom starts his comments from the moment 

the child is bom, mentioning the habit of offering expensive clothes and gold jewellery. 

It was the habit of parents at that time to put gold jewellery around their children’s neck
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and on their ears. As Chrysostom says in his sermon on St. John’s G o s p e l p e o p l e  

should act in such a way as will help them to reach the simplicity and humility of Christ 

in the manger. It is not right to make our children get used to gold and luxury. On the 

one hand the infant does not have a sense of what all this is about, and on the other the 

adults are making a mistake by imposing their desires on their children. According to 

Chrysostom the child does not need expensive ornaments. Only a good teacher is 

needed to educate the child in the right way.^^^

A reference to another habit which could push the children to a life without 

chastity is made again in the treatise On Vainglory and Education. Chiysostom refers 

to the Christians who were influenced by pagan idolatry and he considers this influence 

to be the cause of children having long hair. Chrysostom says that boys should not have 

long hair because that is prohibited in Paul’s Epistle to Corinthians. Paul says; «Does 

the nature herself teach you that while flowing locks disgrace a man, they are a 

woman’s glory?»̂ -̂ ® Paul’s point of view according to Chrysostom in his commentary 

on the previous passage, refers to the commonly accepted principles, to common sense 

and common virtues. Nature is the physical world which God has created. The natural 

thing for a man is to have his hair cut and for a woman not to. It is not honorable for a 

man to have long hair.̂ ^̂  It suggests a similarity to women which is “an act of pagan 

superstition.” '̂**̂ The embellishment of the infant with jewellery and long hair, 

encourages him to be too concerned with his appearance and might make his nature
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effeminate.

It is worthwhile to remember at this point why Paul said these words and what 

they have to do with the Christian life. In Paul’s times, the Corinthian Church had many 

problems which were disturbing the fellowship of the Christians. One of these problems 

was the appearance at worship of men and women who were trying to appear identical 

at the time of prayer by dressing their hair in similar styles. Perhaps they thought that 

in this way they put into action Paul’s words; «There is neither male nor female: for ye 

are all one in Jesus Christ. The problem of the right appearance of Christians 

continued to occupy the church throughout the ages. Nevertheless, no rules were 

generally accepted by everybody. One hears the opinion that how a man or a woman 

dresses should not concern the church and that what matters is not the outward 

appearance but the inward constitution of the soul. At the same time, however, one may 

say that the outward appearance of a Christian is also a reflection of his inward self. In 

Chrysostom’s writings, no doubt or ambiguity can be found on the subject. He wanted 

the woman to appear unpretentious, '̂*^ without any kind of make-up, '̂*'’ without golden 

jewelery, '̂*  ̂but simply, giving her effort and her time to the adornment of her soul and 

not her body.̂ '*̂

We have evidence that people in Chrysostom’s times treated such problems as 

long hair and jewellery in the same way as people in the present. They thought that 

such problems were not worth discussing because they could not change nor influence
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the character of the person. In his treatise, probably in front of a group of parents, 

Chrysostom anticipated his audience’s thoughts by saying that some people may laugh 

at these, considering them to be unimportant. Nevertheless they are not at all 

unimportant because they can lead to bad habits, and getting into the habit of doing 

wrong makes it easier to fall into the wrong way of life. Is Chrysostom’s next argument 

that a spoilt girl is afterwards an insufferable wife not true? '̂*’ Chrysostom continues 

to underline the danger of bad habits, saying that malice is difficult to fight since 

nobody speaks to children about purity, prudence, disregard of money and fame, nor the 

commandments. '̂**

Chrysostom explained that he did not urge children to lead a monastic life.̂ '*̂  

Raising an athlete of Clirist means that he is kept in love and purity from his birth. This 

applies also to our times. When parents are concerned about the appearance of their 

children and discourage any eccentricity of fashion, soon or later they are bound to be 

asked: Are you trying to shut him/her into a monastery? Chrysostom had always in mind 

the final goal of life. Every child without exception must be raised in the same way. 

Future bishops, future ascetics, future heads of a family, future leaders or simple 

citizens, all had the same final goal in life. That is, to gain paradise. Therefore, because 

the aim of everyone in life is the same, the education and the way of upbringing must 

be the same. Campenhausen described comprehensively the ideas of Chrysostom on the 

subject: «It is, moreover, a tremendous error to believe that only the monk is committed 

to the pursuit of perfection. Christ called all men and made no distinction between the
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ascetic and the secular life»/̂ **

6.1.2 Negative protective measures against immorality: As a second stage, 

after he had indentified the factors which can help a child achieve a pure, passion free 

character, Chrysostom mentioned several methods of protection against immorality. 

Most of these refer to the parents, giving them practical solutions to some difficult and 

dangerous situations which can lead to immoral behaviour. Chrysostom also paid great 

attention to the protection of the senses. He has something to say about each one and 

also he had some practical advice to give on the subject. He dedicated the largest part 

of his treatise On Vainglory and Education to this matter. He covered all the senses one 

by one and he gave ways of controlling them. His strongest arguments refer to the ways 

of stimulating the senses with good impulses and not only to ways of protecting them.

A protective measure against debauchery, which comes first in the relevant list 

of the treatise On Vainglory and Education, is that of rooting out its cause. As the cause 

of debauchery Chrysostom notes nothing, implying of course a variety of causes. 

However, no instructions are given as to how a parent can root out the different causes 

of passion from a child’s heart. Nevertheless, there is one common thing they must have 

in mind when trying to pull them out; the carefulness with which they must act;

Kai pera noAXfi  ̂rpq àKpipfiiaq npSEnrov pév aùrmv èÇopt^ere tô v  Tpq dKoXaaiaq

Xôyov.

And, first of all, take tlie greatest care to banish licentious speech.

Laistner’s translation has «speech» for the word «kéyoç» but the real meaning is given 

by the word «reason». Chrysostom asked the parents to teach their children to be careful

Campenhausen, The fathers o f  the Greek Church, p. 142.
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before they reach the age in which they will naturally experience sexual desire, and this 

view supports the idea of the need for sexual education before the age of puberty.

A second protective measure is the fight against evil thoughts, and especially 

effeminacy and debauchery. Chiysostom considered these kinds of thoughts to occur 

naturally^^  ̂at the age of fifteen and over, especially for young boys. Girls could more 

easily control these thoughts because their problem is not sexual desire but coquetry. 

The protection of hearing is very important as it is a door through which thoughts can 

enter into the soul. Chrysostom took the unusual step of saying more than the other 

preachers of his times about what a child should not hear. He suggested that children 

should not hear foolish fairy stories about princes and kissing. Nevertheless, because the 

soul loves to hear fairy tales we must replace the foolish and childish ones with others 

which are appropriate to real philosophers and athletes of Christ.

Stories have a strong influence on man’s soul and mind. Nevertheless, nowadays 

there are other much more serious dangers that threaten our children than fairy tales 

about kings and queens. There is concern about violence on television,^^^ about drugs 

and alcohol. Fairy tales with an erotic content are perhaps the most innocent things they 

can read or hear today. For Chrysostom though they were still images which could 

create immoral thoughts in a child’s soul. And if today we try not to let our children 

watch violent scenes on television because these can harm their feelings, Chrysostom
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felt the same about the stories of his age. Most of the classic fairy tales are nothing else 

but love stories. Most of them, moreover, create an evil image of stepmothers who 

always hate their stepchildren and finally try to send them to death. These are scenes of 

violence and cruelty which are of no less harm to children under the age of five than is 

the violent reality of modem films for older children. Others create a wrong image 

about life, giving the impression that good always wins over evil, the fair wins over the 

unfair and that the rich many the poor because they are kind. When people get used to 

this type of reading, they will later take pleasure in those simplistic, poorly written love 

stories where the penniless heroine always ends up married to the rich hero after a series 

of passionate adventures.

Raymond Johnston in his article «The language of myth» related the meanings of 

stories to the child’s life. He believes that in stories, the child is given a good 

opportunity to identify the real world around him, discovering at the same time the inner 

features of his own soul.^^  ̂Johnston also connected the myth with moral education, 

starting from the thought that stories help in emotional development. He concludes with 

a sentence which shows the importance he gives to the story: «If genuine moral thought 

and moral action demand some kind of consistency and control, as is generally agreed, 

then the part played by the stoiy element in moral development becomes essential.»^^* 

The problem that comes out again is the difficulty to hold a dividing line between the 

moral and immoral. As Johnston said again: «How do we decide what is good morality? 

How do we assess the merits of a moral view? What are the rules and procedures of 

morality?»^ "̂* For Chrysostom the solution to all these problems was given: moral is
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anything which comes from and leads to God. Augustine also believed that the soul 

must be educated «to be a temple of God. It must learn to hear nothing and to say 

nothing but what belongs to the fear of God. It must have no understanding of unclean 

words, and no knowledge of the world’s songs.August ine ,  just like Chrysostom, 

suggested that it is better to avoid sin than to reject it after gaining knowledge of it.

A measure against immorality is also to keep distant from those who are foul- 

mouthed. No parent who is honestly concerned about the life and character of children, 

can ever like them to have foul-mouthed friends. Children are very much influenced by 

their friends. They imitate each other on the way of dressing, acting and speaking. There 

is a Greek proverb saying exactly the same thing; show your friends to me and I will tell 

you who you are.

In his treatise On Vainglory and Education and some other of his homilies, 

Chrysostom again suggested that making a young man presents and promising that he 

will be heir to his parents’ fortune and that he will find a good bride, will keep him 

chaste before marriage. Concern about such promises and presents often feature in 

Chrysostom’s educational thinking. A lot of parents use them as two strong motives 

which can encourage desirable behaviour in children. When parents are flnn in what 

they want and when they keep their promises they soon realize that they are on the right 

path for the control of their children’s character. Chrysostom, as he always showed very 

clearly, thought that it is easier to control the desires of the body when you live in 

chastity than to keep an already sinful body away from fornication.

As for young women, Chiysostom believed that they had the natural advantage of
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not being as disturbed by sexual desire as are young men/*’̂  Mothers are therefore 

responsible for teaching them not to live in luxury and embellishment because habits 

like these can push them to temptation.

6.1.3 Positive protecting measures against immorality: Chrysostom, did not 

stop at the point listing the bad things which can harm the senses and lead to 

immorality. As mentioned before, he moreover gave his suggestions about what can 

replace unhealthy shows, stories and entertainment, as every good parent should be 

concerned to do.

Another sense which needs protection is that of sight. The first thing one must do 

is to avoid shameful shows.̂ *̂ '* According to Chrysostom’s thought there is a direct 

connection between the senses and desire. A strong control of desire depends on the 

control of the senses. A short historical retrospect will help us understand why 

Chrysostom was speaking in a severe way about the theatre and other shows, because 

to this day it is only with difficulty that one can form an idea of the role played by the 

circus and the theatre in the life of the great city of Antioch. A comprehensive sample 

of Chrysostom’s view of the theatre is given in the sixth homily on repentance where 

the theatre is characterized as the universal school of dissolution, the training-ground 

of unchastity and the throne of pestilence.

What was the kind of theatre Chrysostom was talking about? At that time, there 

were all sorts of shows; from the refined theatre, in which the great tragic poets such as
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Sophocles, Aeschylus and Euripides were played, to the common variety theatre, in 

which human shamelessness was freely presented. Comedy was one of the most popular 

types of theatre in Antioch, which appealed most to the gay frivolous nature of its 

p e o p le .B e ca u se  of the deep moral degradation of the theatre, the emperor 

Theodosius, on June 29, 394, through a law, ranked actors, pantomimes and charioteers 

in the class of dishonorable people. Christians were forbidden to practise any 

occupation of that sort. It was natural for the Church to take a stand very early with 

regard to these events taking place in the big cities.

For Chiysostom matters about the theatre and circus were the chief objects of 

concern. They were organs of Satan in which the wicked souls were trapped. He was not 

the only one; the emperor Julian had forbidden the pagan priests from going to the 

theatre"*̂ *, and Libanius called the actors «people who brought everyone to corruption, 

people who were an open sore on the city, people who had already contributed to the 

ruin of more than one prominent family, who had brought the whole city into bad 

repute. Because of all these Libanius demanded that all actors, being worse than 

murderers, should be expelled from the city».̂ *̂ ** We are not sui'e why Chrysostom’s 

teacher disapproved of the theatre and circus. Did he do so for the same reasons as the 

great preacher of Antioch or for some other reasons? That is, not on moral grounds but 

because the theatre enticed young men away from their studies? Whether the reasons 

are different or not, there is, anyway, a common theme. The educationalists and the 

church leaders of the time believed the theatre to be harmful for people and they 

disapproved of it, St. Augustine also mentioned in a mood of repentance the theatrical
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shows in his confessions: «I was captivated by theatrical shows. They were full of 

representations of my own miseries and fueled my fire... For the more anyone is moved 

by these scenes, the less free he is from similar passions. Only, when he himself suffers, 

it is called miseiy; when he feels compassion for others, it is called mercy. But what 

quality of mercy is it in fictitious and theatrical inventions?»^™ And elsewhere: «To 

satisfy this diseased craving, outrageous sights are staged in public shows».^^* These 

words of St. Augustine show clearly that the same feelings about the theatre existed on 

both sides of the church in the East as well as in the West.

The sense of feeling could also stir up desire. For this reason, a young man should 

not wear soft clothes nor come into contact with others’ bodies. The second measure 

could be realised by not bathing with women^^  ̂ and permitting only old women to 

approach him.̂ ™ One would think that these were unreasonable measures for the young 

man of our own time, but was this the case in Chrysostom’s time? The answer must be 

yes, if we remember that he was addressing the treatise to a group of well to do parents. 

This is the conclusion to which one comes while reading the treatise because 

Chrysostom always mentioned children with servants in their command. These children, 

coming of wealthy families, were never free to go or to do anything they wanted. They 

were always accompanied by the “ naidaycoyoq” who had orders from his master as to 

where he should take the boy. It was also a parent’s duty not to let a woman-slave serve 

the boy of the family. This information convinces us that Chrysostom’s protective 

instructions - most of which were instructions about how to avoid dangers - were indeed
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applicable to the children of his times. The same tactic of avoidance is followed by 

Jerome too, in his advice to Laeta about how she would raise her infant daughter as a 

virgin consecrated to Christ; «Let no young man greet her with smiles; no dandy with 

curled hair pay compliments to her.»̂ ^̂  And also in his letter to Gaudentious; «A girl 

should associate only with girls, she should know nothing of boys and should dread even 

playing with them.»̂ ™ The only difference again between Chiysostom and Jerome is that 

the latter asked this kind of upbringing in the case of a consecrated virgin, whereas the 

former addresses this advice to all parents without the distinction of whether the 

children will be consecrated or not.

Smell is another sense which needs to be controlled. Chrysostom said that 

children should not wear perfumes because they excite lust.^™ At that time 

Chrysostom’s opinions might have seem excessive. Nowadays, nevertheless, science 

discusses a lot perfumes’ and some other smells’ effects on the human passions. 

Augustine agreed once again with Chrysostom on the influence of the senses upon 

desire: «...From this observation it becomes easier to distinguish the activity of the 

senses in relation to pleasure from their activity in relation to curiosity. Pleasure pursues 

beautiful objects, what is agreeable to look at, to hear, to smell, to taste, to touch. But 

curiosity pursues the contraries of these delights with the motive of seeing what the 

experiences are like, not with a wish to undergo discomfort, but out of a lust for 

experimenting and knowing»^^* Augustine adds another aspect to all the others which 

Chrysostom spoke about. This new aspect is the individual’s curiosity which allows the
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senses to sin. Pestalozzi also alludes to the same subject suggesting that «children are 

too much stimulated by sensory pleasures, and their parents and friends are occupied 

more with those things than with deeds of love». Pestalozzi mentioned this as a cause 

for human misery.

Sense has a central role in educational theories of the last two centuries. 

Particularly, «association theorists see learning as the result of connections 

(associations) between stimuli (sense impressions) and responses.»̂ *** This idea is 

associated to behaviourism theory which is an environmentalist position. Chrysostom 

appreciated the role of the senses in the same way as behaviourists, giving them much 

importance. That is why he wanted Christians of all ages to be eclectic to what they 

were going to see or hear exactly because every stimulus would have its place in their 

minds and souls.

Children must look to the future as the ground of their reward for being good at 

the present. Chrysostom suggests that giving them promises of a fair maid and of 

presents are good methods to help them avoid evil. At the age of fifteen they are ready 

to hear about hell and the eternal punishment as an antidote to the sexual desire which 

is then starting to awake. There are opposing opinions about the use of fear to forestall 

sin. For the great Church Fathers though, fear has a completely different meaning than 

it had in the Middle Ages. They thought it to be a virtue of the same value as love and 

forgiveness. Chrysostom argued that love in no case should be put into the shade of fear. 

On the other hand love should not rub out the educational fear which derives from the
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law in the case of citizens or from parents and teachers in the case of pupils/*^ At the 

end saints surpass the motive of fear and they go ahead to the perfection of virtue 

without any kind of fear or punishment/*^

6.1.4 Spiritual medicine against desire: Remedies against immorality and sexual 

desire are also given by Chrysostom in the treatise On Vainglory and Education. Fasting 

can help a great deal, as can the showing of contempt for those who attend the theatre 

because they humiliate themselves and put the fire of desire into their hearts/*'*

Virtue was for Chiysostom something which could and should be encouraged by 

suitable stimuli. Such stimuli would include saintly men to keep company with young 

boys, presents as rewards, walks to the countryside, visits to worthwhile, educational 

places. Prayer and discussions about virtuous people are also good ways to aviod the 

captivity of immorality.**^ And the last measure recommended by Chrysostom is an 

early marriage, before service in the army and the start of a successful career/*** Did 

Chiysostom agree with the existing Roman custom of marriage which required girls to 

get married at the age of twelve and boys at the age of fourteen? He seems to do so even 

if he does not define a particular age which would be the ideal one for marriage. It is 

certain that he wanted boys to get married after the age of fifteen when he thought 

sexual desire started. In another point in the treatise On Vainglory and Education again, 

Chiysostom says that a teenage boy could have an affianced bride who will keep him
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occupied in taking care of her.**̂  An early marriage would also anticipate the sin of pre

marital sexual activity.

6.2 Ideas on desire from other works by Chrysostom: God planted desire in our 

bodies. Chrysostom found the existence of desire natural. He believed that the reason 

God planted desire in us was for the procreation of children. He mentioned this view 

many times in order to make it clear to his audience that its control is a very hard task. 

He also wanted to draw their attention to the fact that desire would grow from the 

moment someone starts to give it satisfaction.*** Rousseau said the same thing in his 

book about education Emile: «Our passions are the chief means of self-preservation; to 

try to destroy them is therefore as absurd as it is useless; this would be to overcome 

nature, to reshape God’s handiwork. If God bade man annihilate the passions he has 

given him, God would bid him be and not be;»**̂  This might be an opinion for which 

Emile was judged worthy of being burned.

Because desire is God’s gift it could be assumed that He is therefore responsible 

for any immorality which it might cause. Chrysostom knew that some people would 

think in this way and for this reason he stated that immorality is not a result of sexual 

desire, but an unnatural action brought about by the mishandling of desire.*™

6.2.1 The control of sexual desire. Even if Chiysostom chose the way of 

celibacy, he nevertheless studied and wrote a lot about prostitution, which was a great
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problem in Constantinople as well as in Antioch during his time. He did not feel 

ashamed to speak about such problems because, as he explained, he was interested in 

helping his hearers to avoid immorality even if he had to use indecent language.™* He 

spoke freely and severely on problems such as castration, stressing the abnormality of 

this deed. It is amazing he found the courage to speak about sexual matters so freely and 

that he suggested sex education so many centuries ago. Sex education and whether it 

should feature as a subject taught in school, is a matter which has only relatively 

recently become open to discussion. Chrysostom raised another important point here; 

sex education has to do with Christian education. One can hardly find a similar opinion 

in journals or books on religious education. Chrysostom, however, did not suggest that 

strangers undertake the role of guides on sexual problems. He wanted parents to be 

responsible for guiding their children about sexual behaviour. There are, nevertheless, 

many problems about which parents caimot give answers without the advice of experts. 

In these cases, the parent must ask the experts and act accordingly. In order to stress 

the need of taking the experts’ advice Chrysostom mentioned a discussion about sexual 

desire which he had with doctors.*^* There is almost a complete absence of opinions 

about the place sexual education should have in Christian education. However, Spencer 

Leeson touched upon the problem with sensitivity and responsibility in complete 

agreement with Chrysostom; «Sex education’s right place is in the children’s homes and 

the right teachers of it to the children are their parents. But for some strange reason- 

shyness or ignorance or sheer indifference- many fathers and mothers leave this their 

obvious natural duty undone, and the schools, to their honour, try to fill the gap. The
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teaching they give must be and is assisted by biology and physiology»/™ Leeson 

continued that nobody can teach a boy or a girl using a scientific account of the 

reproductive process beginning and ending with answers about what their sex organs 

are unless they also teach them what they themselves are for, and that carries us straight 

forward to religion. Leeson’s opinions are psychologically based, and the arguments 

given are strong and persuasive. The central idea is that teaching about homosexuality, 

the sexual act, contraceptives and so forth, should not take place in large classes but in 

its proper place; the proper place is where there is a governing purpose and a clear first 

principle, when we act upon the belief as to what children are and what we want to help 

them become. For Leeson these factors lead to «a natural function of a spiritual being 

directed, as all human activities should be directed, towards a moral end».™*

The habit of castration was completely wrong for Chrysostom as a measure of 

controlling desire. He had many reasons for thinking this. Firstly, he believed that the 

organs of reproduction are as holy as the heart, eyes and other parts of the body. 

Removing these parts of the body was for him an offence to nature itself and to God 

because he created them for the continuity of the human race. On the other hand, this 

measure would be proved useless because some eunuchs found themselves full of desire 

because desire is located in human nature itself and not in particular parts of the body.

After marriage continence is difficult. Women who use the excuse of love of 

continence to avoid the sexual act will soon push their husbands to commit adulteiy. ™*
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To control a biological need such as sexual desire *™ is hard but it is not an unattainable 

task. A complete summary of what a Christian can do to control the sinful movements 

of desire can be found in Chrysostom’s homily on virginity.'*®** The main points 

regarding the control of desire are the following: one must do everything he can to keep 

his thoughts clean, to fast, to keep the commandments.™* Chrysostom mentioned all 

these ways of controlling sexual desire for the unmarried only. As for married couples, 

it was the woman’s duty to keep her husband satisfied and so away from any illegal 

relationship.'*®^

Another way to control desire is to avoid situations which might arouse it, such 

as looking wickedly upon a woman, and frequenting the theatre.'*®* The habit of malice 

will lead those who surrender to it into the power of the devil.'*®'* Malice includes not 

only evil deeds but also evil thought. The statement of the Gospel that when one 

commits adultery in one’s heart it is the same as if one committed it in reality, is 

repeated in Chrysostom’s writings about debauchery.'*®^

6.2.2 The right way to behave towards those who have sinned: Chrysostom 

approached the question of the right behaviour towards those who have sinned in the 

same way as he approached all moral questions. He strongly and persuasively discussed 

all aspects of the harm that committing sin can cause to the soul. He, nevertheless.
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always had in mind the case of a sin who has been committed. He in no case wanted to 

let down a person who might have sinned. He used every possible way to stop sin but 

at the same time he was ready to give all his love and compassion to the sinners. He was 

very careful not to give the impression that it was easy to fight against evil and 

temptation. He declared clearly, however, that it was easier to fight temptation without 

tasting it first than to fight the habit which a life of sinful passion bring about. An 

athlete of Christ can be anybody who wants to gain eternal life even if he or she has 

fallen into great error. The only thing which matters is to allow repentance to lead the 

sinner to an attitude of true philosophy which leads the soul to salvation.

The first advice Chrysostom gave to parents who were worried about their 

children living an immoral life, was to support them, without punishment or any other 

kind of condemnation. He regarded the slandering of Christians who had fallen into 

moral sins as yet another problem for them. He described the pillorying of the 

debauched as a nail in their body.™  ̂ On the contrary, he asked Christians to show 

kindness and succour to sinners.

Chrysostom quoted two scenes from the Bible to support his views about the 

correct way to confront who sinned. The first is the example of Christ when He 

accepted the tears of the harlot’s repentance.™^ The second quotation from the Bible is 

taken from the Old Testament. It is given by Chrysostom as an exegesis of the version 

«the Spirit gives life» (2 Cor. 3,6.) Thus, the Holy Spirit gives life, being full of mercy 

and forgiveness of sin. This loving attitude is the best example helping to forgive our
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brothers’ sins.™®

Many other subjects are related to the right upbringing of Christian children. 

They, nevertheless, could not be included in this research because of its limitations. 

However, the following ideas of Chrysostom are worthy of further exploration: the 

entertainment which suits a Christian; rewards and punishments; the role of gender in 

education, family, society and the Church; freedom in education; the meaning and the 

right usage of wealth.
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7. C O NC LU SIO N

Although Chiysostom’s treatise On Education and the Right Way For Parents to 

Bring Up Their Children is considered as the oldest comprehensive teaching on 

Christian education, hundreds of books and periodicals, as well as encyclopaedias, 

exclude his name from their pages when discussing the history of Christian Education. 

The fact that Chrysostom’s treatise was excluded from Migne’s edition because its 

authenticity was disputed, r e s u l ts  in him not having the place he deserves among the 

other educationalists. The tract came to light in 1907, when Haidacher published a 

German version of it,'**® and also in 1914 when a new edition of the Greek text was 

brought out by Franz Schulte.**** Since then all those who are interested in Christian 

education have been able to study it. Still, the truth is that the rest of Chrysostom’s 

work, which is included in the editions of Migne and others, has not been fully studied. 

We must not forget, though, that John Chrysostom made his mark on the educational 

practices of his time and also on the Church. Trying to give answers to the dogmatic and 

moral problems of his congregation, he preached every Sunday and sometimes (during 

Lent / every day in front of hundreds of people. His fame extended beyond Antioch to 

Constantinople and to Rome. A proof that Chrysostom’s ideas soon circulated widely 

to far away areas is that Augustine was familiar with his theological ideas and in one 

case tried to defend him against the Pelagians.***^

Chrysostom tried to give answers to moral problems by helping Christians on 

practical subjects. He was also interested in setting Christian education in a context
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which would bring about the formation of a Christian character, which would aim for 

the salvation of the soul. Pagan education and philosophy were for him inferior to 

Christian education and philosophy, because they could not lead to the salvation of the 

soul. Chrysostom believed that only the grace of the Holy Spirit could implant the seeds 

of the truly spiritual life into souls.

Chrysostom believed that parents can make major mistakes during the first stages 

of a child’s life. He underlined the constancy parents should show from the beginning 

of their children’s lives, because children can develop habits and keep them for the rest 

of their lives. It is also necessary for parents to be careful about what examples they 

give to their children, who have the natural tendency to copy their parents’ habits and 

ways of thinking. Things which we believe cause no harm to our children could 

nevertheless make them selfish and- in the case of boys- effeminate. Chiysostom 

mentioned the custom of offering expensive clothes and jewels to the infant. Such gifts 

are not only of no use to a future athlete of Christ but, moreover, can permanently harm 

any effort for salvation. Chrysostom wanted the same treatment to be given to future 

bishops, future ascetics, future heads of families, future leaders or simple citizens, 

because they all had the same aim in life, that is, salvation. Therefore, because life’s 

aim is the same for everybody, education and upbringing must be the same. 

Chrysostom’s opinion is opposed to those of some other fathers of the church who 

believe that different groups in society should have different education and different 

targets in their upbringing.****

Chrysostom tried hard to persuade his contemporaries that education which was 

not Christian was no education at all. The content of education during that particular

See present thesis p.47.
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transitional period which came after the persecutions and was leading to a completely 

Christian society, should reject everything concealing idolatry. Chrysostom believed 

that the Bible and other Christian literature were enough to educate young people, 

giving them all the resources which they needed to be saved. It is obvious that for 

Chrysostom there was no distinction between education and Christian education. It is 

essential to point out that Chrysostom handles the Bible with an extraordinary dexterity, 

making it immediately applicable to his congregation’s daily problems. Frederic Henry 

Chase, evaluating Chrysostom’s use of the Bible, points out that “no man ever more 

powerfully brought religious teaching to bear upon the common life of men. No 

commentator ever spoke or wrote more profoundly influenced by the needs of his own 

generat ion.Likewise Baur argues that it fell to Chrysostom “to honor

the Holy Scriptures by the best possible teaching and edification of the people” and “in 

that he succeeded without any doubt, better than any of his contemporaries.”^

Chrysostom’s impressive ability to quote long passages of scripture,'”*̂ and his 

skill in introducing fitting quotations and synonymous passages from all parts of 

scripture astonishes everyone who studies his wiitings. And yet, as Baur observes, there 

is no indication that Chrysostom “had ever known or possessed a concordance for 

preachers.

Chrysostom repeatedly expresses his great respect and reverence for the scriptures 

and exhorts his congregation to listen willingly and take into account every detail of the
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scriptures/'*^ He underlined the necessity of studying the scriptures, arguing that their 

purpose is to correct of the behaviour of human beings,"'*' that they are a resource of 

edification,"^" and declaring that whithout this study salvation is absolutely 

impossible."^' Ignorance of the scriptures, according to Chrysostom, is the deeper, 

underlying cause of many evils, such as succumbing to the errors of heresy or the 

attractions of a life of sin."̂ ^

The spread of monasticism and its ideals in and aroimd Antioch influenced not 

only Chrysostom’s educational ideas but also his life. He devoted himself to the 

monastic ideals of ascetic perfection and sanctification, arguing that not only monks but 

all Christians shuld be eommitted to the pursuit of the monastic ideals. For Chrysostom 

there is no distinction between the ascetic and the secular life, and so Christian 

education should spread these values to everybody.According to Chrysostom, 

education and life shared the same aim; they both existed to enable the soul’s salvation. 

His strong confidence in education was based on the belief that it was a powerful factor 

which could change society into a Christian community. According to Chrysostom, 

Christian education comprises the methods and the means of teaching, relationships 

between teachers and pupils, the role of parents in the education of their children, 

relationships between parents and teachers, the characteristics of teachers, their 

qualifications and the issue of punishments and rewards.

Chi*ysostom lists a huge number of quotations outlining the virtues and special
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characteristics teachers should possess. In general terms he wanted teachers who were 

dedicated to the task of encouraging the souls of children to live in an atmosphere of 

faith and morality. For Chrysostom, nevertheless, faith was not simply some extra 

qualification which a teacher might have; it was a necessary requirement for anyone 

who intended to teach others the way to salvation, helping them to control their passions 

and their love of earthly things. Their presence in a child’s life should be part of what 

that child needs to realize the true philosophy that will lead to a saintly life. According 

to Chrysostom a good teacher must be a spiritually developed person, an expert in the 

educational process and full of love for all his pupils. It was also the belief of 

educationalists after Chrysostom that those who were going to teach religion should 

themselves be religious."^"

According to Chrysostom, parents should be their children’s first teachers. The 

example they give of how to lead a pure Christian life would be the best way to teach 

a follower of Christ. In no case should they misbehave because they are responsible not 

only for their own souls but also those of their children. A further duty of parents and 

teachers is to protect children from evil entertainment, and evil thoughts. Nevertheless, 

good Christians should stand by those who have sinned, helping and encouraging them 

not to despair but to repent.

Chrysostom’s views on how parents should deal with children who behave badly 

was radical. He argued that it is not right for parents to feel offended every time their 

children do not behave correctly. It is selfish to think of ourselves instead of the good 

of our children. The main advice Chrysostom gave to those parents who were worried 

about their children living an immoral life, was to accept them, without any kind of

See present thesis pp. 45,46, 48.
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punishment or condemnation. He regarded critical comments about Christians who had 

fallen into moral sins as negative reinforcement. He described the pillorying of the 

debauched as nails in their bodies. On the contrary, he asked Christians to show 

kindness and succour to sinners. The way Chrysostom viewed the treatment of sinners 

was original to his time because it was accepted then that badH| behaved children 

should be disowned or rejected. One has only to glance at the contemporary Roman law 

which determined the rights of the head of the family to see this; “Patria potestas was 

the power of a Roman male ascendant, normally father or grandfather (paterfamilias), 

over descendants through males (liberi), provided that his marriage was valid in Roman 

law, and over adopted children. This power was seen by lawyers as practically unique 

to Roman citizens... The paterfamilias also had power of life and death over children. 

This was exercised soon after birth, when a father chose to acknowledge and rear a 

child or not to do so. Legends and some accounts from the historic period show 

paterfamilias executing, banishing, or disowning adult children. Private judicial action, 

normally on the advice of a council, shows the exercise of patria potestas; execution of 

traitorous or insubordinate sons by public officials, such as the famous execution of the 

Bruti (509 BC) or Torquatus (340) by consular fathers exemplify paternal severity in a 

public role. Sons are portrayed as liable to punishment chiefly for offences against the 

state, daughters for unchastity.

In opposition to the cruelty towards children encouraged by Roman law 

Chrysostom asked for an affectionate relationship between family members. He gave 

characteristic advice in support of bringing up children with leniency ; “Let him rather 

at all times fear blows but not receive them. Threaten him with the taws, but do not lay

Homblower S., and Spawforth A., The Oxford Classical Dictionary (3rd edition; Oxford; Oxford 
University Press, 1996), pp. 1122-1123
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it on and do not let thy threats procceed to action. Do not let it appear that thy words do 

not pass the stage of threats; for a threat os only of use when attented by the belief that 

it will be put into effect.”"̂ " Chiysostom, who seemed so severe in his advice on how 

to prevent sin, was very lenient with regard to those who had sinned. In opposition to 

the laws and customs of his time, he called forth all the love he had for sinners, like a 

good shepherd, and in doing so he gave us another insight into what our attitude towards 

those who sin should be.

Chiysostom was perfectly at ease when discussing sexual desire and how to deal 

with it correctly. He frequently stated his opinions in discussions with parents about the 

problems of teenagers. We can find a complete summary of his opinion in the treatise 

On education. Because desire is God’s gift, it could be assumed that He is therefore 

responsible for any immorality which it might cause. Chrysostom knew that some 

people would think in this way and for this reason he stated that immorality is not a 

result of sexual desire, but rather an unnatural action brought about by the mishandling 

of desire. Nevertheless, an athlete of Christ could be anybody who wants to gain eternal 

life, even if he or she has fallen into the sin of immorality. What is important is to allow 

repentance to lead the sinner to an attitude of real spirituality, which will in turn lead 

the soul to salvation.

Sexual desire greatly concerned Chrysostom. He systematized his ideas on how 

to deal with the problem, should it arise, in his homilies, and especially in his treatise 

On Vainglory and Education where there are more than twenty references to this 

subject. One has the feeling that the tract was written for exactly this purpose: to give 

instructions about how a parent can bring up a child in an atmosphere of chastity by

Laistner par. 30 pp.99~l00.
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offering systematic advice covering all sides of the problem.

According to Chrysostom, desire is a gift from God which allows the procreation 

of children. Even though desire is God’s gift. He should never be held responsible for 

acts of moral aberration. Passion must be controlled by enforcing chastity before 

marriage and encouraging a limitation of sexual activity with one’s spouse afterwards.

Enen today Chrysostom’s attitudes towards sexual education can be seen as 

pioneering. He wanted the church to discuss the relevant problems with all the 

interested parties (doctors, parents, teachers etc.) aiming to be helpful and offer correct 

advice to its young members. Nowadays, the Church has not managed to undertake, as 

it should have, a central role in sexual education.

Apparently Chrysostom, and his educational ideas, have been underrated, despite 

the fact that he is the first Christian writer whose educational opinions have been 

preserved. The present thesis tried to draw out these ideas in the certainty that modem 

education has a lot to gain from their study. His views on discipline, freedom, the 

relationships between parents and teachers and pupils and teachers, and sexual desire, 

could be of value to the present and provide food for thought for modem educationalists. 

These ideas could also lay the foundations of a new direction in pedagogy, one 

which would be rooted in Christianity and aim to influence not only the development 

of children’s characters and intellect, but also their salvation, which is the greatest 

mission of Chr istianity in all ages and places. Solutions to the deadlocks which modem 

education and society face must be tried out in different forms and philosophies like 

those offered by great Church Fathers like Chrysostom.
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8. APPENDIX: JOHN CHRYSOSTOM’S TREATISES ON EDUCATION

1. The treatise «ncpi Hoiôwv ’ Avaipotpn^” (On children’s upbringing);

Chrysostom’s preoccupation with education is a summary of what great Fathers of the 

Early Church were thinking about children and their upbringing. Studying his homilies 

one can understand that youth was his priority because he did not miss the opportunity 

to say something about it. His interest was based on his faith that children were the 

future of the Church and the hope for a Christian society.

His two treatises on education are considered as the first and the best examples 

of Christian Education. It is worthwhile spending some time and space in this research 

on the study of the contents of these two treatises. Even if Chiysostom made thousands 

of references on education and to the right up bringing of children in his homilies and 

letters, his two treatises on education, illustrate his ideas to their best advantage. 

Speaking about the treatise On Vainglory and Education Kelly said: «Although one 

suspects young people may have found his prescriptions for training them as ‘athletes 

for Christ’ somewhat cramping, the book is the earliest surviving manual setting out a 

compehensive programme for the moral and spiritual formation of young Christians at 

home, in addition to the education they received at school.

The treatise On Children's Upbringing, is smaller than On Vainglory and 

Education, It covers only seven columns in Migne’s Patrologia Graeca. Nevertheless, 

it can be characterized as a miniature of the other treatise On Vainglory and Education, 

because of the similar ideas which they contain.

The main idea of the Egloga De Liberorum Educatione"^^  ̂ is again the salvation

KeWy, Golden Mouth, p.^6. 

PG 63, 764-772
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of the soul. Education is a means for the salvation of the soul and nothing else. The 

central ideas of the small treatise are the following: pure love for children is necessary 

for the salvation of the soul;"' "̂ the only concern of good parents must be to help their 

children to obtain virtue and not gold;"^" friends can lead children away from the goal 

of life;" '̂ the act of neglecting his children’s decency puts a father to the same position 

as an infanticide;"^^ the whole family must be united when punishing children. No 

member of the family must take the part of the children when the father rebukes 

them."^^

2. Authenticity of the treatise: «flept K&voSoÇiaq koi bnuq 5eT Toûq yovéaq 

îivoTpétpeiv Tâ TéKva»; The authenticity of the first treatise «depf KevoSo t̂aq kqi 

hvoTpotpbq ™v nal&w» (On Vainglory and the Education of Children), was disputed and 

its value was diminished for many centuries. For that reason it is useful to quote points 

which show its authenticity clearly. The tract was not included in collected editions of 

Chrysostom’s works because its authenticity was questioned, and so it was not until 

1914 that a new edition of the Greek text was brought out by Franz Schulte. Haidacher 

published a German version seven years earlier, in 1907, adding a valuable introduction 

and a selection of extracts from other homilies by Chrysostom which are concerned with 

education and kindred topics. Haidacher’s greatest service was to prove that the treatise 

was genuine and the doubts of the Benedictine editors were unjustified. """

PG 63, 763-764. 

PG 63,765.

PG 63,765. 

PG63, 765.

PG 63, 768.

Laistner, John Chiysostom's Address on Vaingloiy, pp.75-76.
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The diarist John Evelyn who published anonymously in 1659 an English version, 

omitted the opening section on Vainglory. He obviously thought that the two parts of 

the treatise did not belong to the same tract because the transition in the address from 

one part to the other is abrupt. Possibly, this was also one of the reasons for which its 

authenticity was disputed. Nevertheless, such sudden digressions from one theme to the 

other are quite common in Chrysostom’s oratorical style.

There are many parallel subjects and images between this work and other writings 

by Chrysostom. This phenomenon is not uncommon in his writings because he did not 

follow the rules of rhetoric even if he knew them very well. He spoke again and again 

on the same subject. «So he spoke in the famous twenty Pillar homilies of the year 387, 

at least twenty times, one after the other, on frivolous cursing and swearing ... Forty 

times on almsgiving alone; he spoke some thirteen times on poverty, more than thirty 

times against wrongly acquired and wrongly used wealth; all in all, ninety or a hundred 

sermons on the social themes of poverty and wealth»,""  ̂He justified these repetitions, 

which were expressed differently on each occasion as follows:

’AAA’ lowq èpcî riq' Ka0’ ÈKdorqv f]pépav nep( èAcqpocrùvqq ôioAjéyq kq( 

cpiAavGpœniaq p̂Tv. Où5é naûaopai toüto Aéyœv. El pév yap KcnrcbpOano ùpTv 

TOLiTo, pdAiora pév où5é TÔxe ànoorfivai èxpf}v, ôxrre pi) n o is lo a i 

pçiGupoTépouq.

But perhaps some one will say, «Thou art every day discoursing to us of almsgiving 

and humanity.» For if ye had attained to it, in die first place, not even so ought 1 to 

desist, for fear of making you the more remiss."""

Chrysostom found it necessaiy to speak about the same things again and again as 

the result of his endless desire to prepare his congregation for the strong fight for

Baur, John CAuysostom and His Time, v. / Antioch, p.2I7. 

PG58, 779; Library of the Fathers, 3, p. 1151-1152.
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spiritual perfection. Making use of this habit of repetition and examining the similarity 

of topics and words between the treatise and other writings of Chrysostom, should 

enable us to prove its authenticity.

3. Similar topics in other homilies of Chrysostom: The treatise is strongly 

related to many other works of Chrysostom. Common subjects, method, diction and 

style show that they all have their origin in the same person. In his treatise, 

Chrysostom’s main topics are vanity, the Church’s schism, the right upbringing of 

children, and the greater importance of the soul than of the mind.

3.1 The schism: In Chrysostom’s tenth and eleventh homilies on Ephesians, many 

things are mentioned, which are directly connected with the treatise On Vainglory and 

Education. First is the question in the very beginning of the treatise 

’Apdxiq énoiriasv ônep q^ioxxi:

Has anybody done what I asked?

which refers to the end of the tenth homily of the commentaiy on the Letter to 

Ephesians;

napaKoXéocûpev, h^opoAoyqowpeGa, ùnép xibv npoxépmv aùx^ 

bpoAoyhawpev, linép x&v peAAovxov a(x5)pev, iva KOxal̂ LtoGcbpsv, xoD Gqpi'ou 

XOÙX0U xou xqAenou kqi Ôetvoxâxou ànaAAayévxeq, ydpw àvanépipai xÿ 

ç  lAavGpwny kqi flaxpi'.

Let us implore, let us confess unto Him, let us give thanks unto Him for what is 

past, let us entr eat Him for what is to come, that we may be counted worthy to be 

delivered from this fierce and most teirible monster, and to lift up our 

thanksgivings to the kind and loving God and Father.""*'

E.n.E. 30 p. 620; Laistner, John Chrysostom's Address on Vainglory, p, 85.

PG 62,76; Library o f the Fathers, 12, p.219.
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At the time of Chrysostom’s sojourn in Antioch, the ecclesiastical life of the great 

city was beset by many problems, both internal and external. There existed the heathens, 

the Jews, the heretics (Arians, Anomeans, Apollinarians). Nevertheless Chiysostom 

worried about another problem to which he gave the name “monster”. A monster was 

for Chrysostom the schism in the Church which was a reflection of the theological 

tensions and disagreements «about the nature of the Trinity-more precisely, about the 

relation of the Son and the Father, and then somewhat later about the status of the Holy 

Sp r i t . Af te r  the counsil of Nicaea (325) some Christians remained loyal to the Nicene 

principle of the Son’s full divinity and some others who were the majority gave 

emphasis to the distinction of the Father and the Son as «persons» and they preferred to 

describe their relationship with the term «likeness». The government adopted the 

«likeness» formulae «to achieve as wide a measure of Christian unity as possible.»""" Six 

years after Arius’s condemnation by the Council of Nicaea, a synod in Antioch removed 

the Nicene-minded bishop and patriarch Eustathius, and for many years his successors 

were sympathetic to Arianism. Those who were devoted to the Nicene creed gathered 

around the priest Paulinus. Thus the stiict Catholics were called «Eustathians» or 

«Pauiinians». Paulinus received, officially, his episcopal consecration thirty years later 

in 362 when bishop Lucifer of Cagliari went to Antioch to heal the schism among the 

Catholics without being invited to do so; he thought it right to consecrate Paulinus 

bishop when Meletius was exiled to Armenia. Thus there were two «orthodox» bishops 

of Antioch Paulinus and Meletius""* and two Arian groups, the semi-Arians and the 

Arians.

Kelly, Golden Mouth, p. 10. 

Ibid., p. 11.

Baur, John Chrysostom and His Time, v. / Antioch, pp. 50-53
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Some twenty years later, while Chrysostom lived and preached in Antioch, the 

question of unity had made significant progress. The Arians had no power because the 

Arian bishop Dorotheas left the city by command of the emperor, and no successor was 

appointed. As for the congregation of Paulinus it was very small by then. His only 

support was from Rome which recognized him as bishop. Paulinus died in 388 and his 

successor in a wrongful procedure, under ecclesiastical law, was Evagrius. Evagrius 

was bishop for ten years and he died in 398, shortly after Chrysostom’s elevation to 

Constantinople’s Archbishopric. The latter sent an ambassador to Rome when possible 

to gain the recognition of Flavian. After that, a successor to Evagrius was never 

appointed and the Antiochian schism was finally ended after seventy years."""

The first paragraph of the treatise also describes a similar image of a monster 

which divides the Church.""" We can also see more parts of the commentary to the 

Epistle to Ephesians strongly connected with his Address on vainglory and education. 

In relation again to the unity of the Church and the schism he wrote;

AÙO yap sloi biaipéaeic; ànô xoti aoipaxoq xou eKKXqaiaaxiKou pla pév, oxav 

ipé ĉüpev xqv ayanqv, SeuTspa 5e oxav àvd^ia xou xeXeTv siq èKSÏvo xo acopo 

xoApqompGv... Oùôév ouxtoq éKKÂrjaïavôuvnaerai SiaipeTv, (bq cpiAapxla.

There are two kinds of separ ation from the body of tire church; the one, when we 

wax cold in love, the other, when we dare to commit things unworthy of our 

belonging to that body;...Notliing will so avail to divide tire Cliiudr as love of 

authority."""

The situation in the church was a result of the reasons mentioned before, namely 

love of authority and vainglory. The problem troubling the church was very serious for

Ibid, pp.396-397.

E.n.E. 30, p.620; Laistner, John Chrysostom's Address on Vaingloiy, p.85. 

PG 62, 84; Library of the Fathers, 12, p.228.
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Chiysostom. He compares it with a fire which destroys everything. First he mentions 

the behaviour of Christians to each other. He says that Christians were jealous of each 

other, causing the Church many troubles. They were forced to jealousy especially when 

seeing Christians enjoying of honour:

ACnri h éKKAqaia oùk àud t&v M0<jdv toutojv ÿKoôôpqxai, 6AA’ ànô to û  xpoaou kqi 

TOÜ àpyupou KQi t5)v AiGwv Ttbv t  ipi'cav, kqi noAuq navraxou ôiécmapTai ô xpoaôq.

This Chui'ch of which 1 speak, is not built of these stones, such as we see around us, 

but of gold and silver, and of precious stones, and there is abundance of gold 

dispersed eveiy where throughout it.""^

The other thing which worried Chrysostom was the people who composed the authority 

of the Church:

KaSdnep ydp èpnpqapôq ovrtoq f] aKqirroq xiq avcoGsv çepôpsvoq, ouroDq elq 

aÙTôûv KQTqvéxGn xqq èKKÀqaïaq tôv ôpocpov kqi oùôéva 5iavicrrr|CTiv,

Like a conflagration, a conflagration in very deeds, or like a thunderbolt hurled 

from on liigh, have tliey lighted upon the roof of the church, and yet they rouse no 

one."""

Noting all the similar pieces from among the two homilies is a difficult task. 

Nevertheless it is very easy for everybody to appreciate that both are the works of the 

same author. Topics used in both homilies are, as was mentioned before, the schism of 

the Church and vainglory.

3.2 The right upbringing of children: Moreover, in the Commentary on the 

Epistle to Ephesians there are more similarities with other homilies showing the origin 

of the treatise. One of those is the homily to Hannah. Chrysostom in that homily as well 

as in the treatise, «desires to stress the right training of character as the principal aim of

PG 62, 78; Library of tlie Fathers, 12, p.217.

PG 62, 78; Library of the Fathers, 12, p.216.
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Christian education.»""" «It is not enough to have children only, but also to raise them 

well. That is what gives a great reward. If your children, continue in faith and charity 

and holiness with sobriety, you will have your reward. If you manage to involve them 

with these, if you pray for them, if you teach them, if you advise them, God will 

recompense you greatly for your diligence».""**

We can see the same point in the nineteenth paragraph of the treatise;

Où nauopai napaKoXibv ùp5q k q i ôEÔpevoq k q I ùvripoAmv, ü x j t s  npô t S>v  aXAtov 

hnctvTtûv TÉcoq ùpwv puGpit^Giv Toüq naiôaq. Ei ydp (peiôq t o u  naiôoq, ôei'^ov ànô 

TOUTOU bAAü)q 5é KOi pioQov êxeiq." AKOue ydp xoû DaùAou Aéyovroq «bav 

bnipetvcoai iq  m'oxeL k o i x q  ùydnq k o ( ry  ùyioopÿ perd auxppoaûvriq». Koi ei a u  

pupîa oouxy oùvmôaq k o k o , ùAA’ bpcoq énxivàrjaov napapuGîav xivâ xoTq ooîq 

KOKOtq.

I shall not cease exhorting and begging and supplicating you before all else to 

discipline youi' sons from the first. If thou dost care for tiiy son, show it tlius, and 

in other ways so thou wilt have thy reward. Heaiken to the words o f Paul, «if they 

continue in faith and charity and holiness witli sobriety.»""^

3.3 The image of the harlot: Chrysostom often mentioned the danger which 

comes from loose morals. He insisted on a life of virginity before marriage for both men 

and women. He did so often because Antioch again offered opportunities for the 

opposite. He spoke openly about the problem and we can understand that relations with 

harlots and free sex was a very common thing.

Similar images of the harlot which Chrysostom gives in the second paragraph of 

the treatise, can be seen in his fifth homily on the first Epistle to Thessalonians:

'AAA' )5éa aoi (paivexai xd xfiq ndpvqq bripaxa; Oi5a Kdycb’ kqi ydp ft fpacpt)

Laistner, John Chrysoslom 's Address on Vainglory, p. 81.

PG 54,637-638.

E.n.E. 30, p.638; Laistner, John Chiysostom's Address on Vainglory, p.95.
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TOÜTO cpqoC «M éAi y d p  dnooT dZ ^ei 6 n o  xGiAÉmv y u v a iK Ô q  n ô p v q q  ...f)T iq  n p ô q  

K o ip o v  A in a i'v s i o ô v  ( p â p u y y a  D crrep o v  pÉvTOi nLK pÔ Tepov x o A q q  e ù p q a e i q  koi 

poA A ov p a x a i p a q  ô iO T o p o u .»

But the gestures of a harlot seem agreeable to you. I know it. For the Scripture says, 

«The Ups of a strange woman drop as an honeycomb...who for a season is smooth 

to thy throat, but afterwards thou shalt find her more bitter tlian gall, and sharper 

than a two-edged sword.

3.4 The vanity of the theatre: Of all the different entertainments of his time, the 

theatre worried Chrysostom the most. A great part of his preaching is devoted to the 

theatre and the dangers it presented. Someone would be justified in asking oneself 

whether this was a common subject, something in fashion which was regularly dealt 

with from the pulpit. The answer is no. Contemporary preachers such as Gregory of 

Nazianzus, Basil the Great and Cyril of Alexandria were almost never preoccupied with 

the theatre. Is it possible that Chiysostom insisted on a topic independently of the other 

Church Fathers? If that were true, then it would seem that the topic was not considered 

as dangerous as Chrysostom represented it. In all probability Chrysostom was rightly 

engaged with the problem because for Antioch the theatre and the circus were a great 

temptation for pagans and for Christians of all ages. Basil and the other Church Fathers 

were not worried about it because their cities had other problems, but not the theatre 

and the circus.

In Antioch actors and dancers were very popular. Theatrical shows had usually 

one subject, that is erotic affairs. Moralists were against the mime moreover, because 

that was a kind of ballet based on mythology and included presentation of erotic

PG 62, 426; Library o f the Fathers, 11 p.392.
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scenes/^* A very representative opinion on the subject is that of Chiysostom:

"Oxav yap ùvsA8qq eiq Géaxpov, kqi KaGicrqq yupvolq peAeai yuvaiKtbv xoOq 

ôcpGoApoùq èoTicôv, npôq pév Kaipôv qoGqq, üoxepov 5é noAuv èKeiGev éGpeijjaq 

TÔV nupsTÔv.»

For when you go up to the theatre, and feast your eyes with the naked limbs of 

women, for the time indeed you are delighted, but afterwards, you have nourished 

thence a mighty fever.

Chrysostom could not ignore the opportunity to speak on the problem, especially 

when he presented his ideas on education to a group of parents. The example below is 

from the homily on Hannah:

rioTov yap av yevoixo Képôoq èx xpq tcûv Sqpwv eùcpqpioq; sins poi. Tqq 

bcmspaq ydp KaxaAa ôuarriq sùGsüx; 6 Kpoxoq èKsTvoq Kai 6 Gôpu(3oq dnaq 

papaivexai, KainapsAGouoriq x f iq  navqyCipscoq cbcmsp "ovap T p u c p q o a v rs q ,  oijxcoq 

spqpoi ndoriq KaGioxavraL sùtppocrùvqq, Koi outs rpv ànô toù oxscpdvou outs 

T q v  bno xf|q oxoAftq xqq Aapnpaq k q i xqq oAAqq (pavxaaiaq dndaqq eùQupiav 

byyivopsvqv aùxoTq Ẑ qxoüvTsq sùpsTv ôùvaix’ àv, àvspou navrôq xaxuxspov 

napaÔpapôvTCûv aùxouq àndvrœv.

Which is the profit from the crowd’s cheering? Tell me. When die evening comes 

that noise wastes away and after the fair finishes like a dream, in the same way 

eveiybody becomes empty of happiness and tliey cannot find cheerfuhiess from the 

crowning nor the luxurious clothing and the other surprising appearances because 

all of these are passed faster than the wind."^"

A similar point in the treatise is this:

T( TO KspSoq; Kai ydp koi nap’ SKsivoiq èfpqpepoq ft 56^a koi f| poq.

What profits it? For them also the glory and the acclaim are but of a day."^"

Liebeschuetz, J. W. H. J., Antioch: City and Imperial Administration in the Ixiter Roman Empire, 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972), pp.144-145.

PG 62,422; Library of the Fatliers, 11 p.393-394,

PG 54, 659.

E.n.E. 30, p.630; Laistner, ./0/7/j Chiysostom's Address on Vainglory, p.90.
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3,5 Concerning the appearance of children: Chrysostom gave attention to the 

appearance of children. He was very severe with parents and the habits which they 

passed on to their children. He tried to fight the phenomenon of assimilation between 

the sexes. Following the opinion of Paul on the subject, he wanted boys, as opposed to 

women, to have their hair cut. He also insisted on the simplicity of appearance which 

brought humility.

His ideas on appearance are summarized in the very first paragraph of his treatise 

On Vainglory and Education. This shows again the importance he paid to modesty.

In the fifty -third homily on John’s Gospel Chrysostom underlined that the example of 

Christ would be a guide for parents on their presents for children;

ndAiv OTOV i5qq aùxov èm' cporvriq KSipevov, où onouôâoeiq xÿ naiôici) aou 

nepiGetvai Kôopov xpuaoùv où5é xq yuvaixl âpYupévôerov noifjoai kAivt|v.

When you see Him lying in the manger do not haste to give gold to yom child nor 

to make a silver bed for yom' wife."^"

Again in the thirty-seventh homily on Matthew’s Gospel he mentioned hair and 

a child’s appearance in relation to the need for different behaviour and appearance 

between boys and girls:

'O pév ydp 6mo9sv xqv Kopqv véoq &v, kqi xqv <puaiv GK0qAuvmv, koi tw 

PAsppaxi, KoC xw oxnMOTi, koi xoTq ipaxibiq, koi ndaiv dnAGoq eiq siKOva KOpqq 

bnoXfiq èKpfjvoL cpiAoveiKeT.

That young man who has his hair long behind him, he effeminates the nature in his 

look, his appeai'ance and clothes, and he hies to seem to the others like a delicate 

girl."''

E.n.E. 30, p.636; Laistner, John Chrysostom's Address on Vaingloiy, p.93-94. 

PG 59, 296.

PG 57, 426.
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4. Lexicographical similarities: Chiysostom preached for twelve years as a priest 

in the cathedral, the Great Church of Antioch. From the very beginning of his new office 

he became the most distinguished preacher in the whole Roman empire. He knew how 

to attract his audience and how to keep it concentrating on what he was saying. Using 

comparisons and illustrations he succeeded in creating a language full of liveliness and 

expressiveness. This was the perfect mediator between the ocean of Chrysostom’s 

thoughts and the souls of his hearer’s.

Diction is a classical way for scholars to prove the authenticity or not of a written 

document. In Chrysostom’s writings that is not difficult because he is a writer with very 

personal characteristics in his homilies. Moreover, his preaching had only one aim, the 

perfection of Christians. This central purpose brought out the same subjects and terms 

repeatedly. That makes the study of his diction easier because any book of his shows the 

repetition of ideas and images, using similar diction but of course employing a pleasant 

variety of narration.

4,1 The word «athlete»: The Olympic Games, the athletic competitions and the 

races were very common events in Antioch. For Chrysostom and for many Church 

Fathers like Gregory of Nazianzus and Basil, these events were a source of images. First, 

Paul in his Epistles"̂ ** used the word athlete. Afterwards, many writers used the same 

image as the symbol of the ascetic life and the life and death of a martyr. The Christian 

athlete has the world for his arena. His aim is to obtain all of the Christian virtues and 

his opponents are the «kosmos» and Satan.

2 Tim. 2,5; Heb. 10,32.

Ruether, R. R,, Gregoty o f  Nazianzus Rhetor and Pfulo.sopfter.iOxfotd: Clarendon Press, 1969), p.p.89-
90.
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The metaphorical use of the word athlete in the nineteenth paragraph of the 

treatise can be found again in many homilies of Chrysostom. The idea that the parents 

will have their reward from God for their effort to raise athletes for Christ, can be found 

in the treatise On Vaingloiy and Education in the twentieth paragraph;

Ei ydp cpeidq too naiddq, deT^ov dnd toutou’ dXAox; ôé koi pioGov exeig... Kai 

e i ou pupia o' aux^ oûvoiôaq koko, 6W ’ dpoiq ènwôqoov napapuQiavxivdxoTq 

ooiq KOKoXq. 0pévijov dGAqxqv x& Xpiox^... ©pévkov d8Ar|xf)V xm Xpioxy koi èv 

KÔopü) ôvxa ôiôa^ov eùAapfi èK npwxqq t\K\.Kiog.

If thou dost care for thy son, show it thus, and in other ways too thou wilt 

have thy reward... And even if thou art conscious of a myriad vices within 

thyself, nevertheless devise some compensation for thy vices. Raise up an 

athlete for Christ... Raise up an athlete for Christ and teach him though he 

is living in the world to be reverent from his earliest youth."""

Here are two relevant examples from different homilies. The first is from the ninth 

homily on the first Epistle to Timothy, and it referred to the parents and to their reward 

again;

’Ey TO U TO iq où p iK p o v  e^ouai xdv ùnép xouxwv pioGdv. 6AAd koC acpddpa péyav, 

ôxi ù G A q x d q  sGpsgiavxœ Xpioxÿ.

They will get not a small reward but a great one for this because they had raised 

athletes for Cluist.""'

The second example is from the letter to Stagyrion. Here, Chrysostom used the parable 

of poor Lazarus to encourage Stagyrion in his own sufferings. He advised his good 

friend to fight the Devil and he would have his wreath, just as Lazarus did:

’AAA’ ibonep xiq yewaXoq dGAqxqq (6 Adf^apoq), èv aùxpÿ koi nviyei Papuxaxo) 

naAoicov, Kof èviRpas koi éoxecpavcéGp.

Like a brave athlete wrestling under conditions of bad weatlier and excessive

E.n.E. 30, p.238; Laistner, John Chrysostom's Address on Vainglory, p.95.

PG 62, 546.
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462heatwave, him (Lazarus) won and received the wreath.

4.2 The word «KEvoôoÇià» (vainglory): This word is used often by Chrysostom. 

It is actually one of his favourite topics in his preaching. Here are a few occasions where 

he uses the word. In the thirteenth homily on the Epistle to Corinthians:

Kai aÙTO'i 5é ot Oppiü^ovreq eiq  to acopa tSov nopveuopevcov yuvaiK&v ôiôôaoiv, 

bÀA'où cplAavGpojniatoüto, àXKà napoivia. Toütœ kqi ô Kevoôo^oq êoïKc.

They too that are given to abuse the persons of prostitute women, but this is not 

loving kindness, but insolent tieatment. Like this aie tlie vainglorious also.""^

In the same homily a few pages further on:

KevoÔo^ia ndXiv to pupia Aupaivsrrai KaTopGcopaia àXAâ koi TauTpq ndAiv èyyüq 

b nAour&v éoKqv&jrai.

Vainglory again damages tens of thousands of good deeds, and near to this again 

the rich man hath his dwelling."""

In the twenty fourth homily on the Acts;

"Ynvov KcrraxeX rq ipuxq, A  aveaiq- xdopqv noAApv aai paGupiav èpnoieî, xd 

ndBq disyei'pei ndvtoGev, orrAi^si xtKpov, drtM^ei bSovtjv, ônMi^ei Gupdv, 

paoKaviav, Kevodo^i'av, (qAov.

It-easy- induces sleep in the soul, an excessive yawning and drowsiness, it stirs up 

the passions on every side, it aims pride, it aims pleasure, it arms anger, envy, 

vainglory, jealousy.""^

Again in the twenty sixth homily on the Acts, when Chrysostom tried to exhort the 

Christians to pray and especially at nights;

Tote où Kevoôo^ia napevoxAcT.

PG 47,439.

PG 61,49.5; Library of the Fathers, 13, p. 168.

PG 61, 496; Library of the Fathers, 13, p. 170.

PG 60, 188-189; Library of the Fathers, 6, p.3.50.
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No vaingloiy then intrudes upon thee/""

In his homily on the resurrection of the dead, Chrysostom mentioned vanity on another 

occasion placing it among the evil desires, which let the person grow inside once they 

have left:

'O Êoü) dvGpoanoq àvaKaivoOrai. 'Avavôpiaq è^eAauvopévriq ànâorjq, èni-Gupiaq 

apswupévqq htonou, cpiAoxpqpaTiaq, Kevoôo^iaq, rmv âAAcov ônA&q tEûv 

5iecp9appév<üv Aoyiopmv ùvaipoupévmv ânâvxiüv.

-Hie inner person is renewed- When every kind of cowardice is carried away, when 

the unreasonable desire goes o ff when all the bad thoughts are disappeared.

4.3 The case of Cain: The case of Abel and Cain seems to be a favourite one 

for Chrysostom. In most of his homilies one can find a reference to Cain. Chrysostom 

had a very good knowledge of both the Old and the New Testament. He used this 

knowledge to substantiate his words and to make them easily accepted. In the treatise 

On Vainglory and Education, Chiysostom used Cain’s name because he narrated the 

whole story with his own words. His aim was not simply to tell the story; he only tried 

to give a practical example to parents of the best Christian education since a generally 

accepted system did not exist. He always underlined the value of the Scriptures as the 

basis for Christian education, because he thought them to be the most credible of all the 

relevant manuals.""® The reference to Cain in the treatise covered the thirty-ninth to 

forty-second paragraphs.""^ Contemporary writers such as Basil the Great and Gregory 

of Nazianzus, also mentioned the name of Cain but not so often and without such

PG 60, 202; Library of the Fathers, 6, p.378.

PG 50, 424.

PG 62, 442.

E.n.E. 30, p.657-663; Laistner, ./o/m Chrysoslom's Address on Vainglory, p. 102-105.
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emphasis as Chrysoslom did. tn their work of about ten volumes each, we can find 

Cain’s name no more than fifteen times. All these cases refered to him as the symbol 

of the brother- murderer.

In a homily on the Epistle to Ephesians, Chrysostom says;

'O Kâîv TÔV 0eôv ènXEOvéRaqasv. "A yap ÈKGivy 5o0f)vai exppv, nap’ èauTW 

KOToaxcov, anep qùtov êxetv ë5ei, xaDra éKeivo) npoaqveyKe, koi tô kokov ànô 

TOÜ 0eoü qp^OTO.

Gain defrauded God; what ought to have been given to Him, he kept to himself; 

what he should have kept himself, tliis he offered to Him; and thus the evil began 

with robbing God."^"

In the thirtieth homily on the first Epistle to Corinthians:

Kai yap Kqpou navrôq paAaKioxepoq 6 xoioDxoq, kqi auxoü xoü Kâiv 

h9\ia)xepov pi'ov ïfhv, ùnép pév 3>v nAeoveKxsT ôsôoïKwq, ùnép Ôé wv oùk éxei 

5Ayü)v.

Yea, and such a man is softer than any wax, and lives a life more wretched than 

Cain himself. For the tilings which he hath in excess, he is in fear: for those wliich 

he hath he trembles."^'

In the commentary on the first Epistle to Corinthians, we can read in the seventh 

homily:

'Ensi KOI loxoq owpoxoq koXov’ àXX’ èneiôq oùk eiq Ôéov èxpqoaxo aùxq-xqv 

Qùveaiv rqv àvGpoinivqv- ô Kâîv, napéXuoev aùxôv ô 0e6q kqi' xpépeiv ènoi'qoe.

For strength of body also is an excellent thing, but when Cain used it not as he 

ought, God struck him witli palsy, and made him tremble."'^

In the same commentary:

'Ewoqaov xov Kâîv, boa ùnô xfrq paoKaviaq ènexâyq. ’EnéxaJ^ev èKei'vq acpâfai 

tô v  îiôeXcpôv, ipeuoaaGai xôv 0eôv, Aunftaai xôv natépa, àvaioxuvrqoai, kqC

4 7 0

4 7 1

47

PG 62, 125; Library of the Fathers, 12, p.295.

PG 61,256; Library of the Fathers, 10, pp . 422-423.

■ PG 61, 60; Libraiy of the Fathers, 9, p.86.
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navra ènoiqas, xai napqKOuae.

Consider Cain, what commands were laid on him by his envy. She ordered him to slay his 

brother, to lie unto God, to grieve his father, to cast off shame; and he did it all, and in 

nothing refused to obey."'^

We can see two more cases where Cain is used for different reasons every time, 

in the commentary on the second Epistle to Corinthians. One of these is in the fifth 

homily:

'O Kâîv n â A i v ,  et r q v  t h h t p o v  è K e i v o u - r o u  G e o î i -  è ô e ô o i K e i ,  w q  ô e ô o ï K é v a i  e ô e i ,

OÙK âv eîne, «ôeüpo, k o i  è^éAGtopsv e£q rô neôi'ov»

Cain again, had he feared that sentence as he should have feared, would not have 

said. Come, and let us go into the field."'"

Here is a last example of the use of the case of Cain which is very common in

Chiysostom’s commentaries:

Ti yap OÙK 6v ènoiqoev 6 Kâîv èv ilapaôdatf» orperpâpcvoq K a i rpucpqq ànoAaùtov 

rooaùrqq, ônou ys k o i  roùrwv èoxGpqpévoq k o i  rou narpoq rqv ripinpiov napâ 

troôôq ôpwv, oùô’ oùrcüq èoüxppoviZ^Gro, 6A\’ eiq peîÇova KaHav è^éiriirte, cpôvov 

npcbrcq aùrôq k o i  eùpcbv k o i  roApqoaq, KOi cpôvov rov nâvrcov évayécnrspov;

What would not Cain do, living in Paradise and enjoying such pleasure, at the 

moment wliich he did not have all these and he watched his father’s punisliment 

lying in front of liim either then he was brought to reason; moreover he committed 

a greater malice, since he was the first who conceived and committed the murder 

which is the most detestable thing."'"

4.4 The fruit of Sodom: Chrysostom seems to have visited Palestine, where he 

saw something veiy shattering to him. He saw a tree which he names pomegranate, full 

of fruit. But when the fruit was touched, it exploded suddenly pouring out ashes and

PG 61,158; Library o f the Fathers, 9, p.256.

™ PG 61, 432; Library of the Fathers, 13, p.72.

PG 47, 430.
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dust. Chiysostom was impressed and he could not leave the fact without comment. He 

made use of the image twice. The first description is in the eighth homily on the first 

Epistle to Thessalonians, where Chrysostom wanted to prove by that fact, the existence 

of God’s punishment. He said that the fruit of Sodom was the result of the punishment 

of Sodom. Because, according to his words, that land was previously very fertile but 

after God’s anger nothing could flourish there except the fruit of Sodom which was 

actually a curse reminding us of hell .

Airrrj Sr) o5v f) ohrcoq eu0oAf|q kqi npoq ndoaq rdq âpiXAwpévri, p
cp0avouaa Tfjv eu0qv(av xov napâôeiaov xou ©ecu, naacbv x5>v èpqpcov 

bpqpoxGpa toxi vuv’ koi eoxrjKS pév 5év5pa, kqI Kapnôv èx î' à 5é Kapnôq xqq 

xoù ©eoû ôpYTÎq èoxiv ùnôpvripa. EoxfiKaai pév pôai, kœ tô  ^ùAov héyco kqC ô 

Kapnoq, Aaprcpdv xqv ènupaveiav èxouaai kqi xy ayvurri napéxouoai noAAâq 

xâq yvnîôaq’ ei ôé AqipGeîev eiq xelpoq. ôiaKAacrGetcrai Kapnôv pév oùôévu,
KÔviv ôé xétppav noÀAqv ôeiKvüouaiv èvanoKeipévqv evôov.

This, therefore, that was so flourishing, and that rivaled all countries, which for 

fruitfulness exceeded the Paradise of God, is now more desolate than any 

wilderness. And there stand trees, indeed, and they bear fruit. But the fruit is a 

monument of the wrath of God, For there stand pomegranates, I speak both of the 

trees and the fruit, having a very fine appearance, and to the ignorant holding out 

great hopes. But if tliey are taken into the hand, being broken open they display no 

fruit indeed, but much dust and ashes stored up within."'"

In the second case, in his treatise On Vainglory and Education, Chrysostom used 

the same phenomenon as a symbol of vainglory. He once again made use of his 

characteristic method according to which he used every verse and every image to serve 

every different aim he wished to pursue.""

5. The two different subjects: A reason for which editors of the past did not 

PG 62, 442; Libraiy of the Fathers, 13, p. 419.

E.n.E. 30, p.624; Laistner, John Chrysostom's Address on Vaingloiy, p.87.
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accept the treatise as an authentic work of Chrysostom, might be the abrupt transition

from the first part on Vainglory to the second on the right upbringing of children. A

reason is that «his genius as a speaker was such, his ideas and imagery were so copious

that, as soon as a new thought struck him, he had to give it instant expression. Such

asrdes are natural and unforced, and he returns easily to his main theme. When we

remember, therefore, that he regarded Vainglory as at the root of the moral and social

evrls whrch hrs system of education was meant to remedy, we can see that the

connection m thought is very close, even though the verbal transition is sudden».™

We can see a sudden transition like that from one subject to the other in the

second homily on the Ascension of Christ. Chrysostom speaks there for some ten pages

on the appearance of Christ to Thomas, some four on the Book of Acts, another ten on

other appearances of Christ after His resurrection and then, in the last four or five on the 

Ascension/"

A second reason for the sudden changes of subject is that Chrysostom showed a 

strong preference for moral subjects such as charity, the right use of wealth, fasting, 

vanity, and love. His concern was to give strength and stability to his congregation and 

not to flatter himself and his listeners with empty words. That is why he sometimes used 

hard language to those who fell into error or did not behave according to the rules of 

faitlr,™ Because of this desire of his again, he changed subjects suddenly in one homily

or among several homilies on the same verse of the Scripture in order to say more on

moral subjects.

Chrysostom often started to analyze a verse from a Gospel or Epistle and was led

Laistner, Chrysostom ’s Address on Vainglory, p.76 

■*” PG 51.773-792.

PG 60,203-210, 209-214; 48,883-904.
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on to a moral subject. Consider, for example, the central topics of his fifty-five 

homilies on the Book of Acts. Here are the first ten of them: one must not postpone 

baptism; against the Greeks and on the Resurrection; the choice of bishops and the 

difficulties of the office; against the heresies; against the Greeks; against those who get 

angered; about naivete; about virtue and not to swear; against malice and swearing; 

against swearing."^’ This example shows clearly that he waited for the opportunity to 

answer questions on doctrine or on morality. Even if the treatise On Vainglory and 

Education had the aim only to guide parents on the right upbringing of their children, 

he found it useful to spend some minutes on the problem of theatre which always 

puzzled his congregation.

6. Manuscripts: The text is preserved in two manuscripts, but its authenticity has 

been disputed. For this reason great patristic editors such as Savile, Montfaucon, 

Fronton du Duc and Migne do not include it. The two manuscripts which include the 

Address are Parisinus graecus 764 and Lesbos 42. Both manuscripts were copied late 

in the tenth or early in the eleventh century.

The first discovered manuscript is in the Codex Parisinus which was found in the 

library of Cardinal Mazarin. A second one was discovered by Papadopoulos -Kerameus 

in 1881 at the Greek island Mitilene (or Lesbos) and is described in a catalogue of 

1885.''^  ̂Chrysostom Baur stated that he discovered this second manuscript. His own 

words are: «Meanwhile I discovered a second manuscript in Lesbos».

PG 60,13-85.

Quasten, Patrohgy. v.3: The Golden Book o f  Greek Patristic Literature from the Councd o f  Nicaca to 
the Council ofChalcedoii pp. 465-466,

Baur, John Chiysostom and His Tittle, v. J Antioch, p. 179.
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7. Editions: The Dominican Francois Combefis printed the treatise in 1659 for 

the first time and added a Latin translation. John Evelyn in 1659 issued an English 

version, omitting the first fifteen paragraphs on Vainglory. This translation, together 

with some other short essays by Evelyn, was reissued in 1825 by William Upcott. S. 

Haidacher aroused fi'esh interest with his publication of a German translation. In the 

introduction of the book he argued against the rejection of its authenticity. He added an 

interesting introduction and a selection of extracts from various homilies by Chrysostom 

in which education and kindred topics are discussed.'’*'̂  Haidacher’s greatest service 

was to prove conclusively that the treatise was genuine and that doubts of the 

Benedictine editors and others had been unjustified. Haidacher died in 1908 without 

managing to publish a new critical edition of the Greek text.

In 1914 Franz Schulte published a new critical edition of the Greek text. Both 

Haidacher and Schulte based their opinion regarding the book’s authenticity on the 

relation of the book with the tenth and eleventh homilies on the Epistle to Ephesians. 

There, Chrysostom speaks against pride, showing off and vanity. Also they managed to 

show its similarity to Chrysostom’s authentic writings in vocabulary, structure, language 

and topics.

W.L.M. Laistner has also published a translation of the book at the end of his 

book Christianity and Pagan Culture in the Later Roman Empire. The book was 

published in 1951 in New York by Cornell University Press.

A modem Greek edition was published in 1987 as a regular addendum to 

Chrysostom’s works in the thirtieth volume of a series of more than forty volumes on

Laistner, John Chrysostom's Address on Vainglory, p. 76. 

Laistner, John Chtysostom's Address on Vainglory, p.76.
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the work of John Chiysostom/’̂  ̂This edition of the Greek publications on the works of 

the Greek Fathers of the Church was started in 1978 and is not yet completed.

8. Dating the book: The first sentence of the book is a question to his audience; 

«I wonder, if any of you did what I have asked for. Has anybody begged God for me and 

the body of the church, to put out the fire which became firom vanity, the fire which 

destroys the whole body, the fire which separates the one body into many pieces and 

tears love up?» The writer refers to his previous homily, which is the tenth homily on 

the Epistle to Ephesians, where he asks the Christians to pray for the church. This is the 

first evidence used by Haidacher in his effort to assign the treatise. He believed that the 

treatise was written about the end of the Fourth Century and not before 393, when he 

considered the Commentary of Ephesians to have been produced. Haidacher based his 

conclusions about the authenticity of the book on its many similarities to Chrysostom’s 

admittedly authentic writings, especially in the choice of vocabulary, the structure, and 

the language as well as the repeat of favorite topics. The comparison of the opening of 

the treatise with the tenth homily on the Epistle to Ephesians made Schulte as well as 

Haidacher assign both works to Antioch and the year 393.

In his tenth and eleventh homilies on the Epistle to Ephesians, Chrysostom also 

mentions the party of two persons named Paulinus and Evagrius who were both Arian 

bishops. Evagrius, the successor of Paulinus was already dead by 397 and so, we must 

assign the Commentary to an earlier date.

The other scholars who were involved in attempts to assign the treatise, such as 

Stilting, Montfauson and Bonsdorff, considered its date of origin as being between 386

486 ''ExXqveq narepeq Tfjq EKKApaiaq, ’Icüdwou toD Xpuaocrropou sp ya , in 42 volumes ( Greek 
Fathers of the Church, John Chrysostom’s writings), Byzantium, 1978-1990.
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and 397/^^ Of course in eveiy effort to date the treatise, we must have in mind that with 

all his inexhaustible variety of expression, metaphor, and illustrative examples, the 

preacher returns again and again and at different periods of his life to the same broad 

topics. One of these is education, or rather the moral training, of the young; others are 

the dangers of riches and vanity and their resultant evils, the immorality of the times as 

shown in the circus and the theatre, and the prevalence of pederasty."*̂ ®

This precious diamond in the history of education was buried in darkness for 

many centuries, but since the seventeenth century everyone has been able to read and 

know it. It happens to be the first comprehensive teaching on Christian education in a 

complete and independent forni."̂ ^̂  It is also considered as the oldest manuscript dealing 

with Christian education,'*^® The book was given the title «The Golden Book on the 

education of children» and it was probably written during Chrysostom’s deaconship or 

early priesthood.

The method of illustration which Chrysostom very often uses to enliven his 

sermons is used once more in his «Golden Book». Images from life and nature are 

compared with the child and his world. Through them, Chrysostom gives an interesting 

presentation of his educational ideas. These ideas must be studied in a critical way and 

in relation to the educational system of his times.

Baur, John Chrysostom and His Time, v. I Antioch, pp. 170-173.

Laistner, John Chtysostom \s Address on Vaingloiy, p. 81.

Ibid p. 172.

Baur, John Chtysostom and His Time, v. / Atttioch, p. 170.

If the date of his birth is 347 and because he was ordinated a deacon in 381 when he wrote this treatise 
he should be of less than forty years old.
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